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This dissertation focuses on two issues in loanword phonology: ﬁrst, how are loan-
words represented in the lexicons of L1 speakers; and second, how do loanword adap-
tation patterns become established in a speech community over time. In examining
these questions, I propose a theoretical framework for loanword borrowing in which the
nativization of loanwords can take place during either of two processes: the initial adap-
tation of a new loanword by a borrower, or the transmission of loanwords from speaker
to speaker within a social network.
Using data from Arakawa’s (1977) dictionary of English loanwords in Japanese, I
show that historical adaptation patterns are affected not only by native phonological
constraints, but also by type frequency and phonological similarity to other loanwords.
Non-native phonotactic sequences are more likely to be preserved in more common
phonological environments than in less common environments. I present an OT analy-
sis of the historical variation in adaptation conventions, showing that the set of possible
adaptations for a loanword can be obtained by reranking loanword-speciﬁc faithfulness
constraints against a ﬁxed ranking of native markedness constraints. However, this anal-
ysis cannot explain the origin of frequency and phonological neighborhood effects on
adaptations. To account for these effects, I argue for a model of the lexicon in which
lexical entries are organized on the basis of phonological similarity. I then develop
a connectionist model of loanword adaptation to show how native constraints interact
with type frequency in the adaptation of new loanwords.
As for the establishment of adaptation patterns in a speech community, I argue thatthe transmission of loanwords from one speaker to another plays an important role.
Based on recent research on the structure of social networks, I develop an agent-based
model of loanword transmission within a network of speakers, showing that in general
transmission causes a nonlinear ampliﬁcation of the effects of nativization at the level
of the individual speaker. I apply this model to the attested rates of nativization of var-
ious non-native patterns in Japanese loanwords, showing that Japanese speakers before
1890 tended to palatalize coronal stops before /i/ in loanwords at a much greater rate
than they nativized other non-native patterns. After 1890, the attested rate of coronal
palatalization in new loanwords drops to roughly the same rate as other nativizations.
This data suggests that before 1890, coronal palatalization was a categorical process
for many Japanese speakers, whereas after 1890, perhaps because of increased English-
language education at this time, /ti/ and /di/ became allowable sequences in loanwords
and palatalization became a low-level gradient process occurring during loanword trans-
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xiiiCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Loanword phonology
The borrowing of words from one language into another has long been a topic of interest
among linguists. One reason for this is that the phonological nativizations seen in loan-
wordsareausefulsourceofextragrammaticalevidence(alongwithlanguagegames, po-
etics, speech rate and style variation, and so forth) about how the phonological system of
the borrowing language operates. For example, the borrowing into English of Japanese
words containing /a/, such as ￿3 /kaRate/![k@"ôAti], ￿￿ /wasabi/![w@"sAbi], and
](/ /yakWza/!["yAkuz@], shows that in general Japanese /a/ is adapted as [A] when
it occurs in a stressed syllable in the resulting English loanword,1 but is instead [@] when
it occurs in an unstressed syllable. This suggests that there is a restriction in English on
/A/ surfacing in unstressed open syllables. This putative constraint can then be corrobo-
rated using language-internal evidence such as static distribution patterns in the lexicon
and phonological alternations. Many researchers have thus argued that loanword na-
tivization patterns can provide additional insight, beyond grammar-internal evidence,
into the phonological competence of the speakers of the borrowing language (Kensto-
wicz & Suchato 2006).
Borrowings also have important implications for our understanding of the structure
of the mental lexicon. Loanword phenomena often make it difﬁcult to characterize the
phonology of a language as a single uniﬁed system operating indiscriminately on all of
the items in the lexicon. The analysis by Fries & Pike (1949) of post-nasal voicing in
1Though there are some cases, like ª /samWRai/!["sæm@ôAI] or the British pronunciation of ;
/sake/ as ["sæki], where /a/ is adapted as [æ] instead.
1Mazatec provides a clear example of this. In native Mazatec words, voiceless stops are
always voiced when they occur after a nasal, suggesting an analysis in which voiced and
voicelessstops(e.g.[t]and[d])areallophonesofasinglephoneme(/t/). However, there
are a very small number of loans from Spanish, such as siento ‘one hundred’, in which a
voiceless stop occurs after a nasal. Fries & Pike argue that there must be two “coexistent
phonemicsystems”inMazatec: thenativesystem, inwhichstopsareobligatorilyvoiced
after nasals, and the loanword system, in which a voicing contrast is maintained after
nasals. Thus loanword borrowing can end up introducing new segments and phonemic
contrasts that did not previously exist in the recipient language. In some cases these
can even spread to the native stratum of the vocabulary, as with the allophonic voicing
alternations in fricatives in Middle English, which did not become contrastive until large
numbers of loanwords were borrowed from Norman French and Old Norse.
A third topic of interest, one which has not been well studied in the generative lit-
erature on loanwords, is the diachronic establishment of adaptation patterns in a speech
community. At the beginning stages of contact between L1 (the recipient language) and
L2 (the donor language), there is often a great amount of variability in attested adapta-
tion patterns. Yet in long-term contact situations, this variability is resolved over time
into a coherent set of conventions for borrowing words from L2 which all L1 speakers
share (Haugen 1950). How this process of regularization arises from the interactions
between L1 speakers is an important question not only for the speciﬁc case of loan-
word borrowing, but also for the larger question of how language change in general is
implemented (cf. the “actualization” problem of Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968).
Thus, loanword borrowing holds much interest for linguistic theory because it sheds
lightonthephonologicalcompetenceofindividualspeakers, onthestructureofthemen-
tal lexicon, and on the process of conventionalization in speech communities. Japanese
2is a particularly interesting case to study with respect to loanword phenomena because
it exempliﬁes all three of these aspects of borrowing. Japanese has, over its history,
been subject to large-scale borrowing from two very different languages phonologically
(Middle Chinese and modern-day English), resulting in a lexicon with two distinct loan-
word strata, each with their own unique phonological properties distinguishing them
from the native and mimetic strata of the lexicon. Psycholinguistic experiments such
as those conducted by Dupoux, Kakehi, Hirose, Pallier & Mehler (1999) testing the
adaptation of novel loanwords have been conducted with modern-day Japanese speak-
ers, allowing us to look at the effects of perception and phonology at the level of an
individual speaker. And, borrowing from English into Japanese has been taking place
over the past 150 years, and continues to this day, providing an ample source of written
evidence for how the present-day conventions for borrowing words from English were
originally established.
In the following section I will present a brief description of some of the phonological
and morphological processes governing the different lexical strata of Japanese, leading
up to a discussion of recent loanwords from English and their interest for phonological
theory.
1.2 Lexical strata in Japanese
Japanese is traditionally described as having four distinct lexical strata (Martin 1952,
McCawley 1968).2 The native vocabulary which can be traced back to Old Japanese is
2AninterestingexceptionisBloch(1950), whodoesnotconsiderevenrecentloanwordsinJapaneseor
other languages as constituting a “separate phonemic system”. He argues speciﬁcally against the analysis
of Mazatec in Fries & Pike (1949) as containing two coexistent phonological systems, one which applies
to native words, and the other to loanwords from Spanish. From Bloch’s point of view, all members of
the lexicon are valid data for phonemic analysis, regardless of their etymology or the length of time they
have existed in the lexicon. Although Bloch does not state this explicitly, this principle would lead to the
3known as the Yamato stratum (from a Japanese word meaning ‘native’). Yamato items
are extremely common in natural speech and in various genres of written text (Shibatani
1999: 142–3). Basic vocabulary, like words for plants, animals, body parts, and colors,
as well as most verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and grammatical words like conjunctions and
case particles, are in the Yamato stratum. Yamato words are written using hiragana
(Table 1.1), one of two moraic writing systems used in Japanese, and kanji, a set of
characters borrowed from Chinese.
Loanwords which were borrowed from Middle Chinese in the 7th–13th centuries
are known as Sino-Japanese. These comprise a sizeable portion of the lexicon, and
are somewhat analogous in status to the Latinate vocabulary of English (Shibatani
1999: 145–6). Sino-Japanese words are made up of mono- or bisyllabic units, called
roots. Each root corresponds to a single kanji character in the writing of the word. For
example, the word ￿‰￿ /geðgogakW/3 ‘linguistics’ is made up of three roots, /geð/,
/go/, and /gakW/, corresponding to the three characters in the word, ￿, ‰, and ￿.
In some cases, these roots correspond to distinct morphemes. For example, ￿ /gakW/
often occurs in names of ﬁelds of study like ￿‰￿ /geðgogakW/ ‘linguistics’, W￿
/sW:gakW/ ‘mathematics’, ￿¶￿ /rekiSigakW/ ‘history’, and so on. But not all Sino-
Japanese words can be transparently derived from the meanings of their constituent
roots. For instance, the semantic relationship between the roots F /beð/ ‘exertion’ and
˜ /kjo:/ ‘strong’ and the word F˜ /beðkjo:/ ‘study’ is obscure at best.
Loanwords which were borrowed from the 16th century onward make up the For-
conclusion that Mazatec makes a voicing distinction in post-nasal stops, without any qualiﬁcations; the
fact that this contrast is made only in a small subset of the lexicon would be deemed irrelevant. However,
even Bloch recognizes that there are signiﬁcant generalizations which can be made over the portion of
the Japanese lexicon not containing recent loanwords. He describes these generalizations in terms of two
types of idiolects in use at the time among speakers of standard Japanese: the “conservative” dialect in
whichall loanwordsarenativized, and the“innovating”dialect inwhichloanwordscan containnon-native
phonotactics.
3/ð/ represents a placeless nasal, which is realized phonetically in various ways, depending on its
context (Akamatsu 1997). Here it assimilates in place to the following stop and is realized as [N].
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5Table1.2: ExamplesofYamato, Sino-Japanese, andForeignwords, fromShibata(1976)
Gloss
Stratum ‘inn’ ‘idea’ ‘acrobatics’ ‘detour’ ‘cancellation’
Yamato pM ￿￿￿& M￿ ￿c￿ 1c¨0
jadoja omoiµWki kaRWwaza mawaRimiÙi torikeSi
Sino-Japanese ￿4 ￿œ ￿P Ø￿￿ ￿￿
Rjokað ÙakWso: kjokWge: WkaiRo kaijakW
Foreign †￿￿ y{￿y y￿˜§￿￿ §{¤￿ ￿”˚￿￿
hoteRW aidea akWRobatto baipasW kjaðseRW
eign stratum. Almost all Foreign words come from European languages, in particular
English, and are generally written using the other moraic writing system in Japanese,
katakana (Table 1.1), although some very old loans, such as NPb /teðpWRa/ ‘tem-
pura’, may be written using hiragana or kanji instead. Finally, there is a semi-productive
set of sound-symbolic words known as the Mimetic stratum (Hamano 1998). These
are often written using katakana, although high-frequency mimetics, such as IbIb
/baRabaRa/ ‘scattered’ and M$M$ /pikapika/ ‘sparkle’, may be written in hiragana
instead.
While the lexical strata of Japanese are traditionally deﬁned in terms of their ety-
mology, each stratum also has corresponding phonological, morphological, and stylistic
properties distinguishing it from the other strata. Shibata (1976) (cited in Shibatani
1999: 144) gives examples of triplets from the Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign
strata which have roughly the same meaning but vary in stylistic usage (Table 1.2). In
general, Sino-Japanese words often have a learned or erudite connotation, and are fre-
quently used in scientiﬁc and technical jargon, though many Sino-Japanese words also
occur in casual speech, in literary contexts, and in newspaper articles. Foreign terms,
on the other hand, have a connotation of stylishness or “coolness”, and are often found
6Table 1.3: Examples of rendaku
X+Yamato 1. oRi + kami ! oRigami ‘folded paper’
2. maki + sWSi ! makizWSi ‘rolled sushi’
3. yama + teRa ! yamadeRa ‘mountain temple’
X+Sino-Japanese 4. nise + kið ! nisekið ‘counterfeit money’
5. oja + ko:ko: ! ojako:ko: ‘ﬁlial piety’
X+Foreign 6. gaRasW + ke:sW ! gaRasWke:sW ‘glass case’
7. aisW + ko:hi: ! aisWko:hi: ‘iced coffee’
Lyman’s Law 8. onna + kotoba ! onnakotoba ‘feminine speech’
9. kami + kaze ! kamikaze ‘divine wind’
Nativized 10. ÙW:SakW + hoð ! ÙW:SakWboð ‘annotated book’
11. iRoha + kaRWta ! iRohagaRWta ‘hiragana playing cards’
in magazines, advertisements, and song lyrics, but less so in newspapers. Both Sino-
Japanese and Foreign items tend to be semantically more restricted than Yamato items;
for instance, ￿”˚￿￿ /kjaðseRW/ (from English cancel) is used speciﬁcally to mean
cancelling a reservation or an appointment, while 1c¨0 /torikeSi/ can be used to
mean ‘cancel’ in a more general sense (Shibatani 1999: 144).
1.2.1 Rendaku and Lyman’s Law
The Yamato stratum is subject to a morphological process known as rendaku, or se-
quential voicing (Ito & Mester 1986). Basically, rendaku causes a word-initial obstruent
in the second member of a compound word to be voiced,4 as shown by the ﬁrst three
examples in Table 1.3. Rendaku does not apply if the second member of a compound is
4Kuroda (2002) presents an interesting alternative analysis in which the initial obstruent of the second
element in these compounds is underlyingly voiced, and is devoiced when it surfaces in word-initial
position. For example, the word ￿ /kami/ ‘paper’ in example (1) of Table 1.3 would be represented
underlyingly as /gami/; the underlying /g/ surfaces when the word occurs in a compound like ￿c￿
[oRigami], but is devoiced to [k] when it occurs word-initially, resulting in the form [kami].
7not Yamato. This is shown in examples (4) and (5) for the Sino-Japanese roots ￿ /kið/
‘money’ and ￿￿ /ko:ko:/ ‘ﬁlial piety’, and in (6) and (7) for the Foreign words ￿￿
￿ /ke:sW/ ‘case’ and ￿￿'￿ /ko:hi:/ ‘coffee’. Rendaku also does not apply if there
is already a voiced obstruent in the second member of the compound. This is shown
in (8), where the /b/ in ￿\ /kotoba/ ‘speech’ blocks the /k/ from being voiced, and
in (9), where the /z/ in ￿ /kaze/ ‘wind’ has a similar effect on the initial /k/. This is
known as Lyman’s Law (Shibatani 1999: 174). Lyman’s Law also applies within Yamato
morphemes, so that, while there are morphemes in the Yamato stratum containing only
one voiced obstruent, there are none with two or more voiced obstruents (Ito & Mester
1986).
Finally, there are some words which are historically loanwords, yet still undergo ren-
daku. In (10) the Sino-Japanese root § /hoð/ ‘book’ becomes [boð] in compounds like
¨*§ [ÙW:SakWboð] ‘annotated book’,5 while in (11) the initial /k/ of the loanword ￿
￿￿ /kaRWta/ ‘playing cards’, borrowed from Portuguese carta, is voiced in {˜ƒ￿￿
￿ [iRohagaRWta] ‘playing cards with hiragana on them’. These words have apparently
been nativized to the point where they are seen as members of the Yamato stratum by
modern-day speakers (Shibatani 1999: 174).
1.2.2 *NT and *P
There are also various phonotactic constraints governing the lexical strata of Japanese
which can interact with morphological processes such as verb conjugation. One of these
constraints is a ban against nasals being followed by voiceless stops in the Yamato stra-
tum, whichIcall *NT,followingIto&Mester(1995). *NT canbeseentooperatewhen
5I will explain in the next section, in my discussion of the constraint *P, why it is /h/ instead of /p/
which alternates with /b/ in this form.
8Table 1.4: Past tense alternations in Yamato
Gloss Root
Negative Gerund Past
 (a)nai  te  ta
‘see’ mi  minai mite mita
‘buy’ kaw  kawanai katte katta
‘die’ Sin  Sinanai Siðde Siðda
‘read’ jom  jomanai joðde joðda
the gerund sufﬁx / te/ or the past tense sufﬁx / ta/ is attached to verb bases ending
in a nasal, causing the /t/ in both sufﬁxes to be voiced (Table 1.4). This constraint does
not hold for the Sino-Japanese stratum, however, and there are numerous examples of
post-nasal voiceless stops in Sino-Japanese words, for example, '- /seðpai/ ‘senior,
superior, elder’, >S /heðtai/ ‘transformation; abnormality’, and %Z /buðka/ ‘culture,
civilization’.
Both Yamato and Sino-Japanese also have a well-known phonotactic constraint on
the distribution of the segment [p]. [p] can only appear either as a geminate (as in ￿<
J￿ [ippai] ‘a lot, full’), or in a nasal-stop cluster (as in ¡O [saðpo] ‘walk, stroll’), but
canneverappearword-initiallyorintervocalically. Thisratherunusualdistributionisthe
result of a sound change which affected word-initial and intervocalic *p in Old Japanese,
leniting it to *F. Word-initial *F then changed to /h/, although in many modern-day di-
alects, /h/ still surfaces as [F] before /W/. Intervocalic *F, however, became *w (again,
except before /W/), which was later deleted, except before /a/ (Shibatani 1999: 167).
This diachronic relationship between /h/ and /p/ is reﬂected in several surface alter-
nations between [h] and [p] (or [b]). For example, consider the paradigms for various
counter words listed in Table 1.5. ￿ /ko/ is a generic counter word, while ￿ /saµW/
and § /hoð/ are speciﬁc counters for bound volumes (like books or magazines) and
long or cylindrical objects (like pens or umbrellas), respectively. Note that some of
the combining forms for numbers, like /iy / ‘one’ and /hay / ‘eight’, when pre-
9Table 1.5: Counter words
Number  ko  satW  hoð
1 iy  ikko issaµW ippoð
2 ni  niko nisaµW nihoð
3 sað  saðko saðsaµW saðboð
4 joð  joðko joðsaµW joðhoð
5 go  goko gosaµW gohoð
6 Roy  Rokko RokWsaµW Roppoð
7 nana  nanako nanasaµW nanahoð
8 hay  hakko hassaµW happoð
9 kjW:  kjW:ko kjW:saµW kjW:hoð
10 ÃWy  ÃWkko ÃWssaµW ÃWppoð
Table 1.6: The /may / adjectival preﬁx
Adjective may+Adjective
kWRo ‘black’ makkWRo ‘pitch black’
naka ‘center’ mannaka ‘dead center’
hiRWma ‘daytime’ mappiRWma ‘broad daylight’
hadaka ‘naked’ mappadaka ‘stark naked’
ﬁxed to a counter, cause gemination of the initial consonant, while other numbers, like
/ni / ‘two’ and /go / ‘ﬁve’, do not. This is represented in the underlying forms by
an abstract segment /y/ which assimilates in place to a following obstruent. So ‘two
volumes’ is [nisaµW], but ‘one volume’ is /iysatW/![issaµW], with gemination of the
initial /s/ of /satW/.6 However, /iy / and /hay /, when preﬁxed to /hoð/, do not
result in a geminate [h], but rather a geminate [p]: [ippoð] ‘one (pen, umbrella, etc.)’;
[happoð] ‘eight (pens, umbrellas, etc.)’. A similar pattern appears with the intensiﬁer
preﬁx /may /, which, when attached to adjectives, causes gemination of the initial
consonant (Table 1.6). Again, we see an alternation between [h] and geminate [p] in the
last two examples.
6In the non-loan phonology, underlying /t/ is affricated before /W/, surfacing as [µ].
10Table 1.7: Examples of rendaku with h ! b
ike + hana ! ikebana ‘ﬂower arrangement’
tabi + hito ! tabibito ‘traveler’ (< ‘travel’ + ‘person’)
kake + FWtoð ! kakebWtoð ‘top futon’
To account for these surface alternations between [p] and [h], as well as the marked
distribution of /p/ in Yamato and Sino-Japanese, Ito & Mester (1995) propose a con-
straint *P which does not allow an underlying /p/ to surface as [p] unless it occurs as
a geminate or in a nasal-obstruent cluster. Under this account, the two cases presented
in Tables 1.5 and 1.6 would show an underlying singleton /p/ surfacing as [h] to avoid
violating *P. In fact, McCawley (1968) proposes to eliminate the /h/ phoneme from
the Yamato and Sino-Japanese strata entirely, deriving all instances of [h] from an un-
derlying /p/. This proposal is not widely accepted, however, because it seems rather
counterintuitive to native speakers, and because the change from /p/ to [h] is perhaps an
unusual one from a synchronic phonetic standpoint (Shibatani 1999: 167). Of course,
diachronically *p > *F > h is an example of lenition, and is not itself an unusual sound
change.
*P also interacts with rendaku, as the examples in Table 1.7 show. According to
Ito & Mester (1995), the initial /b/ present in the second member of y*s [ikebana]
‘ﬂower arrangement’, ￿0 [tabibito] ‘traveler’, and ￿Œ￿ [kakebWtoð] ‘top futon’
suggests that there is a /p/ underlyingly in s [hana] ‘ﬂower’, 0 [hito] ‘person’, and
Œ￿ [FWtoð] ‘futon’, yet again it surfaces as [h] (or [F]) in the latter forms, because a
word-initial [p] would violate *P.
Neither *NT nor *P govern the Foreign stratum, though. There are numerous ex-
amples of voiceless stops occurring after nasals, as in ￿{˚–˚ /saiðpeð/ ‘sign pen
[felt-tip pen]’, {˚￿￿⁄￿￿ /iðta:netto/ ‘Internet’, and ¤˚￿ /paðku/ ‘punk’. And
11/p/ is unrestricted in loanwords, occurring not only in geminates or nasal clusters, as
it does in Sino-Japanese, but also word-initially (ﬁ˜￿￿ /pWRosesW/ ‘process’, –˚
¤￿ /peðpaRW/ ‘pen pal’) and intervocalically (y¤￿￿ /apa:to/ ‘apartment’, ￿{ﬁ
/taipW/ ‘type’).
*P can also be violated in the Mimetic stratum. For example, /p/ occurs frequently
as the initial consonant in CVCV Mimetic roots (Hamano 1998: 41), as in the words
«￿«￿ /pikapika/ ‘sparkle’ or –￿–￿ /peRapeRa/ ‘ﬂuently’. *NT is obeyed in
the Mimetic stratum, however: an obstruent following a nasal within a Mimetic root
must be voiced, for example in 0‘lUc /SoðboRi/ ‘being downhearted’ and ￿l
/c /WðzaRi/ ‘tedious; boring’ (Ito & Mester 1995). This is only true within roots,
however, and not across morpheme boundaries, as shown by forms like «˚«˚
/pið+pið/![pimpið] ‘lively’ or ￿￿˚￿ /dosWð+to/![dosWnto] ‘with a thump’.
1.3 Japanese loanword adaptation patterns
Non-native segments such as [l], [T], or [æ] do not occur in Japanese loanwords. While
there is a general resistance in the early stages of contact to borrowing non-native seg-
ments (Haugen 1950, Thomason & Kaufman 1988), the katakana orthography used for
loanwords presents an additional challenge to representing these segments in writing.
Each katakana character represents a single (C)V mora, and unlike alphabetic writing
systems, there is no systematic relationship between the form of a character and the
segment(s) that it represents, making it nearly impossible to indicate foreign segments
withoutintroducingcompletelynewcharactersforthem, oratleastapplyingdiacriticsto
previously-existing characters.7 This poses a problem for adapting words from English,
7This latter possibility was employed in the creation of the katakana character h¸i, which is the
character h}i /W/ with a dakuten (voicing mark) added to it. h¸i is used in loanwords to indicate a
12Table 1.8: Vowel systems of Japanese and American English
(a) Japanese
W W:
o o:
a a:
e e:
i i:
(b) English
2
@
u
U
oU
O
A æ
E
eI
I
i
which has a larger segment inventory than Japanese (Tables 1.8 and 1.9). The conven-
tion for adapting English vowels that has arisen over time is that the tense-lax distinc-
tion in English is reinterpreted as a length distinction in Japanese. English lax vowels
are adapted into Japanese as short vowels, while English tense vowels are adapted as
Japanese long vowels, for example in bit!/bitto/, beat!/bi:to/ (Katayama 1998; see
alsosection3.3.1inChapter3). TheEnglishdiphthongs/AI/, /AU/, and/OI/areadapted
into Japanese as sequences of two short vowels, /ai/, /aW/, and /oi/, respectively.
The Foreign stratum also has certain phonotactic constraints governing it which af-
fect how loanwords are adapted. Generally speaking, these constraints are a superset
of the constraints governing the other three strata. For example, a generalization gov-
erning both native words and loanwords is CODACOND (Ito & Mester 1995) or *CODA
(Katayama1998), whichrestrictssyllablecodastobeingeitheramoraicnasalortheﬁrst
segment of a geminate. Thus word-ﬁnal consonants from English source words must be
repaired in some way to avoid violating CODACOND. The usual strategy used in recent
loans is to preserve the word-ﬁnal consonant via epenthesis.8 Katayama (1998) ex-
plains the occurrence of epenthesis in loanwords by ranking the constraints *CODA and
MAX-IO (no deletion) above DEP-IO (no epenthesis), as in Table 1.10. However, there
source word /v/, as in ￿¸ /RabW/ ‘love’. Yet h¸i is normally pronounced /bW/, and words with h¸i
are often spelled with the corresponding /b/ katakana instead (for example, ￿› for love).
8The epenthetic vowel usually used is /W/, but /i/ is used for word-ﬁnal /Ù/ or /Ã/ (but not /S/), and
/o/ for /t/ or /d/.
13Table1.9: ConsonantinventoryofJapanese. Segmentsinparenthesesoccuronlyasnon-
contrastive allophones (except /F/ and /µ/, which are contrastive in the Foreign stratum
only), while segments with an asterisk occur only in the Foreign stratum. The segments
/Ù/, /Ã/, and /S/ actually have an alveolopalatal place of articulation (Akamatsu 1997),
but in keeping with other studies of Japanese phonology I transcribe them as palatoalve-
olars. The palatal segments /Ù/, /Ã/, /S/, and /ç/ contrast with their non-palatal coun-
terparts /t/, /d/, /s/, and /h/ only before back vowels in Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and
Mimetic words. These palatals are often analyzed as underlying /tj/, /dj/, /sj/, and /hj/
(Ito & Mester 2003).
p pj t *tj k kj
b bj d *dj g gj
(µ) Ù
(dz) Ã
(F) *Fj s S ç h
z
m mj n nj (®) (N) (ð)
w R Rj j
Table 1.10: Adaptation of bike![baikW], based on Katayama (1998)
baIk *CODA MAX-IO DEP-IO
a. bai *!
b. baik *!
c. + bai.kW *
14Table 1.11: Possible voiceless coronal-vowel and palatal-vowel sequences in Japanese.
Sequences in parentheses are found only in loanwords, while those marked with a star
are rarely attested at all.
(ti) *si *tW sW Ùi Si ÙW SW
te se to so (Ùe) (Se) Ùo So
ta sa Ùa Sa
Table 1.12: Palatalization in Japanese verb alternations
Gloss Root
Negative Polite Past
 (a)nai  (i)masW  (i)ta
‘see’ mi  minai mimasW mita
‘wait’ mat  matanai maÙimasW matta
‘lend’ kas  kasanai kaSimasW kaSita
are some cases of older loans where deletion of the illegal coda consonant occurs in-
stead. For example, the mid-19th century borrowing lemonade![RamWne] shows dele-
tion of the word-ﬁnal /d/ (compare with the more recent reborrrowing of lemonade as
[Remone:do], where the source word-ﬁnal /d/ occurs in the loanword with an epenthetic
[o]).
There are also many examples of words in the Foreign stratum which have phono-
tactic sequences which do not occur at all in the other three strata. For example, coronal
obstruents can occur before the vowel /i/ in some loanwords, for example ¤￿￿z￿
/pa:ti:/ ‘party’ and ￿zˆ￿￿￿ /diRekWta:/ ‘director’. However, coronals never sur-
face before /i/ in non-Foreign words (Table 1.11). In cases where a coronal-/i/ se-
quence is generated underlyingly, such as in verb conjugation patterns (Table 1.12), the
coronal is palatalized. There are also some older loans, such as ￿ˆ˚￿ /ÃiReðma/
‘dilemma’, which show a palatal-/i/ sequence corresponding to a coronal-/i/ sequence
in the source word. Ito & Mester (1995) have suggested that palatalization in both cases
results from the interaction of faithfulness constraints with a markedness constraint *TI
15Table 1.13: Adaptation of dilemma![ÃiReðma]
dIlEm@ *TI FAITH
a. diReðma *!
b. + ÃiReðma *
(coronal stops may not occur before /i/), as shown in Table 1.13.
The analyses above of epenthesis and palatalization in loanwords are typical of the
prior research on loanword adaptation. In long-term contact situations between two lan-
guages L1 and L2, L1 speakers will develop over time a set of speciﬁc conventions for
borrowing words from L2. These conventions can be stated in the form of a set of rules
(or ranked constraints, under an OT approach) transforming an L2 representation of the
source word into an L1 phonological representation, resembling the generative concep-
tion of the phonology of a language as a set of rules (or constraints) transforming an
abstract underlying representation into a surface representation that can be phonetically
interpreted. This resemblance is perhaps what has led many researchers to make the
simplifying assumption that nativizations are performed by a single speaker (presum-
ably a bilingual, or an L1 speaker with access to L2 speakers), and that these nativiza-
tions reﬂect the effects of the shared phonological grammar common to all L1 speakers.
Nativizations seen in established loanwords are thus explained as resulting from the
process by which a single borrower, in the perception and/or production of a new loan-
word, maps the non-native segments and phonotactic sequences in the source word to
phonemes and licit sequences in her native language (Silverman 1992, Yip 1993).
However, this general framework for analyzing adaptation patterns, while success-
ful in describing the established system of conventions used by modern-day Japanese
speakers in borrowing words from English,9 is hard to reconcile with the existence of
9Ito & Mester (1995) and Katayama (1998) offer recent OT accounts of Japanese adaptation patterns,
16both synchronic and diachronic variation in adaptation patterns. Early loanwords that
are borrowed at the beginning stages of contact between L1 and L2 typically show a va-
riety of repair strategies for non-native patterns. Over time, as the level of bilingualism
in a speech community increases, this initial variation coalesces to a single agreed-upon
convention for adapting non-L1 patterns from L2 (Haugen 1950). As was mentioned
above, some older loanwords like /RamWne/ (borrowed from English lemonade) show
deletion of illegal word-ﬁnal consonants, yet in more recent loanwords these consonants
are instead preserved via epenthesis.10 Likewise, in older loans, coronals before /i/ are
generally palatalized, yet in recent loans, coronals are instead preserved before /i/, in-
troducing a new contrast between coronals and palatals in this environment. There are
many other examples like this of changes over time in adaptation strategies in Japanese
loanwords. The question is, why did these changes take place, and how were they im-
plemented in terms of the actions of individual speakers over time? These questions,
much like the analogous questions concerning sound change in general (Weinreich et al.
1968, Lass 1980), are difﬁcult to address under an approach which looks only at the
behavior of a single idealized speaker at a particular moment in time.
The assumption that the adaptations seen in loanwords can be explained in terms of
the phonological grammar of a single speaker is also questionable when we examine
the evidence for synchronic variation. Even in cases of long-term contact, loanwords
which are only used by a few L1 speakers typically show less nativization than those
which are used by a larger number of speakers (Poplack, Sankoff & Miller 1988). This
suggests that it is not only the initial borrowers of a loanword, but also the L1 speakers
involved in transmitting the loanword to the broader speech community, who have a
role in performing loanword adaptations. The establishment of loanword adaptation
while Ohso (1971) and Lovins (1975) provide earlier accounts using the framework of Natural Phonology
(Stampe 1973).
10Smith(2006)analyzes thesecasesasbeingbasedon differenttypesofinput(spokenor writtenloans),
as I will discuss in section 3.1 of Chapter 3.
17patterns is thus the result of the cumulative action of many speakers operating over
generations of contact with L2, and requires a theoretical approach which can model
both the phonological competences of individual speakers, and the interactions among
these speakers within the broader speech community.
1.4 Outline for the remainder of the dissertation
The rest of this dissertation will be structured as follows. I begin in Chapter 2 by look-
ing at the process of loanword borrowing, analyzing it as two separate processes: the
initial adaptation of a new loanword by one or more speakers of a speech community,
and the subsequent transmission of the borrowed word to other speakers. I argue that
nativization of a loanword can be done not only by the initial borrowers of the word (as
previous approaches have assumed), but also by the speakers involved in transmitting
the word. This allows for variation in attested adaptation patterns which cannot easily be
accounted for by approaches that look at the process of adaptation only. I then present
historical data showing how adaptation patterns in Japanese loanwords have changed
over time, focusing on three processes: the palatalization of velars before a source word
/æ/, gemination of word-ﬁnal voiced obstruents, and palatalization of coronals before
front vowels. It turns out that these processes show varying degrees of regularity in
loanword adaptation, depending on both the time of borrowing, and (in some cases) the
type frequency of the phonological neighborhood that the non-native pattern appears in.
Generally speaking, the longer a word is attested for, the more likely it is to be nativized,
while the preservation of non-native elements is more likely in phonological neighbor-
hoodsthatareofhighertypefrequencyamongthesetofloanwordsinthelanguage. Two
important dates, 1870 and 1890, corresponding to the opening of Japan to the Western
world, and the establishment of mandatory English education, respectively, will be seen
18to coincide with changes in adaptation patterns, with most synchronic variation in adap-
tations ceasing after about 1890.
Chapter 3 looks more closely at the process of loanword adaptation by a single
speaker. After examining the debates over whether the input to borrowing is a phono-
logical representation or not, and whether adaptations take place during perception or
production, I then turn to the issue of how loanwords are represented in a speaker’s
lexicon. The traditional answer to this is that loanwords are marked as such by being
stored in a special lexical stratum separate from the native items of the lexicon. I exam-
ine two recent OT proposals for representing lexical stratiﬁcation, the Core-Periphery
model (Ito & Mester 1995) and the Cophonology model (Inkelas & Zoll 2007), and
show that neither model can provide an explanation for the inﬂuence of type frequency
and phonological neighborhood on the likelihood of nativization.
In Chapter 4 I present an alternative conception of the lexicon, based on connection-
ist research on word reading. I begin by introducing connectionist models of language
processing, arguing that they can provide an explanation for frequency and similarity
effects, which arise naturally from the learning and processing mechanisms of such
models. I review Seidenberg & McClelland’s (1989) connectionist framework for mod-
eling single-word reading, and consider how to apply it to the problem of explaining
loanword adaptations. I then design and analyze two connectionist models in this chap-
ter. The ﬁrst model is a simple feedforward network which is trained to identify the
lexical stratum of words presented to it. I use the behavior of this network to show that
lexical strata need not be represented explicitly in the minds of Japanese speakers, but
rather can be thought of as emergent structures in the lexicon, composed of smaller-
scale phonological neighborhoods. I argue that it is membership in these phonological
neighborhoods, and not stratal membership, which drives nativization at the level of the
19individual speaker, allowing for more ﬁne-grained adaptation strategies sensitive to the
type frequency of the phonological neighborhood a non-native pattern occurs in. I then
develop another connectionist network which is trained to replicate an input pattern of
phonological features representing a word, repairing invalid feature values as necessary.
I use this network to examine the voiced geminate pattern from Chapter 2, showing that
the relative acceptability of different voiced geminates arises to some extent from the
frequency of the corresponding voiceless geminates in the native lexicon.
In Chapter 5 I shift focus from the individual borrower to the speech community as a
whole, asIlookathowtocharacterizetheeffectthattransmissionhasonthenativization
of loanwords. Although the discussion in this chapter is reminiscent of sociolinguistic
work using network methodologies, such as that of Milroy (1987), it turns out that social
network theory, with its focus on individual actors and the roles they play within small-
scale networks on the order of a dozen or so nodes, cannot be directly applied to the his-
torical data presented in Chapter 2, for which we have little if any information about the
social relationships among the Japanese speakers who produced the attested loanwords.
Instead I develop a broader framework, based on the recent physics literature concerning
the large-scale structural properties of social networks (Watts & Strogatz 1998, Albert &
Barabási 1999), for modelling the effects of transmission within an idealized social net-
work. I show that the main effect of transmission is to amplify the effect of nativization
at the individual speaker level, so that even if speakers individually have only a rela-
tively small tendency to nativize a particular loanword, this can still result in the speech
community as a whole adopting the nativized form of the word. I then apply this model
to the data from Chapter 2, showing that, before about 1890, the nativization of coronals
before /i/ by individual speakers seems to have taken place at a qualitatively greater rate
than the nativization of other non-native phonotactic patterns. I suggest that this is be-
cause both phonological-level processes (i.e. a markedness constraint against /ti/, /di/,
20etc.) and phonetic-level processes (misperception and/or misproduction of [ti], [di], etc.)
were involved in the nativization of coronal-/i/ sequences, whereas nativization of other
sequences involved phonetic-level processes only. After 1890, due perhaps to increased
English education or to an increase in the number of new loanwords being borrowed
into the language, the grammatical constraint banning coronal-/i/ sequences seems to
have been no longer active for loanwords for most Japanese speakers, and nativization
by individual speakers at this time dropped to roughly the same rate as nativization of
other phonotactic patterns.
Finally, in Chapter 6 I summarize the main results from the previous chapters, pro-
pose extensions to the models developed in Chapters 4 and 5, and provide directions for
future research.
1.5 A note on terminology
The terminology used in loanword studies is often quite confusing, with different au-
thors using words like “borrowing” and “adaptation” in very different senses. For the
sake of clarity, I am going to be deﬁning these terms in the remainder of this dissertation
as follows:
Borrowing
The process by which a new loanword becomes established in a speech commu-
nity, involving both the adaptation of the loanword by one or more L1 speakers,
and the subsequent transmission of the loanword from these initial borrowers to
the other members of the speech community.
Adaptation
21The process of mapping an L2 input to an L1 loanword. The L2 representation
may be phonetic, orthographic, or phonological in nature. Note that many au-
thors use the term “borrowing” to refer indiscriminately to both adaptation and
borrowing (as I have deﬁned them here).
Transmission
The spread of a loanword throughout a speech community. As I will argue in
Chapter 2, nativizations (deﬁned below) can take place during the transmission
stage of borrowing, in addition to the adaptation stage.
Nativization
A change made in the phonological form of a loanword to make it conform more
closely with L1 phonology and phonotactics, at the expense of more faithfully
representing the L2 source word.
22CHAPTER 2
ADAPTATION AND TRANSMISSION OF LOANWORDS
2.1 The borrowing process
What exactly do we mean when we say that a language L1 has borrowed a word from
another language L2? Ultimately, since languages are not themselves atomic entities,
but rather are convenient labels for the aggregate linguistic behaviors and mental states
of the members of particular speech communities, this statement must reduce to a de-
scription of a change in the behaviors and mental states of the individual speakers of
L1.1 Thus when we talk of a word being borrowed from L2 into L1, what we are refer-
ring to is the process by which a large enough number of L1 speakers have, over time,
added the word to their mental lexicons so that the word is generally recognized as be-
ing an element of the L1 lexicon, to the point where it can be used in monolingual L1
contexts. This deﬁnition of borrowing makes it clear that it is really a change in the L1
speech community overall, and not just a change in a single speaker’s L1 lexicon, which
is important for borrowing, although the change in the speech community is composed
of many individual changes in speakers’ lexicons. If only one L1 speaker has added a
new L2 word to her L1 lexicon, then we cannot really speak of borrowing in this case,
since other L1 speakers will not necessarily understand her if she uses the word in an
L1 context. At most, we can call this a potential borrowing, if usage of the new word
eventually spreads to other L1 speakers.
1My deﬁnition of language here as an aggregate construct is somewhat analogous to the populationist
deﬁnition of species in biology (Mayr 1982; see also Ghiselin 1974, 1997), in which a species is deﬁned
as a population of individual organisms that can potentially mate with each other and produce viable
offspring. This is in contrast with the essentialist deﬁnition of species as idealized types with a set
of common properties, which resembles the more common conception of languages as abstract entities
deﬁned by their grammatical properties. Essentialist notions of species make it difﬁcult to talk about how
one species evolves into another over time; likewise, essentialist notions of language make it difﬁcult to
talk about language change.
23From this viewpoint of looking at loanword borrowing as a change in the speech-
community as a whole, we can identify two important stages in the establishment of a
new loanword: the initial adaptation of the word by one or more L1 speakers who have
some sort of exposure to L2 (through bilingualism, or access to L2 speakers or texts),
and the subsequent establishment of the word in the overall L1 speech community via
its transmission from the initial borrowers to other L1 speakers (who may or may not
also have contact with L2). This is similar to the distinction between language change
in itself, and diffusion of such changes, made by Hale (2007). In fact, Hale mentions the
replacement of Middle English lutter with the French loanword pure as an example of
diffusion (p. 39).
The adaptation and transmission stages need not be mutually exclusive. It is pos-
sible for later adaptations of the same L2 word to occur while transmission of earlier
adaptations is already taking place among other speakers. This can sometimes cause in-
terference effects, if two different adaptations of the same L2 word are being transmitted
through the speech community, as I will show later in the discussion of palatalization
of velar stops before /æ/ in section 2.3.3. While nativizations (changes in the phono-
logical form of a loanword to avoid violating L1 markedness constraints, at the expense
of faithfulness to the original L2 source word) are normally thought to be made during
the adaptation stage, they can arise during the transmission stage as well, as I will argue
later on.
The distinction I am making here between the adaptation and transmission stages of
loanword borrowing2 is analogous to the distinction Poplack et al. (1988) make between
nonce borrowings (borrowings that only occur once in their corpus) and widespread bor-
2As I mentioned at the end of Chapter 1, I am using the term borrowing only to refer to the overall
process by which a loanword is established in a speech community, and which is composed of both the
adaptation and transmission stages.
24rowings (borrowings that were used by more than 10 speakers),3 as well as Shinohara’s
(1996) distinction between phonemicizations and loanwords:
Phonemicizations are, in principle, different from loanwords in that one can
learn loanwords without being exposed to the source language. Loanwords
are already in the Japanese lexicon and they can be transmitted from one
Japanese speaker to another. A phonemicization is something created on
the spot. (p. 90)
However, other studies of loanword phonology are not as careful as Poplack et al. (1988)
or Shinohara (1996) in distinguishing between the adaptation and transmission stages
of loanword borrowing. Instead, they focus on the adaptation stage only, and use the
nativizations seen in loanwords to reason about the phonological competence of the L1
speaker(s) who originally borrowed the word:
Loanword adaptation is constraints and repairs in “real time”. In adapting
a loan the speaker tries to remain faithful to the source word while still
making the loan conform to the native language (L1) segmental inventory,
phonotactic constraints, and prosodic structures. Because inputs of consid-
erable diversity and complexity can be devised, loanword phonology takes
on the status of something akin to an “experiment of nature” in allowing us
to probe phonological competence. (Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006: 921)
Kenstowicz & Suchato (2006), and many other researchers, do of course acknowledge
that there are other factors as well that are involved in determining the ultimate phono-
logical form of an established loanword. For example, following the previous quote,
3Poplack et al. (1988) also distinguish between idiosyncratic (used by only one speaker) and recurrent
(used more than 10 times, but not necessarily by 10 different speakers) borrowings. As they note, these
latter two types subsume the nonce and widespread categories of borrowings, respectively.
25they continue by saying, “Needless to say, various methodological issues have arisen in
this enterprise such as the distinction between on-line versus integrated loans, the role
of orthography, as well as the often-variable nature of the data...” (p. 921, my emphasis)
Yet the theories of loanword borrowing that they have developed consider only the role
of the phonological competence of a single speaker performing an adaptation of a new
loanword. This is of course not a problem if we are only trying to explain individual
speakers’ on-line adaptations, as in experimental studies like Dupoux et al. (1999) and
Vendelin & Peperkamp (2006), in which speakers are presented with a novel L2 source
word and then asked to produce an L1 adaptation of that word. However, many loan-
word studies are trying to account for nativizations occurring in established loanwords
as well. For example, Kenstowicz & Suchato (2006) use an 800-word corpus of English
loanwords borrowed into Thai, 90% of which were collected from an English-Thai dic-
tionary (and can thus be considered to be established loanwords), and the rest of which
were collected from Thai students in the United States (which are probably a mixture
of nonce loanwords, established loanwords, and loanwords which are in the process of
becoming established). Likewise, Ito & Mester (1999) use data both from established
loanwords and native speaker judgments of possible adaptations to support their argu-
ments for a stratiﬁed lexicon. Silverman (1992) uses corpus data, words elicited from
native Cantonese speakers, and experimental data from a forced judgment task where
native speakers had to choose which of several possible loanword forms would be the
best adaptation of a given English word, while Yip (1993) rules out entirely what she
calls “unassimilated” loans,4 so that her data consists solely of established loanwords.
The data used in typical loanword studies thus consists largely of established loan-
words, which are the end product of both the adaptations of the L2 source by the initial
L1 borrowers, and the subsequent transmission of these adaptations to other L1 speak-
4These seem to be loans which contain syllables that do not occur in native Cantonese words (these
syllables being either accidental gaps, or ones ruled out by Cantonese syllable structure constraints).
26ers. However, this data is used to reason about the adaptation process only. This makes
sense only if we assume that any nativization attested in a given loanword must origi-
nally be the result of an adaptation from an L2 source performed by a single speaker,
and that the loanword was then faithfully transmitted in this form to other speakers, who
did not make any further changes themselves to the loanword. In the case of borrowings
into present-day Japanese, this is a reasonable assumption to make. Japanese has been
in contact with English for about 150 years, and over that time Japanese speakers have
developed a set of well-known conventions for adapting words from English that are
applied consistently to recent loans. An example is the adaptation of English /l/ and
/ô/, neither of which exist in the phonemic inventory of Japanese. /l/, in both onset and
coda position, is always adapted into Japanese as /R/, for example in ￿{› /RaibW/
‘live’ and y{￿￿ /aidoRW/ ‘idol’.5 /ô/, however, is adapted as /R/ only in onset po-
sition, for example, in ￿{￿ /RaisW/ ‘rice’. Coda /ô/ is adapted as either /a/, when it
occurs word-ﬁnally (as in ￿y /koa/ ‘core’), or is deleted while triggering lengthening
of the preceding nucleus when it occurs word-medially (as in ￿￿￿ /ko:sW/ ‘course’).
These conventions for adapting /l/ and /ô/ are well-established among Japanese speak-
ers, and are applied consistently to more recent loans from English such as {˚￿￿
⁄￿￿ /iðta:netto/ ‘Internet’. Thus it is conceivable that, for modern-day speakers,
these conventions are a part of their phonological grammar, and can be applied by any
speaker on a never-before-seen English word to produce the correct adaptation if it were
to be borrowed into Japanese. But the same is not necessarily true of historical Japanese
speakers at the time that conventions like those governing the adaptation of /l/ and /ô/
were being established. In fact, very early loans that date from before adaptation con-
ventions were established will often show quite a bit of variation in attested adaptation
patterns. For example, words like ￿~y /Ùea/ ‘chair’ and ￿y /doa/ ‘door’, both of
5/aidoRW/ also has an epenthetic /W/ following the adaptation of /l/ as /R/, since Japanese does not
allow non-nasal coda consonants in word-ﬁnal position.
27which date from the 1860’s according to Arakawa (1977), are attested as ￿~￿ /ÙeRW/
and ￿￿ /doRW/, respectively, before the /Ùea/ and /doa/ forms became the estab-
lished ones. These two early forms show word-ﬁnal /ô/ adapted as /R/, rather than /a/,
as would be expected for more recent loans. Modern-day adaptation patterns are the end
result of the collective decisions of many speakers historically over several generations,
and so it is not appropriate, when talking about how these adaptation patterns became
established, to model them solely in terms of the behavior of an individual speaker. It
is also necessary to consider how the interactions between speakers over time led to
the establishment of a single adaptation convention used by the future members of the
speech community for later borrowings.
Given the discussion above, there is reason to believe that, beyond any initial na-
tivizations made during adaptation by initial borrowers, further nativizations can be
made by the speakers involved in transmitting a loanword as well, as I will now dis-
cuss in the next section.
2.2 Nativization during transmission
I will ﬁrst make a theoretical argument, following Hale & Reiss (2000, 2001) and
Blevins (2004), that markedness effects seen in loanword adaptations may be due to the
cumulative production and perception biases of speakers as a loanword is transmitted
among them.6 Consider the case discussed in section 1.3 of Chapter 1 of the adaptation
of coronal obstruents before the high front vowels /i/ and /I/ (both of which are adapted
into Japanese as /i/). In older loans, at least, source-word coronals are palatalized in
6Blevins (2004) considers how to explain language change as a result of the accumulation from gen-
eration to generation of perceptual biases during language acquisition. Hale & Reiss (2000, 2001) argue
for a similar mechanism for language change, while focusing more on the role of Universal Grammar.
28Table 2.1: Adaptation of team![Ùi:mW], *[ti:mW]
tim *TI FAITH
a. ti:mW *!
b. + Ùi:mW *
this environment, for example in the word ￿￿• /Ùi:mW/ ‘team’. Since there is a
similar process of palatalization of coronals before /i/ in the native phonology, Ito &
Mester (1995, 1999) have suggested that both processes are triggered by the same set
of markedness constraints *TI and *SI forbidding coronal stops and fricatives, respec-
tively, before /i/.7 In other words, when a Japanese speaker tries to borrow a word like
team from English, since *TI  FAITH, they will adapt the illegal /ti/ sequence from
English as [Ùi] instead of [ti] in the resulting loanword (Table 2.1).
However, let us consider what would happen if the speaker were to instead adapt
team as [ti:mW], and then this form were to spread among other Japanese speakers who
are biased towards perceiving [ti] as [Ùi], but do not necessarily have a categorical con-
straint like *TI forbidding all [ti] sequences. Assume there are N speakers who are
arranged in a line like in the game of “Telephone”, where each person hears the word
spoken by the person on their left, and then repeats it to the person on their right (Fig-
ure 2.1). Suppose that each speaker, with probability p, will correctly reproduce a [ti]
sequence in the word they hear, and with probability 1  p will either misperceive or
misproduce the [ti] sequence as [Ùi]. Then, the likelihood that the Nth speaker will pro-
duce [ti:mW] will be p p p::: = pN, and thus the likelihood of [Ùi:mW] will be
1  pN. If p < 1, then pN will tend to decrease with increasing N, and likewise 1  pN
will tend to increase. In other words, as the number of speakers increases, the likelihood
7Ito & Mester need to propose two separate constraints in order to account for the fact that in more
recent loans, only coronal fricatives are palatalized in this environment, as in the loanword ￿￿z§˚￿
/SitibaðkW/ ‘Citibank’. Native phonological processes do not distinguish between stops and fricatives in
this environment, however; both are palatalized when they occur before /i/.
29Figure 2.1: The game of Telephone played with loanwords. Each speaker (represented
by the circles) hears a word produced by the speaker on their left, and then tries to repro-
duce the word for the speaker on the right. The ﬁrst speaker always produces [ti]. Each
following speaker, if the last speaker produced [ti], will also produce [ti] themselves
with probability p, or will instead produce [Ùi] with probability 1  p. However, if the
last speaker produced [Ùi], then the next speaker will always produce [Ùi] as well. The
probability that the ﬁnal speaker will produce [ti] is pN, and the probability that he will
produce [Ùi] is 1  pN.
that the ﬁnal speaker in the chain will produce [Ùi] instead of [ti] also increases. For
example, with p = 0:8 and N = 10, the probability that the Nth speaker will produce
[ti:mW] is only 0:810  0:11, while with N = 20, this probability drops to 0:820  0:01.
Of course real-world speech communities have a far more complex structure than a sim-
ple linear chain of speakers, as I will discuss in chapter 5. What this simple model does
show, though, is that the existence of palatalization in established loans like [Ùi:mW] can
be the result not only of the effect of categorical constraints during adaptation, but also
of the cumulative effect of misperceptions and misproductions during transmission as
well.
Of course it is difﬁcult to know to what degree the nativizations seen in Japanese
loans like [Ùi:mW] is due to constraints during adaptation or to cumulative mispercep-
tions/misproductions during transmission without detailed empirical data showing pre-
cisely who introduced a given loan when, and how usage of that loan then spread from
30speaker to speaker. One of the few studies to approximate this type of data is Poplack
et al.’s (1988) study of English borrowings among French speakers in the Ottawa-Hull
area. They show that the degree to which a given loan is nativized (measured by an
index of integration, which ranges from 0 for a word rendered completely using En-
glish phonology, to 1 for completely in French phonology) depends on the number of
speakers using the loan in their corpus:
...phonological integration proceeds as a function of the social integration
of the loanword...nonce borrowings are about as likely to be rendered in
English as in French, with only a slight bias in favor of the former. Com-
pare this with code-switches into English, which receive English phonol-
ogy three-quarters of the time. As we move to the most widespread words,
the index of integration rises steadily, so that the likelihood of words used
by over 20 speakers receiving French phonology is very high, and English
phonology very low. (pp. 72–3)
Poplack et al. show that there is a correlation between the number of speakers using a
loanword and that loanword’s index of integration. There are at least a couple of possi-
ble mechanisms taking place during the process of loanword transmission which would
produce this correlation. One possibility, given the results above from my simple model
of loanword transmission with errors, is that as a loanword is transmitted among more
and more speakers, in the process it also becomes more and more nativized as com-
pared to nonce borrowings produced by a single speaker. In other words, the speakers
transmitting the loanword are not simply mimicking the loan in exactly the form that
they learned it, but are occasionally performing some nativizations of their own as well.
Another possibility is that the French speakers in the study were more likely to acquire
and use a new loanword they have heard in the speech of their neighbors in their social
31network if the word already had a relatively high index of integration. Then it would
be easier for highly-nativized words to spread among more speakers than less-nativized
words. Both of these processes could work in tandem to produce the correlation between
the number of loanword users and the index of integration. Then, to the degree to which
the ﬁrst mechanism (nativization by transmitting speakers) is active during the transmis-
sion of a loanword, the correlation between the degree of nativization and the number
of speakers using a loan would be indirect evidence for the effects of misperception and
misproduction during loanword transmission on the likelihood that the nativized form
of a loanword will become the established form in a speech community.
More direct evidence for transmission effects on loanwords in Japanese can be seen
in a particular set of loans from English, namely those derived from source words con-
taining a velar stop followed by /æ/. In some cases, velars in this environment will be
palatalized in the resulting loanword, for example in ￿”˚￿￿ /kjaðde:/ ‘candy’ and
￿”￿￿ /kjatto/ ‘cat’. This palatalization seems to be a reﬂection of the relatively
fronted articulation of velars before front vowels in English (Keating & Lahiri 1993).
Yet in other loans, such as ￿￿￿`￿ /kategoRi:/ ‘category’ or ￿‚￿ /kameRa/ ‘cam-
era’, the velar is not palatalized. In previous work (Crawford 2004) I suggest that this
variation is essentially random, due to /æ/ being less front than /i/ and thereby tending
to cause less fronting on the preceding velar, making it possible that in some cases a
Japanese listener will perceive the velar as a plain stop instead. However, it turns out
that, for loans which are ﬁrst attested after about 1890, the variation is largely dependent
on a single factor: whether the English source word has a transparent cognate in French
or German.8 If there are no transparent cognates, then the loan will almost always have
a palatalized velar stop; however, if cognates do exist, as in category and camera, which
8Forearlierloans, thesituationissomewhatmorecomplicated, sincethereisagreatdealofvariationin
adaptation patterns of loans attested between roughly 1850–1890, with [ka], [kja] and [ke] all occurring
as possible adaptations of English /kæ/, even in loans that do not have transparent cognates in other
languages.
32are cognate to the French catégorie and the German Kategorie and Kamera, then the
loan is more likely to have a plain velar stop instead.9
I will be discussing these adaptation patterns in more detail in section 2.3.3, but
the important point here is that there is no satisfactory way to explain why a velar in a
given loanword is palatalized or not without making reference to the process of loan-
word transmission. Since predicting the correct outcome depends on knowing whether
cognates exist in French or German, any account which tries to explain velar palataliza-
tion patterns solely as the result of a single speaker performing an adaptation will have
to make the highly unlikely assumption that all of the Japanese speakers who originally
borrowed these words were familiar enough with all three languages (English, French,
and German) that they knew that words like category have transparent cognates and
should be borrowed with a plain velar, whereas words like cat only exist in English and
should be borrowed with a palatalized velar. A transmission-based account, on the other
hand, does not need to assume that the borrowers of these words must have been in
contact with all three languages. Instead, we can make the more reasonable assumption
that when a word like category was originally introduced into the Japanese speech com-
munity, speakers who were familiar with English would have adapted the English word,
producing[kjategoRi:]withapalatalized/k/, whileotherspeakerswhoweremorefamil-
iar with French or German would have adapted the French or German word, producing
[kategoRi:] with a plain /k/. As both [kategoRi:] and [kjategoRi:] then spread through the
Japanese speech community, there were some speakers who were exposed to both forms
and had to choose between using one or the other in their own speech. If we assume
9Of course, cat is cognate to French chat and German Katze, yet the /k/ is still palatalized in [kjatto],
so it seems that chat and Katze are not similar enough to cat to block velar palatalization in this case.
What I mean here by a transparent cognate is a cognate similar enough that an adaptation of the French
or German word would be identical segment-for-segment to the adaptation of the English word, except
for the palatalization on the velar stop. Thus the word chat, if borrowed into Japanese, would come out
as something like [Sa:], which is too dissimilar from [kjatto] to have any effect on the palatalization of the
velar.
33that these speakers tended to pick the version with the plain stop over the palatalized
stop (perhaps because palatalization is more difﬁcult from an articulatory standpoint),
then [kategoRi:] will gradually become more common than [kjategoRi:] during the pro-
cess of loanword transmission, and will eventually become the established form of the
loanword. However, with a word like cat, there are no alternate adaptations from French
or German with plain /k/ competing with the adaptation from English with palatalized
/k/ as it spreads through the speech community, and so [kjatto] will become the es-
tablished form by default. In a sense, then, the knowledge that a particular word has a
transparent cognate does exist in the speech community as a whole, but does not need
to be localized in any particular speaker in order to affect adaptation patterns. Instead,
this knowledge manifests in the competition between palatalized and unpalatalized vari-
ants during the process of loanword transmission, resulting in an adaptation pattern that
cannot reasonably be attributed to the action of a single speaker.
To summarize, while nativizations are commonly assumed to be the result of loan-
word adaptation only, it turns out that further nativizations can be made by speakers
involved in transmitting a loanword as well. Thus we must be careful about using na-
tivization patterns to probe into the phonological competence of individual speakers.
Speciﬁcally, markedness effects seen in nativizations may not always be due to marked-
ness constraints operating in a single speaker’s phonological competence, but can also
result from cumulative perception and production biases during the process of loanword
transmission. Empirical studies of loanword borrowing, like Poplack et al. (1988), show
that the level of nativization in a loanword depends on the number of speakers using the
word, which suggests that nativizations are being performed not only by the initial bor-
rowers of a word, but also by those speakers involved in transmitting the word as well.
In other words, nativization is not a single discrete event involving the initial borrowers
only, but is instead a gradual process involving the actions of many different speakers
34in addition to the initial borrowers. Finally, the facts concerning palatalization of ve-
lars before /æ/ in Japanese loanwords are most satisfactorily explained as arising from
the competition of cognate loans during transmission, and cannot be explained at all as
arising solely from the initial adaptation without attributing unrealistic knowledge of the
existence or not of cognates to the original borrowers of these words.
2.3 Changes in adaptation patterns in Japanese loanwords
In this section I will present data on how foreign words containing various phonotactic
patterns unattested in the Yamato or Sino-Japanese strata of the Japanese lexicon have
been adapted into Japanese, and how these adaptation patterns have changed over time.
I will examine the following three source patterns: velar stops before /æ/, which, as we
saw above, may or may not be palatalized in the resulting loanword; word-ﬁnal voiced
stops following a lax vowel, which can be geminated, despite voiced geminates not
occurring in native words; and the distribution of coronal and palatal obstruents before
the front vowels /i/ and /e/, of which only palatal-/i/ and coronal-/e/ sequences can
occur in the native phonology.
2.3.1 Loanword-speciﬁc faithfulness constraints
For each set of adaptation patterns that follows, I will present data collected from
Arakawa (1977) showing how it was attested in various loanwords over time, then I will
discuss a possible OT analysis of the attested adaptations. While it is generally useful
to express the various factors at play in determining an adaptation pattern using a set of
ranked OT constraints, in order to adequately characterize the historically attested adap-
35tation patterns I will need to reject two assumptions that are commonly made in the OT
literature on loanword borrowing. The ﬁrst assumption is that there are no loanword-
speciﬁc constraints operative in the grammar of the borrowing language (Yip 1993).
Speciﬁcally, the IO family of faithfulness constraints (Kager 1999) cannot be used to
model the interactions between faithfulness and markedness in adaptations, because the
repair strategies seen in loanwords may sometimes conﬂict with those used in the na-
tive phonology (Kang 2003, Yip 2006). Smith (2006) points out that while epenthesis is
normally used to repair illegal coda consonants and consonant clusters in Japanese loan-
words (for example, in best![besWto]), deletion is used instead for repairs in verb con-
jugation patterns (/jom+RW/ ! /jomW/ ‘read (non-past)’; /jom+sase/ ! /jomase/
‘read (causative)’). These two cases would require conﬂicting rankings of MAX-IO
and DEP-IO: epenthesis requires MAX-IO  DEP-IO, while deletion requires instead
DEP-IO  MAX-IO. The solution Smith proposes, and which I adopt here, is to postu-
late a loanword-speciﬁc correspondence relation, the SB-Correspondence relation (for
L2 Source and L1 Borrowing), and the corresponding set of faithfulness constraints:
MAX-SB (segments in the source word must appear in the borrowing), DEP-SB (seg-
ments in the borrowing must appear in the source), and so on. Since non-loanwords
satisfy these constraints by default (there being no L2 source word to be faithful to for
these words), the ranking MAX-SB  {DEP-SB, DEP-IO}  MAX-IO allows for
epenthesis repairs in loanword adaptation, but deletion repairs in verb morphology, as
shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
The second assumption which I will not be making in the analyses that follow is that
all speakers share the same ranking for the constraints relevant to loanword adaptation.
The existence of multiple possible adaptation strategies for the voiced geminate and
coronal-/i/ patterns makes this assumption difﬁcult to justify. In both of these cases,
in addition to unnativized tokens of the loanwords in question, there are at least two
36Table 2.2: Adaptation of best![besWto], showing loanword-speciﬁc epenthesis repairs
(from Smith 2006)
bEst CODACOND MAX-SB DEP-SB DEP-IO MAX-IO
a. best *!
b. + besWto **
c. be *!*
Table 2.3: Deletion repairs in verb morphology (from Smith 2006)
jom+sase CODACOND MAX-SB DEP-SB DEP-IO MAX-IO
a. jomsase *!
b. jomsase *!
c. + jomase *
different repair strategies attested in nativized tokens from the 19th and early 20th cen-
turies, which suggests that speakers in this time period had differing rankings for the
relevant loanword faithfulness constraints. In other words, these speakers had differing
preferences for preserving various features of the L2 source word. However, this is not
a problem under Smith’s (2006) proposal for SB-Correspondence constraints discussed
above. Different speakers can have differing rankings for FAITH-SB constraints with-
out affecting the rankings for the FAITH-IO and markedness constraints which govern
the repair strategies seen in the non-loan phonology. As well, at the beginning stages
of contact with English, it isn’t surprising that different Japanese speakers would have
had different rankings for SB constraints, since there were few loanwords existing in
the language at that point and thus little evidence for deriving the “correct” ranking for
these constraints.
372.3.2 Data collection
I obtained the data that follows on how the adaptation patterns were attested over time
using JMDICT (Electronic Dictionary Research and Development Group 2003), a freely-
available electronic dictionary of Japanese, and Arakawa (1977), a Japanese loanword
dictionary. JMDICT was searched to generate a list of loanwords containing a partic-
ular non-native pattern, while Arakawa (1977) was used to ﬁnd the approximate date
of borrowing for each loanword in this list, and examples of how each loanword was
attested in print over time. Each entry in Arakawa (1977) gives the source form from
the language(s) the word was borrowed from, as well as several citations from newspa-
pers, literary works, dictionaries, and other published material using the word from the
entry. In general, Arakawa tries to give both the earliest attested uses, as well as more
recent citations from the 1950’s and 1960’s if the word was still in use at the time of the
dictionary’s publication.
Since loanwords are generally written in katakana (Table 1.1 in Chapter 1), it is a
relatively simple matter to determine what the intended pronunciation must have been
for each cited form in Arakawa (1977). This is because the katakana writing system
is orthographically shallow, in the sense that any valid sequence of katakana charac-
ters nearly always has only one possible pronunciation.10 Distinctions such as palatal-
ized or unpalatalized /t/ occurring before /i/ have a long history of being represented
orthographically in katakana as well; for example, the h￿zi (/te/+/i/) spelling for
unpalatalized [ti] is attested from at least the mid-19th century. It is likely, of course,
that at least some historical Japanese speakers tended to read non-native orthographic
sequences such as h￿zi in a nativized fashion (in this case, /Ùi/ instead of /ti/), since
10Going the other way, from pronunciation to orthography, there are only two cases in modern Japanese
where ambiguity exists: /Ãi/, which may be spelled as either h￿i (/Si/ + voicing mark) or h￿i (/Ùi/ +
voicing mark); and /(d)zW/, which is represented using either h￿i (/sW/ + voicing mark) or h￿i (/µW/
+ voicing mark). The h￿i and h￿i characters are relatively rare in modern-day spellings, however.
38earlier loanwords with source /ti/ are often spelled with either h￿zi /ti/ or h￿i /Ùi/. It
has even been claimed, starting with Ichikawa (1930), that loanwords with orthographic
voiced geminate stops, such as ￿￿￿ /beddo/ ‘bed’, were always pronounced /betto/,
with a devoiced geminate. It is certain that nativization did take place for many loan-
words, given that they are often attested in writing with a nativized spelling, especially
for those words that are attested during the 19th century or earlier. Yet it can’t be the
case that all Japanese speakers always nativized foreign sequences like /ti/, while still
making a distinction in writing between katakana pairs like h￿zi /ti/ and h￿i /Ùi/.
For one thing, if orthographic pairs like h￿zi and h￿i were always pronounced the
same, then we would expect words like ￿￿￿ /Ùi:zW/ ‘cheese’ and ￿z￿￿ /ti:zW/
‘tease’ to be confused in writing, with /Ùi:zW/ sometimes being spelled as ￿z￿￿
instead of ￿￿￿. Yet errors like this, where a native phonological sequence like /Ùi/
occurring in a loanword is written using a non-native orthographic string like h￿zi,
are never attested historically, to my knowledge. This kind of orthographic confusion
does sometimes happen when modern-day Japanese speakers try to write an English
word as they think it would be spelled using the Roman alphabet. For example, both
/l/ and /ô/ in onset position in English are adapted into Japanese as /R/, making homo-
phones of such pairs as ﬂesh and fresh (both adapted as /FWReSSW/), and ﬂight and fright
(/FWRaito/). This leads to errors such as “ﬂesh juice” being advertised on a restaurant’s
menu, or a “non-stop fright to Okinawa” on an airline poster.11 The point is, when these
kinds of spelling mistakes are made in both directions (such as source /l/ being spelled
hri and source /ô/ being spelled hli), then this indicates that the distinction between the
two source sounds is neutralized for all speakers. When spelling mistakes only go in
one direction, however (source /ti/ is sometimes spelled h￿i, but source /Ùi/ is never
spelled h￿zi), then this suggests that the distinction between the two source sounds
11Photos of both of these examples can be found at the website <http://www.engrish.com/>. The
name of the Japanese rock band Glay is a parody of these kinds of spelling mistakes, since it is an
intentional misspelling of the word gray (Beech 1998).
39must have been maintained by at least some speakers.
Another reason to believe that the attested spellings of loanwords reﬂects their de-
gree of nativization is the fact that the attestation patterns of these non-native sequences
can show sensitivity to both frequency and phonological neighborhood, as I will show
withthedatainsection2.3.5oncoronalsbefore/i/. Forinstance, loanwordswithsource
word-ﬁnal /ti/ are the ﬁrst to be attested with the h￿zi spelling (instead of h￿i), fol-
lowed by loans with word-initial /ti/ or /di/, then words with medial /ti/ or /di/. This
difference in attestation times for these three sets of loanwords corresponds with their
type frequency. Among all loans from source words containing /ti/, /ti/ occurs most
frequently in word-ﬁnal position, followed by word-initial position, then word-medial
position. It is difﬁcult to imagine how these spellings could be sensitive to the fre-
quency and the phonological properties of the words involved, if they did not reﬂect the
actual pronunciations used by at least some speakers at the time that these words were
originally borrowed.
Since katakana is a phonologically-based orthography, I am only able to collect data
on nativizations that involve pre-existing sounds in the native Japanese inventory (Fig-
ure 1.9 in Chapter 1), such as h￿zi /ti/ vs. h￿i /Ùi/, where /t/ is palatalized to /Ù/
when occurring before /i/ in native Japanese words. This means that I am not able to
quantify the degree of phonetic variation that existed in the production of non-native
phonotactic sequences like /ti/ by historical speakers. This postulated phonetic varia-
tion, in many cases, would presumably have been an important factor affecting the ﬁnal
established form of the loanword (and is an important element of the model of loanword
transmission that I develop in Chapter 5), but the effects of this variation can only be
indirectly deduced, since only allophonic-level distinctions can be seen from the ortho-
graphic evidence I have collected here. In addition, there are some non-native patterns,
40such as unpalatalized /s/ before /i/, which have not even acquired a conventional rep-
resentation in katakana until very recently. For example, [si] is generally spelled h￿zi
(/sW/+/i/) in very recent loans, even though we would expect h￿zi (/se/+/i/) in-
stead, on analogy with h￿zi (/te/+/i/). h￿zi is also sometimes used to represent
loanwords with a source /swi/ or /swI/ sequence, such as ￿z￿￿ /sWitÙi/ ‘switch’,
and this may have something to do with its use for [si]. However, as far as I can tell
words with h￿zi are unattested in Arakawa (1977), and loanwords with /si/ or /sI/ in
the source word are always attested in this dictionary with h￿i /Si/. As well, there are
somenoncespellingsoccasionallyusedinthe19th century, suchash‹¯i(/hW/+/wa/)
used to represent the syllable [Fa], or a small h￿i used to indicate coda [r], which never
became very common.
2.3.3 Palatalization of velars before /æ/
As was mentioned in section 2.2, velar stops occurring before /æ/ in English source
words will sometimes be palatalized in the corresponding loanword, and sometimes
not (compare ￿”￿￿ /kjatto/ ‘cat’ with ￿￿«￿￿ /katapiRa:/ ‘caterpillar’). This
palatalization process raises three questions:
1. Why does palatalization even occur in the ﬁrst place, given that the velar in the
English source word is not itself palatalized?
2. Why is it only the vowel /æ/ which triggers palatalization, and why do only velars
palatalize in this environment?
3. Why is there variation in this adaptation pattern—in other words, why aren’t all
velars adapted as palatalized in the environment before /æ/?
41The ﬁrst two questions turn out to be related, and are due to the interaction between
the articulatory phonetics of obstruents before front vowels in English, the adaptation
of said vowels into Japanese, and phonotactic constraints on palatalization in Japanese.
First of all, there is an allophonic variation in English between velars with a relatively
front place of articulation, as in key, that occur before front vowels, and velars with a
relatively back place of articulation, as in coo (Keating & Lahiri 1993). Fronted velars
are thus likely to be perceived as palatalized by Japanese listeners, given their similarity
in articulation (Akamatsu 1997).12 This would predict that all velars occurring before
front vowels should be adapted as palatalized velars into Japanese. However, only ve-
lars before /æ/ actually can be palatalized; the other possible source sequences here
(/ki, kI, ke, kE/) are always adapted with a (phonologically) plain velar instead. This is
because Japanese phonology does not make a palatalization contrast before front vowels
(Ito & Mester 1995).13 The /æ/ in /kæ/ however is usually adapted into Japanese as the
non-front vowel [a], allowing palatalization to surface in this case. Note that in the few
examples of /æ/ being adapted as [e] instead of [a], for example the early loan ￿”“
˚ /kjabið/ ‘cabin’, which is often attested as ￿“˚ /kebið/, the velar is not indicated
orthographically as being palatalized.
The question now is, why is velar palatalization before /æ/ not a regular process?
To some extent, this seems to depend on when the word was ﬁrst borrowed, judging
from the date of the earliest attestation listed in the entry for each word in Arakawa
(1977). A total of 431 tokens of 89 loanwords derived from source words containing
12Although I don’t know of any perception studies that have actually tested this.
13The phonetic realization of non-coronal obstruents before front vowels in Japanese has changed over
time. In the modern-day standard dialect, these obstruents are palatalized only before /i/ (Akamatsu
1997), buthistoricallypalatalizationwastriggeredbyboth/i/and/e/(Shibatani1999). Lange(1973:35–
37) argues on the basis of the spellings used in two historical texts, the Ilopha (Iroha) of 1492, a Korean
textbook of Japanese, and the Vocabvlario da Lingoa de Iapam, a Japanese-Portuguese dictionary com-
piled by Jesuit missionaries in 1603, that palatalization on velars (and other obstruents, except for /s/)
before /e/ was lost sometime in the 16th century. In any case, palatalization in this environment has al-
ways been a surface-level phonetic process; there has never been a phonological contrast between plain
and palatalized non-coronal consonants before front vowels.
42Figure 2.2: Adaptation patterns for velar stops before /æ/, by year of ﬁrst attestation
a velar stop followed by /æ/ were collected from Arakawa (1977). The source words
were also looked up in the Oxford English Dictionary (Pearsall & Trumble 2002) to
ensure that they are pronounced with /æ/ in both RP and American dialects of English.
As Figure 2.2 shows, there is some tendency for later borrowings to be palatalized:
the 9 words in this data set that are ﬁrst attested before 1850 have plain velars, while
after 1890 the palatalized-velar loans outnumber the plain-velar loans borrowed in each
time period, although even in the period 1950–1969 plain velars were still common in
adaptations.
However, a better predictor of whether or not a given loanword will have a palatal-
ized velar is the existence of similar-enough cognates in languages other than English,
as Figure 2.3 shows. In this graph, a word is classiﬁed as “No cognates” if it is listed
as having only an English source in Arakawa (1977), while it is classiﬁed as “Has cog-
nates” if Arakawa lists multiple language sources for it (excluding Latin and Greek).
43Figure 2.3: Adaptation patterns for velar stops before /æ/, by cognate status
About three-fourths of the words with no cognates turn out to have palatalized velars,
while an even larger proportion of words with cognates have plain velars.
These two factors, date of ﬁrst attestation and existence of cognates, together allow
us to predict much of the variation in KÆ14 adaptations. First, the few KÆ borrowings
attested before about 1850, such as ￿￿￿￿￿ /kate:teRW/ ‘catheter’, ￿￿ /gasW/
‘gas’, and ￿￿ˆﬁ￿￿ /kataRepWSi:/ ‘catalepsy’, always have cognates in other lan-
guages (usually Dutch or German), and always have KA instead of KYA. In fact, given
the contact situation at the time, these words, like other medical and scientiﬁc terms,
are more likely to have been borrowed from Dutch or German directly than from En-
glish (Shibatani 1999: 148–9), in which case only the KA adaptation would be expected
anyway, since there would have been no /æ/ present in the Dutch or German source
14From here on I willuse the notation KÆ to refer to thesource sequences /kæ/and/gæ/from English,
and KYA and KA to refer to the corresponding palatalized (/kja/ and /gja/) and unpalatalized (/ka/ and
/ga/) adaptations, respectively. KE will be used to refer to the (relatively rare) adaptation of KÆ as /ke/
or /ge/.
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Between 1850–1870, there start to be attested a few KÆ loans from English only,
and these are adapted with KE at this time: ￿“˚ /kebið/ ‘cabin’, ￿￿￿￿ /kebe:Ãi/
‘cabbage’, and ￿￿ﬁ /keppW/ ‘cap’. There is also a single KYA adaptation attested
during this time: ￿”ﬁ￿˚ /kjapWteð/ ‘captain’, competing with the much earlier 17th
century borrowing ￿«￿˚ /kapitað/ derived from the Portuguese word capitão. The
other KÆ borrowings from this time have cognates in Dutch or German, and are adapted
as KA: ￿˜￿ﬁ /gaRoppW/ ‘gallop’, ￿«￿￿ /kapitoRW/ ‘capitol’, ￿`‹ /kaRiFW/
‘caliph’, ￿￿¶y /kaSimia/ ‘cashmere’, ￿￿￿￿￿ /kasedoRaRW/ ‘cathedral’, ￿˜
˚ /gaRoð/ or ￿￿˜˚ /gaRWRoð/ ‘gallon’, ￿￿￿￿￿ /kaRakWteRW/ ‘character’, ￿
ˆ`￿ /gaReRi:/ ‘gallery’, ￿￿￿}• /kaRWSiWmW/ ‘calcium’. The only exceptions
are caste, which is initially attested during this time with KE (￿￿￿ /kesWto/), but
afterwards is always attested with KA instead; and cabinet, which is also attested with
KE (￿“⁄￿￿ /kebinetto/), but later shows up with KYA.
Moving on to the period from 1870–1890, new KÆ words that have cognates in
German or French continue to be attested with KA only: ￿«￿￿ /kapitaRW/ ‘capital’,
￿˚￿￿￿ /kaðgaRW:/ ‘kangaroo’, ￿￿§˚ /kaRabað/ ‘caravan’, ￿‹~ /kaFe/
‘café’, ￿‹~￿˚ /kaFe:ð/ ‘caffeine’, ￿˚￿˜￿ﬁ /kaðtaRo:pW/ ‘cantaloupe’, ￿￿￿
`￿ /kategoRi:/ ‘category’, ￿ˆ˚￿￿ /kaReðda:/ ‘calendar’, ￿￿`￿￿ /kasoRikkW/
‘Catholic’ (competing with the 18th century borrowing ￿￿`￿￿ /katoRikkW/), and ￿
￿￿￿• /katekizWmW/‘catechism’(competingwiththe17th centuryborrowing￿￿￿
￿„ /katekisWmo/fromPortuguesecatechismo). Therearealsomanyno-cognateloans
dating from this time which are attested with KA as well: ￿`￿ /kaRiko/ ‘calico’, ￿˚
￿￿￿￿ /kaðdoRWmasW/ ‘Candlemas’, ￿˚￿￿￿‹￿ /kaðÃi:taFWto/ ‘candytuft’,
￿˚›`￿￿ /kaðbWRikkW/ ‘cambric’, ￿￿z￿ /kadi:/ ‘caddy’. Canvas is attested
45both with KA (￿˚§￿ /kaðbasW/) and KE (￿˚§￿ /keðbasW/). There are two
other new no-cognate KE loans as well: ￿￿￿”￿ /ketÙa:/ ‘catcher’ and ￿˚￿
￿ /keðdoRW/ ‘candle’ (compare with ‘Candlemas’); and cap, which is ﬁrst attested
ca. 1867 with KE, shows up with KYA instead during the early 1870’s (￿”￿ﬁ
/kjappW/). Finally, the word character, which was originally borrowed ca. 1850 as ￿
￿￿￿￿ /kaRakWteRW/, is reborrowed during this time as ￿￿￿￿￿ /keRakWta:/ with
the KE adaptation (note the coda /ô/ deletion here, which only occurs with loanwords
from English), although it will later be attested with KA/KYA.
The variation in adaptations for no-cognate loans goes away after about 1890, and
nearly all of these loans that are ﬁrst attested after this date show the KYA adaptation
only, for example in ￿”˚￿￿ /kjaðde:/ ‘candy’, ￿”￿￿ /kjatto/ ‘cat’, and ￿”￿
￿… /kjaSSW/ ‘cash’, although there are a small number of words in this set of loans
which show KA instead, such as ￿￿…y￿ /kaÃWaRW/ ‘casual’. Some of the earlier
no-cognate loans which were originally borrowed with KA or KE are attested after
1890 with KYA instead: ￿”“˚ /kjabið/ ‘cabin’, ￿”`￿ /kjaRiko/ ‘calico’, ￿”
￿z￿ /kjadi:/ ‘caddy’. As for KÆ loans that do have cognates, these are still always
attested with KA until about 1910, after which there are a few words which, although
previously attested with KA, show up with KYA at this time instead, for example ￿”
«￿￿ /kjapitaRW/ ‘capital’, ￿”‹~ /kjaFe/ ‘café’, and ￿”ˆ˚￿￿ /kjaReðda:/
‘calendar’ (although of these three words, only /kjapitaRW/ seems to have replaced the
earlier KA borrowing as the established form of the word). Finally, the word guarantee,
despite having a transparent cognate in French (garantie), is attested only with the KYA
adaptation (￿”￿˚￿z /gjaRaðti/).
Table 2.4 summarizes the adaptation patterns for KÆ words by date and cognate
status. I will now look at how to explain the changes in these adaptation patterns over
46Table 2.4: Adaptation patterns for KÆ words, by date of ﬁrst attestation and cognate
status
Date attested No cognates Has cognates
before 1850 (no examples) always KA
1850–1870 always KE (except kjapWteð) usually KA (2 KE exceptions)
1870–1890 KA/KE (except kjappW) always KA
1890–1910 usually KYA always KA
after 1910 usually KYA usually KA, some KYA
reborrowings
time, ﬁrstbyconsideringtheroleofon-lineborrowingonly, thenbyincludingtheeffects
of transmission as well.
Adaptation of KÆ
Aswesawabove, amongtheentiresetofKÆwords, therearethreepossibleadaptations
of KÆ: KA, KYA, and KE. For loans which come directly from English, then, it looks
like there are two choices that a borrower needs to make: whether to adapt the non-
native vowel /æ/ as either [a] or [e], and (if [a] was chosen) whether to palatalize the
velar or not. Let us ﬁrst consider the situation before 1890, when KÆ in no-cognate
loans was generally adapted as either KA or KE; in this case, only the adaptation of the
/æ/ is at issue here. The choice between KA and KE most likely stems from the low
front vowel /æ/ being intermediate between the low back vowel /a/ and the mid front
vowel /e/.15 If we consider the distance in terms of features between these vowels,
then a single change in the value of one of the features of /æ/ (+low,  back) can
result in either /a/ (+low, +back) or /e/ ( low,  back). This change can take place
either during perception, where the phonetic properties (speciﬁcally, the duration and F1
value)oftheparticulartokenof /æ/ beingperceivedwillinﬂuencewhethertheborrower
15As noted in section 1.3, borrowing /æ/ directly seems not to have been an option, as there is no
obvious way to represent it using the kana orthography.
47Table 2.5: Adaptation of /kæ/![ke], with IDENT-SB(back)  IDENT-SB(low). The
opposite ranking would result in /kæ/ being adapted as [ka] instead.
kæ *æ IDENT-SB(back) IDENT-SB(low)
a. ka *!
b. kæ *!
c. + ke *
perceives it as either /a/ or /e/, or during the production stage, where the key factor
here is the relative ranking of the constraints IDENT-SB(back) (preserve input values
of [back]) and IDENT-SB(low) (preserve input values of [low]), as shown in Table 2.5.
The variation between KA and KE could then be a result of different borrowers having
different rankings for these two constraints. (I also assume here that there is a highly
ranked constraint *æ, which prevents the non-native segment [æ] from surfacing in the
output.)
After 1890, however, for the most part only the KYA adaptation is seen in new no-
cognate KÆ loans. There are a couple of words (kjapWteð and kjappW) that are attested
before this date with KYA, and as I discussed before, the palatalization of the velar
in these cases is probably an attempt to represent the perceptual frontness of English
velars before front vowels like /æ/. Let us suppose that around 1890, borrowers gen-
erally started mapping source velars before /æ/ to palatalized velars,16 which I assume
are represented featurally as [ back] (and plain velars as [+back]). Then in this case,
adapting KÆ as either KA or KE will entail an extra violation of IDENT-SB(back),
and only KYA will survive as the most optimal candidate, no matter the relative rank-
16Perhaps on analogy with the already-existing loans kjapWteð and kjappW, or perhaps due to inﬂuence
from English teachers and instructional materials at this time. Note that there are a few examples of loan-
words, like ￿”¤￿￿z /kjapaSiti/ ‘capacity’ and ￿”`y￿ /kjaRia:/ ‘career’, which are sometimes
attested with velar palatalization despite not having /æ/ in the source. This suggests that the change in
mapping velars may have been, at least for some speakers, a kind of spelling pronunciation applied to any
word with the initial sequence hcai or hgai (except for words where the hai represents /eI/, like cake and
cage).
48Table 2.6: Adaptation of /kjæ/![kja]
kjæ *Cje *æ IDENT-SB(back) IDENT-SB(low)
a. ka **!
b. + kja *
c. kæ *!
d. kjæ *!
e. ke * *!
f. kje *! *
ing of IDENT-SB(back) and IDENT-SB(low) (Table 2.6). Note that the other logically
possible adaptation, KYE, never occurs because there is a high-ranking constraint *Cje
forbidding palatalized consonants before /e/ (Ito & Mester 1995).
It is also possible to account for the no-cognate adaptation pattern using a change
in constraint rankings only, by assuming that velars before /æ/ were always mapped to
palatalized velars, even before 1890, and that there is an additional constraint *Cja (no
palatalized consonants before /a/), analogous to *Cje. *Cja would have to be relatively
low-ranked among markedness constraints, since /Cja/ sequences do occur in Yamato
and Sino-Japanese words; in particular, it would be ranked below *Cje and *æ. Then
KYA can be obtained with the ranking IDENT-SB(back)  *Cja, while KA and KE
can be obtained with the ranking *Cja  IDENT-SB(back) (Table 2.7), with the choice
between KA and KE being determined by the relative ranking of IDENT-SB(back) with
IDENT-SB(low), as before.
While an analysis like the above relying solely on individual speaker adaptations
can account for the range of variation in adaptation patterns seen in no-cognate loans,
it turns out not to be possible to extend it to handle the loans with cognates as well. Of
course, if a borrower is adapting a word like category directly from the French cognate
49Table 2.7: Adaptation of /kjæ/![ke], with *Cja  IDENT-SB(back). Ranking IDENT-
SB(back) above *Cja would result in /kjæ/ being adapted as [kja] instead.
kjæ *Cje *æ *Cja IDENT-SB(back) IDENT-SB(low)
a. ka **!
b. kja *! *
c. kæ *! *
d. kjæ *!
e. + ke * *
f. kje *! *
catégorie, then we would expect to see only the KA adaptation, since there is no /æ/ in
the French source. The problem is how to represent, when a Japanese speaker is bor-
rowing the English source, whether or not an English source word has cognates, since it
is unreasonable to assume that all of the original borrowers of KÆ words with cognates
must have taken them directly from French or German only and not from English. Pos-
tulating a constraint forbidding palatalized velars in source words with cognates would
not be a very insightful solution, since that is simply restating the distribution in con-
straint form, and besides that, it would entail that all of the borrowers of these words
had to have been in contact with French and German as well as English in order to know
whether or not transparent cognates exist, which seems rather unlikely. A more plausi-
ble constraint to use here would be a constraint like *Cja proposed above, ranked above
the relevant faithfulness constraints (IDENT-SB(back), in this case). This would cor-
rectly predict the KA adaptation17 for a word like category, even if the English source
is borrowed, but would also predict that no-cognate words like cat are always adapted
with KA as well (Table 2.8), which is the wrong result. The problem here is that Gen
will always generate both plain and palatalized versions of all loanwords, regardless of
17Actually, this is only true if IDENT-SB(low)  IDENT-SB(back); the reverse ranking would predict
KE as the outcome for all KÆ words.
50Table 2.8: Incorrect adaptation of cat![katto] instead of [kjatto]
kjæt *Cje *Cja IDENT-SB(low) IDENT-SB(back)
a. kjatto *! *
b. / katto **
cognate status, and any ranking of constraints which allows KA to win out over KYA in
cognate loans will thus allow KA to win out over KYA in no-cognate loans too.
Transmission of KÆ loans
Since it is not possible to derive the correct distribution of KA and KYA adaptations
from the effects of on-line borrowing only, I will now consider how the transmission of
KÆ loans could have resulted in the KYA adaptation being dispreferred in loans with
transparent cognates. I will assume here that borrowers are not generally aware of the
cognate status of the words they are borrowing, but instead simply adapt the loanword
based on a single source language. Then, no-cognate loans like cat will (after 1890) be
borrowed with KYA, while cognate loans like category will be borrowed by some speak-
ers with KYA, basing it on the English source, and by other speakers with KA instead,
basing it on either the French (catégorie) or German (Kategorie) source. This means
that, for cognate loans, there will be both KYA and KA variants spreading through the
speech community, while for no-cognate loans, only the KYA variant will exist. While
for transparent cognates like category, catégorie, and Kategorie, the only difference
between the English-source and other-source variants will be the palatalization of the
velar, for less similar cognates, such as captain and Kapitän, there will be other dif-
ferences as well, some examples of which are given in Table 2.9. For example, in the
pair /kjapWteð/ and /kapitað/, the English-source variant has an epenthetic /W/ break-
ing up the /pt/ cluster in the English source, whereas the corresponding vowel in the
51other-source variant is an [i], reﬂecting the /i/ present in the non-English sources. Like-
wise, in /kjaRakWta:/ and /kaRakWteRW/, the ﬁrst member of the pair shows coda /r/
vocalization, which is what is generally seen in borrowings from English, while the sec-
ond preserves the coda /r/ from the source word by epenthesizing /W/, which occurs
in borrowings from non-English sources (for example, y•￿￿ /amW:RW/ ‘amour’,
from French). Although in some doublets, neither member shows velar palatalization,
note that, when velar palatalization does occur, it is nearly always the English-source
member of the pair that displays it.18
Giventhatinmanycasesoflesssimilarcognatepairs, bothKYAandKAadaptations
are attested, it seems likely then that KYA and KA variants of transparent cognate pairs
can co-occur as well. Which variants a particular speaker is exposed to would then
depend on their position in the social network relative to the borrowers of the different
variants. Those speakers who are relatively close to one of the KYA borrowers, in terms
of network distance (the minimum number of links required to travel from the borrower
to the speaker in the network), and are relatively far from the KA borrowers, will mostly
be exposed to the KYA variant, and presumably would use it in their own speech (thus
furthering its spread). Those speakers who are near one of the KA borrowers but far
away from the KYA borrowers, however, will end up using the KA variant instead.
The interesting case, then, is of those speakers who are positioned in the network such
that they are likely to be exposed to both KYA and KA variants, and thus will have to
make a choice between using one or the other when they try to produce the loanword
themselves. Since (with few exceptions) cognate loans are always attested with KA, it
18The one exception is the borrowing of cabinet from French, which is attested three times in the entry
in Arakawa (1977) as /kabine/, and once as /kjabine/. However, the latter may actually be a truncated
form of the English borrowing /kjabinetto/, rather than a borrowing directly from the French source word.
(Although most loanword truncations are only two moras long, there are a fair number which are three
moras, such as /teRebi/ < /teRebiÃoð/ ‘television’, so this is not entirely implausible.) If so, then the
existence of /kjabine/ would not be a true exception to the generalization that velar-palatalized forms are
always derived from the English member of the cognate set.
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53Figure 2.4: KYA and KA variants of a loanword spreading in a simpliﬁed social net-
work.
seems that these speakers who are exposed to both variants end up choosing KA over
KYA, and this somehow results in KA eventually becoming the established form of the
loanword.
To see how this happens, consider the transmission of KYA and KA variants in a
highly simpliﬁed social network consisting of ﬁve speakers arranged in a line, so that
each speaker only communicates directly with the speakers to the left and right of her
in the line (Figure 2.4). At time t1, the two speakers A and E at the opposite ends of
the line borrow the KYA and KA variant, respectively. We then expect speaker B to
learn the KYA variant from speaker A, and likewise speaker D to learn the KA variant
from speaker E, as shown at time t2. Now speaker C will be exposed to both the KYA
54variant (from speaker B) and the KA variant (from speaker D). Assuming that, whenever
a speaker is exposed to both variants, she will always use the KA variant in her own
speech, then speaker C will end up learning KA, as shown at time t3. Speaker B is now
being exposed to the KA variant (from speaker C), in addition to the KYA variant (from
speaker A), resulting in B switching to the KA form at time t4.19 In fact, no matter how
many speakers there are, if they are allowed to switch which variant they use at any
time, then what will happen is that, if there is at least one borrower who introduces the
KA variant into the network, all speakers will eventually switch to the KA variant20 as
it spreads through the network.
Why then would a speaker, faced with variation in a loanword between KYA and
KA, always end up choosing KA? KYA does not seem to be phonologically marked in
Japanese, since examples of palatalized obstruents followed by /a/ can be found in all
strata (McCawley 1968). One possibility is the social prestige of speakers in specialist
communities (like medicine, arts and literature, and so on) who had some knowledge of
French or German. Given their language ability, these speakers would have carried some
clout with their monolingual peers. These high-prestige speakers, upon being exposed
to a new KÆ word, would most likely have favored the KA pronunciation over KYA if
they happened to know the French or German cognate, believing this pronunciation to
be more “correct” than the English-based KYA variant, and perhaps would even have
tried to correct other speakers in their immediate circle who used KYA instead. This
would lead to KA becoming the established form within the specialist community, and
ultimately within the broader Japanese speech community, if the loanword came to be
used outside of specialist circles.
19This is assuming that speaker B is allowed to switch to KA on the basis of new examples of the
loanword, even though KYA was the form originally learned. Whether this is possible would depend on
the details of the learning algorithm that speakers use to acquire new words.
20Except possibly the KYA borrowers, who are also inﬂuenced by external evidence from the English
source of the loanword.
55Table 2.10: Adaptation of café![kaFe]
... *[−back] *g *k ...
a. + kaFe *
b. kjaFe *! *
Another possible reason for favoring KA over KYA is that palatalized consonants
are articulatorily more complex than plain consonants, making KA easier to produce
than KYA, all else being equal. This can be formalized in OT using a low-ranked con-
straint *[ back] (Kager 1999: 127)21 which is ranked below faithfulness constraints
like IDENT-IO(back) and IDENT-SB(back). This ranking will ensure that palataliza-
tion in the input will be preserved in the output, as in native words with an underlying
palatalized segment. I assume that loanwords like cat are also represented underly-
ingly with a palatalized /k/, since only the KYA variant is attested, and so presumably
Japanese speakers are only exposed to the KYA variant and thus would postulate the
UR as /kjatto/ instead of /katto/ (the latter of which they would have no evidence for
from other speakers’ productions of the word). When words like café were borrowed,
however, Japanese speakers were probably exposed to both the KYA and KA variants,
as I argued above, and ended up selecting the KA variant. Suppose that, when a speaker
is faced with conﬂicting evidence like this for the UR of a new word being learned, and
the variants differ by only one feature (in this case, the value of the feature [back] for the
initial /k/), they always assume that the UR is the least marked variant according to the
ranking of the markedness constraints in their grammar, as in Table 2.10. While both
forms violate various low-ranked markedness constraints like *k, only the KYA variant
violates *[ back], and so the KA variant is instead picked as the UR for the loanword.
21Kager (1999) proposes this constraint, along with *[+low] and *[+round], to explain why epenthetic
vowels tend to be centralized and non-low, cross-linguistically. Since I am assuming palatalization is
represented using the [back] feature, then *[ back] also has the effect of ruling out palatalized consonants
when a plain counterpart is available.
56Thus, in the process of loanword transmission, no-cognate loans will always show the
KYA adaptation, while cognate loans will end up as KA instead (even if some borrowers
introduced KYA).22
2.3.4 Gemination of word-ﬁnal voiced obstruents
I now turn to my next example of loanword adaptation, namely, the occurrence of voiced
geminates in Japanese loanwords. Even though none of the main source languages for
loanwords (English, French, and German) make a distinction between singleton and
geminate consonants, geminates do occur in many loans from these languages, for ex-
ample in –￿￿ /petto/ ‘pet’ and ￿￿￿{ /esse:/ ‘essay’.23 Here I will focus on the
case of word-ﬁnal gemination in English source words, since it is the easiest to state
the conditions under which it occurs. In this set of loans, a word-ﬁnal voiceless stop or
affricate will always be adapted as a geminate if it follows a lax vowel (Tsuchida 1995).
So in addition to pet above, we also have examples like ·￿￿￿ /poketto/ ‘pocket’,
y￿ﬁ /appW/ ‘up’, ￿~￿￿ /ÙekkW/ ‘check’, and ￿￿￿ /tatÙi/ ‘touch’.24
Tsuchida (1995) gives the most complete OT account of gemination in Japanese
loanwords. Her analysis of word-ﬁnal gemination involves a constraint ALIGN (which
I will call ALIGN-SB, since it is a type of SB-correspondence), which requires the
right edge of the source word to align with the right edge of a syllable in the loanword.
22Of course, it is not the mere existence of a cognate in another language which blocks velar palataliza-
tion; the cognate also has to be borrowed by one or more speakers and be circulating through the speech
community in order for it to win out over the form borrowed from English.
23Geminates can also occur in loanwords from Italian, such as ￿¤￿￿￿z /sWpagetti/ ‘spaghetti’,
which have a geminate in the source word.
24This is (usually) true of the voiceless fricative /S/ as well, as in ‹z￿￿… /FiSSW/ ‘ﬁsh’. However,
words with ﬁnal /f/ or /s/ in English generally fail to geminate in this environment; the only excep-
tions listed in JMDICT are ￿￿￿‹ /sWtaFFW/ ‘staff; stuff’, ￿(￿)￿ /ma(s)sW/ ‘mass’, and ￿(￿)￿
/ki(s)sW/ ‘kiss’. Note that for the last two forms, the ungeminated form is actually the more common
one.
57Table 2.11: Adaptation of pet![petto]
pEt *CODAPLACE MAX-SB ALIGN-SB DEP-SB
a. pet *!
b. pe *! *
c. pe.to *! *
d. + pet.to **
Table 2.12: Adaptation of date![de:to], *[de:tto]
deIt *CODAPLACE *3m MAX-SB ALIGN-SB DEP-SB
a. de:t *!
b. de: *! *
c. + de:.to * *
d. de:t.to *! **
e. det.to *! **
This constraint is dominated by *CODAPLACE (codas are limited to placeless nasals
and ﬁrst segments of geminates; analogous to CODACOND from Ito & Mester (1995)
discussed in section 1.3) and LOANWORD CORRESPONDENCE (preserve segments of
source word; equivalent to MAX-SB), forbidding deletion of the coda to take place; and
itself dominates FILL (no epenthesis; equivalent to DEP-SB), allowing gemination to
occur in the resulting loanword, as shown in Table 2.11.
Gemination only takes place after lax vowels, which are adapted into Japanese as
short vowels. Tense vowels, which are adapted as long vowels, block gemination be-
cause the resulting trimoraic syllable would violate another one of Tsuchida’s (1995)
constraints, *SUPERHEAVY SYLLABLE (which I will abbreviate here as *3m), as shown
in Table 2.12. Lovins (1975: 84) also gives an explanation for gemination in loanwords
which is very similar to Tsuchida’s account, namely that it occurs as an attempt to pre-
58Table 2.13: Gemination and epenthesis alternations in Sino-Japanese compounding (ex-
amples from Katayama 1998: 128–9)
dat + kai ! dakkai *daµWkai ‘resign’
tot + Sið ! toSSið *toµWSið ‘dash’
hat + keð ! hakkeð *haµWkeð ‘discover’
hat + teð ! hatteð *haµWteð ‘development’
dat + bo: ! *dabbo: daµWbo: ‘take off one’s hat’
tot + geki ! *toggeki toµWgeki ‘charge’
hat + geð ! *haggeð haµWgeð ‘utterance’
hat + deð ! *haddeð haµWdeð ‘generation of electricity’
serve the closed nature of the ﬁnal syllable of the source word, but is blocked when the
resulting syllable would be trimoraic.
Theinterestingcaseiswhathappenswhentheword-ﬁnalobstruentisvoiced. Voiced
geminates never occur underlyingly in Yamato, Sino-Japanese, or Mimetic words,25 and
thereareafewcasesofalternationswherevoicelessgeminatesalternatewitheither/tW/
(=[µW]) or /ð/ followed by the corresponding voiced singleton, suggesting an active
constraint against voiced geminates. For example, a root-ﬁnal / t/ causes gemination
of a following voiceless consonant in Sino-Japanese compounds, but surfaces as [µW]
(/t/ + an epenthetic vowel) before voiced consonants (Table 2.13). In Mimetic roots
of the form /(C)VXC1V Ri/, X=C1 when C1 is voiceless, but X=/ð/ instead when
C1 is voiced (Table 2.14),26 and a similar alternation between voiceless geminates and
nasal—voiced obstruent clusters is seen in the past tense forms of verbs (Table 2.15).27
25Although Akamatsu (1997) notes some cases of native words, such as /kWdaRanai/ ‘absurd’ or
/sWgoi/ ‘terriﬁc’, where the voiced stop in the word may be produced with a lengthened stop closure
for the purposes of emphasis. However, this would be a surface-level phonetic process only; there is no
reason to believe that the underlying forms of these words would have geminate /dd/ or /gg/.
26This is a different analysis from Ito & Mester (1995), who presumably consider the voiceless gem-
inate forms to be a violation of *NT, the constraint against voiceless obstruents appearing after /ð/.
Although they are not explicit about how mimetic forms with / Ri/ would be represented, it seems that
a form like [pattaRi] ‘pitter-patter’ would underlyingly be /paðtaRi/ under their analysis, with the under-
lying /ð/ assimilating in place to the following /t/, and also having its [nasal] feature delinked to avoid
violating *NT.
27Although in this case, the only clear example comes from verb roots ending in / b/. Roots ending
in / d/, / Ã/, or / z/ do not happen to exist in the language, while the past tense forms of roots
ending in / g/ reﬂect a historical lenition of velars at morpheme boundaries where the velar changes to
59Table 2.14: Gemination and nasal-obstruent alternations in Mimetic roots (examples
from Katayama 1998: 129)
pattaRi ‘pitter-patter’
nikkoRi ‘smiling’
SiðnaRi ‘supple’
SiðmiRi ‘solemn; serious’
SoðboRi ‘downhearted’
uðzaRi ‘tedious; boring’
Table 2.15: Gemination and nasal-obstruent alternations in past tense forms
mat  +  ta ! matta ‘waited’
kiR  +  ta ! kitta ‘cut (past)’
kaw  +  ta ! katta ‘bought’
asob  +  ta ! asoðda ‘played’
jom  +  ta ! joðda ‘read (past)’
Thus, we might expect voiced obstruents from English words in the gemination
environment (word-ﬁnally after a lax vowel) not to surface as geminates, but instead
be repaired in some way in the resulting loanword. The traditional claim is that this
is indeed what happens, and that illegal voiced geminates are repaired via devoicing:
Ichikawa (1930) gives the examples ￿￿￿ /kitto/ ‘kid’, ￿￿￿ /betto/ ‘bed’, ﬂ￿￿￿
{￿ /hettoRaito/ ‘headlight’, and ￿–￿¤￿￿ /opeRapakkW/ ‘opera-bag’,28 and these
examples have been widely cited in later discussions of voiced geminates, for example
in Lovins (1975). A possible OT analysis of these facts would involve a constraint *DD
(no voiced geminate obstruents; Ito & Mester 1995) being ranked above the faithfulness
constraint IDENT-SB(voi) (preserve values of [voi] feature of source word segments), as
in Table 2.16.29 Hayes & Steriade (2004), following Ohala (1983), suggest that *DD
[i] (Shibatani 1999), for example in /ojog+W/ ‘to swim’, /ojog+da/ ! [ojoida] ‘swam’.
28Note also in this form the (unexpected) devoicing of the /b/ from bag.
29Tsuchida (1995) proposes two constraints which would correspond to Ito & Mester’s (1995) *DD,
one which rules out gemination of voiced fricatives and /b/ (which Tsuchida analyzes as [+cont]), and
the other which rules out gemination of voiced stops and affricates, with the ranking *VOICED [+CONT]
GEMINATE  ALIGN-SB  *VOICED [ CONT] GEMINATE  FILL. The ranking of these two con-
straints is used to explain why /zz/ and /bb/ sequences are so rare in loanwords compared to other voiced
geminates.
60Table 2.16: Adaptation of bed![betto], with *DD  IDENT-SB(voi)
bEd MAX-SB ALIGN-SB *DD IDENT-SB(voi) DEP-SB
a. be *! *
b. bedo *! *
c. beddo *! **
d. + betto * **
has a phonetic basis, namely, that it is more difﬁcult to maintain voicing in obstruents
than in other segments because voicing requires continuous airﬂow through the glottis,
and in obstruents by deﬁnition the airstream is blocked.30
Lovins (1975) also shows that there is some variation in this set of loans as to
whether the geminate is voiced or not. She gives the forms ￿￿￿ /beddo/ and §￿
￿ /baggW/ as other possible forms for bed and bag, and in addition, she lists many
other loanwords which are generally attested with a voiced geminate only, such as ￿
￿”￿› /sWkjabbW/ ‘scab’, ￿¥￿› /sWnobbW/ ‘snob’, ￿`￿￿ /gWRiddo/ ‘grid’,
˜￿￿ /roddo/ ‘rod’, §￿￿ /badÃi/ ‘badge’, ￿”￿￿ /ÃadÃi/ ‘judge’, “￿￿
/biggW/ ‘big’, ￿￿￿ /doggW/ ‘dog’, and ￿￿￿¥￿￿ /eggWnoggW/ ‘eggnog’, as
well as several which are attested instead with a voiced singleton (which is another pos-
sible strategy for avoiding a voiced geminate), such as ￿￿› /kWRabW/ ‘club’, ﬁ￿
￿ /pWRagW/ ‘plug’, ¡￿‚￿ /naµWmegW/ ‘nutmeg’, and ￿￿˜￿ /kataRogW/ ‘cata-
log’. Lovins also notes that there are some examples of doublets derived from the same
source word which show variation in whether the ﬁnal stop is geminated or not, for ex-
30Thishistoricalpatternofdevoicingvoicedgeminatesseemstohaveamodern-daycounterpart. Kawa-
hara (2006), citing corpus research by Nishimura (2003), shows that devoicing of voiced geminates may
optionally occur in words where they appear with another voiced obstruent, such as [beddo] or [betto]
‘bed’, and [guddo] or [gutto] ‘good’. Devoicing does not occur when the geminate occurs with a voiceless
obstruent or with a sonorant, as in [kiddo], *[kitto] ‘kid’, and [webbW], *[weppW] ‘web’. In Chapter 4 I
discuss Kawahara’s (2006) analysis of this pattern as a conﬂict between two faithfulness constraints gov-
erning voicing in singletons and geminates, as well as Pater’s (2008) alternative analysis using cumulative
constraint interaction in Harmonic Grammar.
61Figure 2.5: Adaptation patterns of word-ﬁnal voiced obstruents, by date of ﬁrst attesta-
tion
ample ￿”￿￿ /gjaggW/ or ￿”￿ /gjagW/ ‘gag’, ˜￿› /RobbW/ or ˜› /RobW/ ‘lob
(tennis shot)’, and ¥￿› /nobbW/ or ¥› /nobW/ ‘knob’.
The data I have collected from Arakawa (1977) also suggest that the situation is far
more complex than a simple adaptation rule devoicing voiced geminates in loanwords.
Figure 2.5 shows the frequency of various adaptation patterns for 205 source words
with a word-ﬁnal voiced obstruent following a lax vowel. It is clear from this graph that
starting in 1870, voiced geminates are attested more frequently in each time period than
all other adaptation patterns combined. The next most common adaptation patterns are
voiced singletons (as in ￿￿› /kWRabW/ ‘club’) and voiced singletons with length-
ening of the preceding vowel (as in {‚￿￿ /ime:Ãi/ ‘image’). Voiceless geminates,
however, are rarely attested in any time period. Among the entire set of words collected
from Arakawa, the only ones which are listed with three or more attestations with a
62Figure 2.6: Adaptation patterns of word-ﬁnal voiced obstruents, by ﬁnal consonant. /Ã/
and /g/ data include words spelled h agei or h oguei.
voiceless geminate are ￿￿￿ /betto/ ‘bed’,31 ƒ˚￿§￿￿ /haðdobakkW/ ‘handbag’,
￿–￿¤￿￿ /opeRapakkW/ ‘opera-bag’, and ›￿￿￿￿ /bWRWdokkW/ ‘bulldog’. Of
these, both bed and opera-bag are also attested with alternate forms, ￿￿￿ /beddo/
and ￿–￿§￿￿ /opeRabaggW/, that have a voiced geminate.
A striking pattern emerges if we compare adaptation patterns by the place of articu-
lation of the ﬁnal consonant of the source word, as in Figure 2.6. Here we can see that
ﬁnal /d/ or /g/ is nearly always adapted as a voiced geminate, ﬁnal /Ã/ is about equally
likely to be adapted as a voiced geminate or a voiced singleton with vowel lengthening,
and ﬁnal /b/ is usually adapted as a voiced singleton. Note that the vowel lengthening
pattern applies only to words spelled with ﬁnal h agei or h oguei, such as ¤￿￿￿￿
/pakke:Ãi/ ‘package’, ￿￿￿￿￿ /so:se:Ãi/ ‘sausage’, and ﬁ˜˜￿￿ /pWRoRo:gW/
31Arakawa notes that bed has cognates in German (Bett) and Dutch bed, both of which are pronounced
with a ﬁnal [t], which may have been another source for the voiceless geminate form /betto/.
63Table2.17: Adaptationpatternsforvoicedgeminates, bydateofﬁrstattestationandﬁnal
consonant. VC=voiced singleton; VC

=voiceless singleton; VCC=voiced geminate;
VC

C

=voiceless geminate; VVC=voiced singleton with vowel lengthening. /Ã/ and
/g/ columns exclude words spelled h agei or h oguei.
Date attested /b/ /d/ /Ã/ /g/
before 1870 (no examples) 2 tokens VCC, 3
tokens VC

C

(no examples) 2 tokens VC

, 2
tokens VCC
1870–1910 1 VC (/kWRabW/
‘club’), 2 VCC
(/mobbW/ ‘mob’,
/sWnobbW/
‘snob’)
VCC, sporadic
VC/VVC
VCC, 1 token
VVC
2 tokens VC, 5
tokens VCC
1910–1950 VC (except
/basWtabbW/
‘bathtub’)
VCC, 1 token
VVC
4 tokens VCC, 3
tokens VC
VCC, sporadic
VC/VVC/VC

C

after 1950 VC (most are
compounds with
/kWRabW/)
VCC, sporadic
VC
VCC VCC, sporadic
VC
‘prologue’. This seems to be a spelling pronunciation based on monosyllabic words
with h agei or h oguei, such as ￿￿￿￿ /sWte:Ãi/ ‘stage’, –￿￿ /pe:Ãi/ ‘page’, or
‡￿￿ /bo:gW/ ‘vogue’. Gemination does not occur in these words because the original
borrowers apparently misread them as having a tense vowel followed by a coda conso-
nant (i.e. /pækeIÃ/ instead of /pæk@Ã/ for package), causing the vowel to be adapted
as long instead of short, and gemination in this environment (*pakke:dÃi) would violate
the *3m constraint from before.
The remaining adaptation patterns interact with the time of borrowing of the loans,
as shown in Table 2.17, although note that in all time periods, there can be found exam-
ples of loanwords attested with voiced geminates. In general, there seems to be greater
variation in adaptation patterns possible before 1890, but after this date ﬁnal /d/ and
/Ã/ are both adapted as voiced geminates, with only sporadic instances of singletons
or singletons with vowel lengthening occurring, while ﬁnal /g/ shows somewhat more
variation until about 1950, after which it is more consistently adapted as a voiced gem-
inate. Final /b/, on the other hand, is almost always adapted as a singleton in all time
64Table 2.18: Adaptation of bed![beddo], with {ALIGN-SB, IDENT-SB(voi)}  *DD
bEd ALIGN-SB IDENT-SB(voi) *DD DEP-SB
a. bedo *! *
b. + beddo * **
c. betto *! **
periods. Note also that devoicing, while sometimes possible before 1870, almost never
occurs in loanwords ﬁrst attested after this date.
Adaptation of voiced geminates
Leaving aside the vowel-lengthening cases, which are for the most part spelling pronun-
ciations as I mentioned above, there are three possible adaptations for word-ﬁnal voiced
stops following a lax vowel: VCC (voiced geminate), VC

C

(voiceless geminate), and
VC (voiced singleton). Tsuchida’s (1995) analysis shows that, for modern-day Japanese
speakers, {CODACOND, *3m, MAX-SB}  ALIGN-SB  *DD  DEP-SB, resulting
in gemination of word-ﬁnal stops after a lax vowel, even if the stop is voiced. However,
as I discussed in section 2.3.1, for 19th-century speakers, the rankings of FAITH-SB con-
straints with respect to each other and with respect to native constraints were not consis-
tent from speaker to speaker. In particular, the ranking of the constraint IDENT-SB(voi),
which preserves the voicing of source word segments, with respect to *DD determines
whether a voiced stop in the gemination environment is borrowed as a voiced or voice-
less geminate. Assuming ALIGN-SB  DEP-SB, if ALIGN-SB and IDENT-SB(voi) 
*DD, the geminate will be voiced (Table 2.18); if IDENT-SB(voi)  *DD, on the other
hand, the geminate will be voiceless (Table 2.16). The VC adaptation pattern, mean-
while, can be derived either by ranking *DD and IDENT-SB(voi) above ALIGN-SB, as
in Table 2.19, or by ranking DEP-SB above ALIGN-SB, in which case both VCC and
65Table 2.19: Adaptation of pub![pabW], with {*DD, IDENT-SB(voi)}  ALIGN-SB
p2b IDENT-SB(voi) *DD ALIGN-SB DEP-SB
a. + pabW * *
b. pabbW *! **
c. pappW *! **
VC

C

will lose to VC because they each entail an extra violation of DEP-SB. There are
no other possible rankings of DEP-SB, ALIGN-SB, and IDENT-SB(voi) with respect to
*DD which result in an adaptation that is not either VCC, VC

C

, or VC.32
Yet it is more difﬁcult to explain why the use of the VCC/VC

C

/VC adaptation strate-
gies depend on the place of articulation of the word-ﬁnal obstruent. As I noted above,
ﬁnal /d/ and /Ã/ are generally adapted as VCC, ﬁnal /b/ as VC, and ﬁnal /g/ shows
a tendency towards VCC, but with a great deal of variation until recently. Tsuchida
(1995), in attempting to explain the synchronic adaptation pattern, suggests that the
*DD constraint should be split into two constraints, one which rules out /bb/ (which I
will call *BB) and the other which rules out the other possible voiced geminates,33 with
*BB  *DD, as in Table 2.20. (It is also necessary for IDENT-SB(voi)  ALIGN-SB,
or else the candidate [pappW] would win out over [pabW]. To my knowledge, VC

C

is
never attested as an adaptation for word-ﬁnal /b/ in Arakawa (1977).)
This is not a particularly insightful analysis, of course. It merely stipulates that /bb/
is phonologically more marked than /dd/, /dÃ/, and /gg/, but without explaining why.
32Note that the VVC adaptation is harmonically bound by the other three adaptations with respect to
the constraints being considered here. VVC always loses to VC on violations of DEP-SB, and to VCC
and VC

C

on ALIGN-SB.
33Actually, what Tsuchida (1995) does is postulate a constraint *VOICED [+cont] GEMINATES ruling
out voiced geminate fricatives, and then argues that this constraint applies to /b/ too, since /b/ is variably
lenited to [B] intervocalically in Japanese. This analysis seems doubtful to me, though, since /b/ clearly
patterns phonologically with the other stops in Japanese, and not with fricatives, making it unlikely that
it is represented underlyingly as [+cont].
66Table 2.20: Adaptation of pub![pabW], with *BB  IDENT-SB(voi)  ALIGN-SB
 *DD
p2b *BB IDENT-SB(voi) ALIGN-SB *DD DEP-SB
a. + pabW * *
b. pabbW *! **
c. pappW *! **
Lovins (1975) and Katayama (1998) both discuss possible phonetic reasons for why
gemination is more likely for /d/ than for /b/ or /g/. Lovins points out that /d/, unlike
/b/ or /g/, takes an epenthetic /o/ when it occurs word-ﬁnally, probably because un-
derlying coronal stops occurring before /W/ are realized phonetically as affricates [µ]
and [(d)z]. Since /o/ is inherently longer in duration than /W/, Lovins suggests that sin-
gleton /b/ or /g/ before /W/ is more likely to be judged by a Japanese speaker as being
perceptually similar to a word-ﬁnal /b/ or /g/ in English than a singleton /d/ occurring
before /o/, and thus /d/ tends to be geminated more than /b/ or /g/. Katayama, on
the other hand, suggests that the difference stems from the inherent duration differences
in the stops themselves. Since /d/ tends to be shorter in duration than /b/ or /g/, it
will be the easiest of the three consonants to geminate. However, while both accounts
can explain why /dd/ is more acceptable than /bb/ or /gg/, neither seems to be able to
explain why /gg/ is also more acceptable than /bb/, since they both assume that /bb/
and /gg/ pattern together for the purposes of degemination, when in fact the historical
data suggests that /gg/ should pattern with /dd/.
A third possibility is that the relative acceptability of geminates stems from the difﬁ-
culty of maintaining voicing over a long period of time (Ohala 1983, Hayes & Steriade
2004). This would predict that /dd/ should be more acceptable than /gg/, because the
distance from the glottis to the oral closure is longer in /dd/ than in /gg/, making it
easier to maintain voicing in /dd/. However, this account would then predict that /bb/
67should be even more acceptable than /dd/, since the distance from the glottis to the lips
is even longer than the distance from the glottis to the alveolar ridge. Yet historically
word-ﬁnal /d/ or /Ã/ is the most likely to be geminated in Japanese loanwords, while
word-ﬁnal /b/ is hardly ever geminated at all.
I suspect that the relative unacceptability of /bb/ is not due to a phonetic reason, but
rather is because of the unusual nature of /p/ and /b/ in Japanese phonology. Recall in
Chapter 1, in my discussion of the markedness constraint *P, that singleton /p/ rarely
occurs in native Japanese words (other than mimetics), due to a historical lenition of
Old Japanese *p. This has resulted in /b/ patterning with /h/ instead of /p/ in voicing
alternations such as rendaku. If historical Japanese speakers based their acceptability
judgements of voiced geminates on the likelihood of their voiceless geminate counter-
parts occurring in native Japanese words, then they would have considered /bb/ less
acceptable than /dd/ or /gg/, since /hh/ never occurs in Yamato or Sino-Japanese, and
/pp/ is rare, while /tt/ and /kk/ are quite common. The differing numbers of loans
containing geminate /bb/, /dd/, or /gg/ may also have been a factor in determining the
modern-day gemination pattern. Figure 2.6 shows that among the loanword data I col-
lected from Arakawa (1977), words derived from English word-ﬁnal /d/ are the most
common, followed by /g/, then /Ã/, then ﬁnally word-ﬁnal /b/ is the least common.
This suggests that the higher type frequency of loans with ﬁnal /d/ or /g/ had an ef-
fect in making /dd/ and /gg/ more acceptable than /bb/. In Chapter 4 I will further
address the role of frequency in determining these adaptation patterns by developing
a connectionist model of the adaptation of voiced geminates, showing that the marked
nature of /p/ in Japanese phonology is one of the factors contributing to the relative
unacceptability of /bb/.
68Table 2.21: Adaptation of team![Ùi:mW], *[ti:mW]
tim *TI FAITH-SB
a. ti:mW *!
b. + Ùi:mW *
2.3.5 Coronals and palatals before front vowels
The ﬁnal example of loanword adaptation that I will present in this section concerns the
distribution of coronal and palatal obstruents before front vowels in Japanese loanwords.
As was mentioned in section 2.2, the coronal obstruents [t], [d], [s], and [z] do not occur
before /i/ in Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Mimetic words. This statement holds not only
as a static generalization over possible word forms in the (non-Foreign) lexicon, but
also governs morphophonemic alternations in verb conjugation patterns. For example,
the ﬁnal /t/ in the root /mat / ‘wait’ surfaces as [t] in a form like /mat+anai/ !
[matanai] ‘wait (neg.)’, but as [Ù] in /mat+i+masW/ ! [maÙimasW] ‘wait (polite)’.
Ito & Mester (1995) propose a constraint *TI (coronal stops cannot appear before /i/)
to account for this pattern.34 On the other hand, the palatal35 obstruents [Ù], [Ã], and [S]
do not occur before /e/. However, this is only a static generalization over the lexicon;
there are no morphophonemic alternations in which an underlying /Ù,Ã,S/ surfaces as
[t,d,s] before /e/. Ito & Mester (1995) propose another constraint * ˇ CE ruling out palatal
obstruents before /e/. Some example tableau showing the effects of *TI and * ˇ CE are
shown in Tables 2.21 and 2.22.
Because the *TI and * ˇ CE constraints do not hold in English, there are many po-
34Ito & Mester (1995) also propose *SI, which disallows coronal fricatives before /i/. The reason they
propose two separate constraints instead of a more general one holding for all coronals is the existence of
loans which violate *TI but not *SI, for example ￿￿z§˚￿ /SitibaðkW/ ‘Citibank’, where only /s/,
and not /t/, is palatalized before /i/.
35For convenience I refer to these segments as palatals, but in fact they are more properly described
phonetically as alveolo-palatals (Akamatsu 1997).
69Table 2.22: Adaptation of shepherd![sepa:do], *[Sepa:do]
SEpô
"
d * ˇ CE FAITH-SB
a. Sepa:do *!
b. + sepa:do *
tential loans which would violate these constraints if they were borrowed directly into
Japanese. Since both /i/ and /I/ in English are usually adapted as /i/ in Japanese, any
word containing /t/, /d/, /s/, or /z/ before either of these two vowels is a potential *TI
violation. Likewise, any English word with /Ù/, /Ã/, or /S/ occurring before /e/ or /E/
is a potential * ˇ CE violation. Among the potential *TI violations, these loans generally
show three different possible adaptations of the illegal coronal-/i/ sequence:
ˇ CI Palatalize the coronal, giving [Ùi, Ãi].
TE Lower /i/, giving [te, de].
TI Make no changes, giving [ti, di] (and violating *TI).
Some representative potential *TI violations from English, and attested forms of the
corresponding loans from Arakawa (1977), are presented in Table 2.23. Potential * ˇ CE
violations likewise have three possible adaptations:
SE Depalatalize /Ù,Ã/, giving [se,ze].
ˇ CI Raise /e/, giving [Ùi,Ãi].
ˇ CE Make no changes, giving [Ùe,Ãe] (and violating * ˇ CE).
The question arises as to what determines whether a given loanword obeys *TI/* ˇ CE
or not. With * ˇ CE violations, the adaptation used depends on the source obstruent, with
ˇ CE being used consistently for source /Ù/ in all time periods (except for ￿˜ /seRo/
70Table 2.23: *TI violations and attestations given in Arakawa (1977)
Source word Spelling Pronunciation Date Adaptation
ticket ￿￿￿￿ [Ùiketto] 1867 ˇ CI
￿￿￿￿ [Ùiketto] 1869 ˇ CI
￿￿￿￿ [Ùiketto] 1881 ˇ CI
￿z￿￿￿ [tiketto] (??) TI
￿z￿￿￿ [tiketto] (??) TI
society ￿￿{￿z [sosaiti] 1871 TI
￿￿{￿z [sosaiti] 1874 TI
￿￿{￿￿ [sosaite:] 1884 TE
￿￿{￿￿ [sosaite:] 1889 TE
￿￿{￿￿￿ [sosaieÙi:] 1889 ˇ CI
lady ˆ￿￿z [Re:di] 1878 TI
ˆ￿z [Redi] 1880 TI
ˆ￿￿ [Rede:] 1883 TE
ˆ￿z [Redi] 1885 TI
ˆ￿￿ [ReÃi:] 1886 ˇ CI
(ˆ￿z￿) [Redi:] 1887 TI
dilemma ￿zˆ˚￿ [diReðma] 1896 TI
￿zˆ˚￿ [diReðma] 1907 TI
(￿ˆ˚￿) [ÃiReðma] 1910 ˇ CI
(￿ˆ˚￿) [ÃiReðma] 1911 ˇ CI
71Figure 2.7: Adaptation patterns over time of *TI-violating loanwords
‘cello’), andSEor ˇ CEfor/Ã/and/S/, withbothofthelattertendingtobeadaptedas ˇ CE
onlyforwordsborrowedafterabout1950. The ˇ CIadaptationispracticallyneverattested
for these loanwords; the only exceptions from Arakawa (1977) are ￿￿￿ [Ùikki] for
check, competing with the more common adaptations ￿~￿￿ [Ùekki] and ￿~￿￿
[ÙekkW]; and a nonce adaptation from 1871 of ￿~￿{￿￿ [ÃezWitto] ‘Jesuit’ as ￿￿
{￿ [ÃisWito].
However, the *TI violations show a more complex pattern of variation in adapta-
tion patterns. As with the velar palatalization and voiced geminate adaptation patterns,
it turns out that the age of the loan is a factor here. I collected 339 loanwords from
Arakawa (1977) derived from source words containing a coronal stop followed by [i] or
[I]. These loans were then classiﬁed by the most common adaptation strategy used in
each word’s cited forms. This data is summarized in Figure 2.7. One thing that is im-
mediately striking is that the total number of new loanwords coming into the language
has generally increased over time, with two discernible peaks occurring in the periods
721870–1889 and 1950–1969. These two peaks correspond with two signiﬁcant events in
Japanese history which increased Japanese contact with the outside world: the begin-
ning of the modernization of Japan during the Meiji era, and the post-WWII occupation
of Japan by the United States, respectively. As far as the individual adaptation patterns
themselves, words ﬁrst attested before about 1890 usually have the ˇ CI adaptation, while
words ﬁrst attested after about 1930 usually have TI instead, with a gradual shift from
the TI!ˇ CI to the TI!TI adaptation strategy taking place from 1870–1930. The third
adaptation pattern, TI!TE, where the coronal stop is preserved but the vowel is lowered
to [e], turns out to never be very common relative to the other two adaptation patterns,
except for a slight peak during the period 1870–1889.
While tokens of early *TI-violating loans which generally show the ˇ CI adaptation
are sometimes attested with the TI adaptation around the time they are ﬁrst borrowed,
tokens of more recent loans are almost always attested with the TI adaptation only, and
these words show no sign of becoming more nativized over time. This suggests that
there has been a change in the acceptability of TI sequences among Japanese speakers
over time: mostly unacceptable before about 1890, variably acceptable from 1890–
1930, and mostly acceptable after about 1930. What’s more, this change in acceptability
seems to be sensitive to the voicing of the stop in the source word, with loanwords
derived from source words containing /t/ being more likely than loans derived from
words containing /d/ to be nativized over the time period we are looking at. This can
be seen by splitting up the loanword data by the voicing of the stop, as in Figures 2.8
and 2.9. The [ti,tI]![Ùi] adaptation strategy was generally preferred over [ti,tI]![ti]
until about 1930, with a period of variation between [Ùi] and [ti] adaptations occurring
from 1890 to 1930 (Figure 2.8). The [di,dI]![di] adaptation strategy, on the other
hand, came to be preferred over [di,dI]![Ãi] at an earlier time, between 1910–1930,
with variation between [Ãi] and [di] from 1890–1910 (Figure 2.9). The [di,dI]![de]
73adaptation strategy was also more common than [ti,tI]![te] in the late 19th and early
20th centuries, although it never ultimately became the preferred adaptation for either
set of TI sequences.
There also seems to be a kind of phonological neighborhood affect governing which
adaptation strategy is likely to apply to a given loanword. For example, while words
with / t+Iv/ in English (such as active or creativity) follow the general pattern for
voiceless /t/ as being adapted as [Ùi] before 1930 and [ti] afterwards, words with ﬁ-
nal / ti/ (such as city or humanity) or / t,d+IN/ (such as wedding or batting) were
commonly adapted as [ti] much earlier, starting around 1870 (Figure 2.10), while words
with / tIk(s)/ (such as statistics or mystic, all containing the quasi-morphemic sufﬁx
 ic) were variably adapted as either [Ùi] or [ti] from 1900–1930 (Figure 2.11). In gen-
eral, the set of environments in which TI sequences were acceptable in loanwords has
gradually expanded over time: at ﬁrst [ti] and [di] were preserved only if they occurred
in the source word in a word-ﬁnal syllable with /i/ or /IN/, then [di] from word-initial
syllables and [ti] from word-ﬁnal syllables with /Ik(s)/ also began to be preserved, and
ﬁnally [ti] and [di] became acceptable in all other environments, which is the present
day situation.
It turns out that the main factor predicting how likely nativization is in a particular
phonological neighborhood is the type frequency of the neighborhood among all loan-
words with TI. This is shown in Table 2.24, which lists the most common phonological
neighborhoods among the TI loans collected from Arakawa (1977) by their date of ﬁrst
attestation. Comparing this table with Figures 2.10 and 2.11, we can see that TI se-
quences in the most common phonological neighborhoods came to be adapted as TI
instead of ˇ CI earlier than the TI sequences in other phonological neighborhoods. Loans
with / ti#/ and / tIk(s)/ tend to be the most common in terms of type frequency
74Figure 2.8: Adaptation patterns over time of source words containing /t/
Figure 2.9: Adaptation patterns over time of source words containing /d/
75Figure 2.10: Adaptation patterns by phonological neighborhood for TI sequences in
loanwords ﬁrst attested 1870–1899. V=vowel; S=sonorant; O=obstruent.
Figure 2.11: Adaptation patterns by phonological neighborhood for TI sequences in
loanwords ﬁrst attested 1900–1929.
76Table 2.24: Type frequencies of phonological environments for TI-containing loan-
words. (Only environments with 5 or more examples for each time period are listed
here.)
1870–1889 1890–1909 1910–1929 1930–1949 1950–1969
 ti# 14  ti# 8  tIk(s) 8  tIk(s) 9  tIN# 16
 tIk(s) 6 #d  8  ti# 5 #d  7 #d  14
#d  6  tIk(s) 6  diV 6  diV 11
 diV 5  diV 6  ti# 9
 di# 5  di# 6
#dIs  6
 dIN# 5
all /ti/ 40 all /ti/ 28 all /ti/ 23 all /ti/ 30 all /ti/ 50
all /di/ 25 all /di/ 23 all /di/ 12 all /di/ 24 all /di/ 48
among loans ﬁrst attested from 1870–1930, and these were also the ﬁrst environments
in which the TI adaptation is attested. Loans with /#d / and / diV/ are the next most
common in this time period, and loans with /#d / started to be adapted as TI from
1900–1930, before most other TI loans.36 The only anomalous patterns are word-ﬁnal
/ di#/ and / {t,d}IN#/, both of which are not all that frequent and yet are usually
adapted as TI starting in 1870–1900; and / diV/, which is about as common as /#d /
and yet continues to be commonly adapted as ˇ CI well into the 20th century, as shown
by loans like ￿￿}• /raÃiWmW/ ‘radium’, dating from 1904, and ￿￿￿ /raÃio/
‘radio’, from 1926. There are probably some phonetic factors affecting different phono-
logical neighborhoods as well; for example, the / di#/ pattern is perceptually very
similar to the / ti#/ pattern, since the stop would generally be ﬂapped in both cases in
dialects of American English, while obstruents in word-initial position tend to be more
perceptually salient than word-medial ones, which might explain the different behavior
of /#d / and / diV/. At any rate, there does seem to be a correlation between the type
36There happen to be two interesting nonce adaptations attested in Arakawa (1977), ￿￿￿￿z￿￿
/saÃisWtikkW/ ‘sadistic’, dating from 1953, and ￿ﬁ￿¶￿￿z￿￿ /opWÙimisWtikkW/ ‘optimistic’,
from 1963, which preserve the /t/ in the / tIk/ environment from the source word even though the other
TI sequence in the word is nativized. These two loanwords are usually attested as ￿￿z￿￿z￿￿
/sadisWtikkW/ and ￿ﬁ￿¶￿￿￿￿ /opWÙimisWÙikkW/, respectively.
77Table 2.25: The adaptation pattern TI!TI, with {IDENT-SB(cont), IDENT-SB(high)}
 *TI
ti IDENT-SB(cont) IDENT-SB(high) *TI
a. + ti *
b. Ùi *!
c. te *!
Table 2.26: The adaptation pattern TI!ˇ CI, with {*TI, IDENT-SB(high)}  IDENT-
SB(cont)
ti *TI IDENT-SB(high) IDENT-SB(cont)
a. ti *!
b. + Ùi *
c. te *!
frequency of the phonological environment that a TI sequence occurs in and the likeli-
hood that it will be nativized over time, with TI sequences occurring in more frequent
phonological neighborhoods being less likely to be nativized to ˇ CI.
Adaptation of TI
Among the TI loans there are three possible outcomes, as I discussed above: TI, ˇ CI,
and TE. The TI!TI adaptation pattern can be obtained by ranking FAITH-SB con-
straints above *TI, as in Table 2.25. In the TI!ˇ CI pattern, the stop /t/ is palatalized
and changed to an affricate, meaning that *TI must be ranked above the faithfulness
constraint IDENT-SB(cont) preserving the input values of [cont] features (Table 2.26).
Finally, TI!TE comes about by ranking *TI above IDENT-SB(high), as in Table 2.27.
However, the constraint *TI is not speciﬁc enough if we want to also account for
the changes in TI adaptation patterns over time. This is because the TI loans did not
78Table 2.27: The adaptation pattern TI!TE, with {*TI, IDENT-SB(cont)}  IDENT-
SB(high)
ti *TI IDENT-SB(cont) IDENT-SB(high)
a. ti *!
b. Ùi *!
c. + te *
Table 2.28: Adaptation of director![diRekWta:], with *TI  IDENT-SB(cont)  *DI
dIôEktô
"
*TI IDENT-SB(cont) *DI
a. ÃiRekWta: *!
b. diRekWta: *
all switch at once from the TI!ˇ CI to the TI!TI adaptation pattern; instead TI!TI
occurred initially in very restricted contexts, then was gradually extended to more and
morephonologicalneighborhoodsovertimeuntilthepresentday, whereTIisthedefault
adaptation for new loans. To do this under OT, the constraint *TI will need to be split
into a set of more speciﬁc constraints ruling out TI sequences in various environments.
For example, suppose *TI is split into two more speciﬁc constraints sensitive to the
voicing of the stop, *TI (no /t/ before /i/) and *DI (no /d/ before /i/), which can
then be ranked independently of each other with respect to IDENT-SB(cont). Then the
relative acceptability of [di] (as compared to [ti]) in loans borrowed during the early 20th
century can be derived using the ranking *TI  IDENT-SB(cont)  *DI, which would
allow [di] to be adapted as [di], but force [ti] to be adapted as [Ùi] (Table 2.28).
Thedistinctionbetweenthesetwomarkednessconstraints, *TI and *DI,isnotmoti-
vatedbyanynativephonologicalprocesses, however, andwouldexistonlytoexplainthe
loanword data. This is similar to Ito & Mester’s (1999) postulation of the two constraints
*TI (no coronal stops before /i/) and *SI (no coronal fricatives before /i/), instead of
79a single constraint banning all coronal segments before /i/, which would adequately
account for the native distribution of coronals. This would be an unwelcome compli-
cation of the theory developed so far. Up until this point, the only loanword-speciﬁc
constraints needed were the SB-Correspondence constraints, and it was not necessary
to postulate loanword-speciﬁc markedness constraints as well (except possibly *BB for
voiced geminates). As well, to account for the more ﬁne- grained phonological neigh-
borhood effects in adaptations, there would need to be even more speciﬁc constraints,
such as *#TI (no word-initial /t/ before /i/) or *DIN (no /d/ before the sequence /IN/),
which are not only even less plausible than *TI and *DI, but also refer to non-native
features of the input, such as whether the vowel is tense or lax, or whether the TI se-
quence occurs with the segment /N/ (which is not a contrastive phoneme of Japanese).
Besides this, there is no way to directly represent the effect of type frequency on TI
adaptation patterns using OT constraints. I will return to this issue in Chapters 3 and 4,
arguing that the above provides evidence for a model of lexical representation in which
the frequency and phonological similarity of lexical entries can affect their processing.
2.4 General observations
Although the attestation patterns for the three groups of loanwords discussed in the pre-
vious section are quite complex, in each case the set of attested adaptation patterns can
be generated by reranking IDENT-SB and ALIGN-SB constraints against a ﬁxed rank-
ing of markedness constraints, and with MAX-SB  DEP-SB (ensuring that epenthe-
sis is favored over deletion for repairing illegal clusters and coda consonants). In the
TI case, the three adaptations, TI, ˇ CI, and TE, can be generated with various rank-
ings of IDENT-SB(cont) and IDENT-SB(high) with respect to *TI. The KYA, KA, and
KE adaptations for KÆ loans involve reranking IDENT-SB(back) and IDENT-SB(low)
80with respect to *Cja, although here the difference between KYA and KA/KE can also
be obtained with differences in the palatalization of the input velar stop. The various
adaptations for voiced geminates, meanwhile, can be generated with different rank-
ings of IDENT-SB(voi) and ALIGN-SB with *DD. Thus an OT analysis using SB-
Correspondence constraints can be used to generate a typology of possible adaptations
available to Japanese speakers at the beginning stages of contact with English.
Yet it is more difﬁcult using OT constraints to also account for the cognate effect in
KÆ loans, as well as the type frequency and phonological similarity effects on the rate
of use in voiced geminates and TI loans of the possible adaptation patterns generated
by the grammar. Concerning this latter issue, there are some general trends that can be
discerned. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 summarize the nativization data from two of the three
groups: coronals and palatals before front vowels, and voiced geminates. (Palatalization
of velars in loanwords was not included because unlike the other two examples, it is not
an example of nativization; both plain and palatalized velars can occur before /a/ in
native words as well as loanwords.) In these ﬁgures, coronals before /i/ and palatals
before /e/ are graphed separately, and I have also included a fourth set of loanwords,
those containing /F/ occurring before a vowel other than /W/. (Recall from Chapter 1
that in native words, [F] is an allophone of /h/ that occurs only before /W/.) In Fig-
ure 2.12, for each loanword, the ratio of all non-native tokens to total tokens attested in
Arakawa (1977) is plotted by the word’s date of ﬁrst attestation. For example, in the en-
try for the word /ti:sWpW:ð/ ‘teaspoon’, Arakawa gives one example where it is spelled
hÙii, and three where it is spelled htii, giving an F/Total ratio of 0:25. In Figure 2.13,
however, only the tokens attested within each 20-year timespan are counted. In the tea-
spoon example above, the hÙii token is the earliest attested one, dating from 1867, but
the other three date from after 1935, so in this case only the hÙii token would count for
Figure 2.13, giving an F/Total ratio of 0 for this word. Although this makes the data
81Figure 2.12: Estimated nativization rates (as measured by the ratio of non-native tokens
to total tokens attested) by date of ﬁrst attestation in Arakawa (1977) for coronals before
/i/, palatals before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/. Error bars indicate one
standard error.
Figure 2.13: Estimated nativization rates (as measured by ratio of non-native tokens
to total tokens for 20-year period in which loan is ﬁrst attested) for coronals before
/i/, palatals before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/. Error bars indicate one
standard error.
82somewhat more noisy, since there are fewer overall tokens being used, computing the
nativization rates this way makes it easier to relate this data to the model of transmission
developed in Chapter 5. In both ﬁgures, the error bars indicate one standard error, as cal-
culated for proportions (S:E: =
q
p(1 p)
n , where p is the F/Total ratio for each loanword
group, and n is the total number of tokens used in calculating each ratio).
In both ﬁgures, there is a general trend towards less nativization over time for all
loanword groups. This is most prominent for coronals before /i/, which increases from
an F/Total ratio of about 0:2 in 1850–1869 to 0:8 in 1950–1969. This rise seems to begin
in the period 1870–1889, when contact with the West was reestablished, and numerous
numbers of loanwords entered into the language. After 1890, the nativization rate for TI
is comparable to that of other loanword patterns.
There is also an effect of type frequency, which was discussed in the sections on
voiced geminates and coronals before /i/. In general, non-native phonotactic patterns
are attested earlier in phonological neighborhoods with a high type frequency, then grad-
ually spread to less frequent neighborhoods over time. This gradual generalization of
adaptation patterns over time is reminiscent of lexical diffusion in sound change (Wang
1977, Labov 1981).
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have analyzed the borrowing of a new loanword by an L1 speech com-
munity as consisting of two separate processes: the adaptation of the word from an L2
source by one or more L1 speakers, followed by the transmission of the loanword to
other L1 speakers. I then argued that it is not only the initial borrowers, but also the
L1 speakers who are involved in transmission, that are able to perform nativizations and
83inﬂuence the eventual established form of the loanword. This is supported by both the-
oretical arguments about the cumulative effects of errors in production and perception
during the process of transmission, as well as empirical evidence from Poplack et al.
(1988) showing that the degree of nativization seen in a loanword correlates with the
number of speakers who are attested using it. I then examined three adaptation patterns
in detail, the palatalization of velars occurring before a source word /æ/, the gemina-
tion of word-ﬁnal voiced obstruents, and the distribution of palatals and coronals before
front vowels, focusing on what historical attestation patterns can tell us about the in-
terplay of adaptation and transmission in the establishment of these adaptation patterns
over time. The main ﬁnding is that the set of possible adaptations for each pattern can
be generated by reranking FAITH-SB constraints with respect to the ﬁxed ranking of
markedness constraints used in the non-loan phonology.
In the next three chapters I will examine the processes of adaptation and transmis-
sion in more detail. In Chapter 3, I will look at various models of adaptation and lexical
representation of loanwords that have been proposed in the generative literature, focus-
ing in particular on the Core-Periphery model of Ito & Mester (1995, 1999). Then, in
Chapter 4, I develop a connectionist implementation of a model of the lexicon which
can account for the phonological neighborhood and type frequency effects seen in adap-
tation patterns. In Chapter 5 I then develop a formalized framework for characterizing
the effects on the process of nativization of loanword transmission among a network of
speakers.
84CHAPTER 3
GENERATIVE MODELS OF LOANWORD ADAPTATION AND
REPRESENTATION
In the last chapter I argued that loanword borrowing, which is best viewed as a
process involving an entire speech community (and not just a single speaker), can be
broken down into two distinct processes, namely the adaptation of a new word by L1
speakers in contact with L2, followed by the transmission of the new loanword from
these initial borrowers to the rest of the speech community. In this chapter I focus on
the adaptation stage of loanword borrowing. Based on Silverman (1992) and Yip (1993,
2006), this stage of the borrowing process can be further broken down into two sub-
processes: the segmental parse (SP) stage, taking place during the perception of a new
loanword, and the constraint satisfaction (CS) stage, taking place during the production
of a loanword token (Figure 3.1). The SP stage involves the mapping of an L2 source
word by an L1 listener to a string of L1 segments, and is constrained by the perceptual
biases of the L1 listener, as well as the set of segments and phonemic contrasts available
intheinventoryofL1. TheL2sourcemaybeeitherasurfacephoneticstringasproduced
by an L2 speaker, an L2 orthographic representation of the word, or, possibly, an L2
phonologicalrepresentation(althoughthislastpossibilityislesslikely, asIwilldiscuss).
Figure 3.1: The SP and CS stages in loanword adaptation
85The output of the SP stage is a string of L1 segments that may possibly violate L1
phonotactics. This string is then submitted to the CS stage, where it is evaluated against
a set of L1 phonotactic constraints to produce a target for production.
The main issues I focus on in this chapter are the following:
1. Is the input to adaptation phonetic, phonological, or orthographic in nature?
2. When are nativizations (changes in the loanword to make it conform more closely
with L1 phonology) made: during the SP stage, the CS stage, or both stages? How
does the nature of the input modality (phonetic, orthographic, or phonological) in
which an L2 word is perceived affect nativization?
3. How are loanwords represented in an L1 speaker’s lexicon? What do loanword
adaptation patterns tell us about the structure of L1 speakers’ lexicons?
I begin by discussing various proposals regarding issues 1 and 2 above, arguing that
many of these make assumptions about the nature of the input and the stage at which
nativization takes place which do not hold for all possible borrowing situations. I then
discuss in detail the Core-Periphery model of the lexicon proposed in Ito & Mester
(1995, 1999), focusing on the issue of whether loanwords form a distinct stratum in the
Japanese lexicon.
3.1 The input to loanword adaptation
A major debate in the literature on loanword borrowing has been over whether adapta-
tions are based directly on the L2 phonemic representation of the source word (which
is then further adjusted to conform to L1 phonology), or is instead based on the surface
phonetic form of the source word as it is produced by an L2 speaker (which is then
86parsed according to the perceptual mechanisms of native L1 listeners). A third option,
one which is rarely acknowledged, is that the input is an L2 orthographic representation
which is then “sounded out” by an L1 speaker into a string of L1 phonemes.
The ﬁrst two viewpoints above entail different assumptions about who is perform-
ing the initial adaptation of a new loanword. The phonology-only viewpoint assumes
that an adaptation is performed by L1/L2 bilingual speakers during the production of
a new loanword, by directly mapping the L2 phonological representation of the word
to an L1 segmental representation. Nativizations then would be the result of changing
the L1 representation to obey L1 phonotactics. Recent proponents of this view include
Ito & Mester (1999), Paradis & LaCharité (1997), Jacobs & Gussenhoven (2000), and
LaCharité & Paradis (2005), and according to Hyman (1970), is similar to the views of
many of the American structuralists as well, for example Bloomﬁeld (1933), Haugen
(1950), and Weinreich (1953, 1957). The perception-only approach instead assumes
that a loanword adaptation is performed by an L1 listener perceiving a phonetic token
of the L2 word being produced by an L2 speaker, with nativizations being the result of
misperceptions due to the differences in L1 and L2 phonetics and phonology. This view
is argued for in recent work such as Kang (2003), Iverson, Kuhl, Akahane-Yamada, Di-
esch, Tohkura, Ketterman & Siebert (2003), Peperkamp & Dupoux (2003), Peperkamp
(2004), and Iverson & Lee (2006), among others, although Hyman (1970) shows that it
dates back at least to Neogrammarians such as Paul (1880/1889).
Evidence can be found supporting both points of view. On the perception-only side
are cases where an allophonic contrast in L2 is apparently perceived as an L1 phone-
mic contrast and is preserved as such in loanwords. For example, Cantonese makes a
contrast between aspirated and unaspirated stops, and Cantonese speakers consistently
adapt word-initial voiceless stops from English as aspirated (e.g. tie![thaj]), but voice-
87less stops in /sC/ clusters as unaspirated (stick![sitik]; Silverman 1992). This reﬂects
the allophonic difference in aspiration for voiceless stops in word-initial and /sC/ clus-
ter contexts, and thus shows that Cantonese speakers are basing their borrowings on
the surface phonetic forms of the English source words, not on the underlying phono-
logical representations. Hawaiian Japanese provides another example of a perceptually-
motivated nativization. English words with coronal stops which occur in a ﬂapping envi-
ronment (intervocalically, after a stressed syllable) are sometimes borrowed as alveolar
ﬂaps into this dialect of Japanese, for example in thirty![to:Ri] (Higa 1970).1 Since
thirty does not have /R/ underlyingly (/R/ is not even a member of the phonemic inven-
tory of English, after all), the input for this borrowing had to have been the surface form,
not the phonological representation.
Yet there are also examples of adaptation patterns which were clearly not based
on the surface L2 phonetic form. While these examples are usually considered to be
phonologically-based adaptations, in fact it is hard to tell in many of these cases whether
the input was L2 phonology or orthography. An example comes from Korean, which,
like Cantonese, makes a distinction between aspirated and unaspirated stops. Yet voice-
less stops from English are always adapted into Korean as aspirated, even in /sC/ clus-
ters: tie![thai], stick![s1thik]. Oh (1996) suggests that examples like these show that
Korean borrowers are using as the inputs for adaptation the phonological representation
of these words, in which tie and stick both have /t/ underlyingly, and there is an adap-
tation rule used by Korean speakers which maps English /t/ in all cases to Korean [th].
But, since /t/ is spelled with a hti in both tie and stick, in this case it is just as possible
that Korean borrowers are using an orthographically-based adaptation strategy, such as
1Note that coda /r/s are deleted in loanwords in this dialect, as in Standard Japanese (for example,
in Thursday![to:zWde]; the Standard Japanese equivalent, if it exists, would probably be something like
*[sa:zWde:]), so the /R/ in [to:Ri] was derived from the surface [R] in [TIôRi], not from the [ô]. However,
ﬂapping is inconsistent in Hawaiian Japanese; another example from Higa (1970), daddy![dedi], shows
the surface [R] being adapted as /d/ instead.
88“always pronounce the letter hti as [th]”, instead of a phonologically-based one.
Another example of a non-phonetic adaptation pattern is Standard Japanese, which,
unlike Hawaiian Japanese, does not borrow coronals in a ﬂapping environment as /R/,
so that words like butter are adapted as [bata:], not *[baRa:]. Borrowings in Standard
Japanese even preserve underlying voicing distinctions which can be lost after ﬂapping,
such that words like writer and rider, which are nearly homophonous for many speakers
of American English (both being pronounced as something like [ôAIRô
"
]),2 are still distin-
guished in Japanese borrowings (￿{￿￿ /Raita:/ and ￿{￿￿ /Raida:/, respectively).
This is in spite of the fact that /R/ exists in the phonemic inventory of Japanese, and
thus something like *[RaiRa:] would be a closer approximation to the surface form of
either word as it is normally produced by an American English speaker.3 Again, this is
a case where it is difﬁcult to distinguish between phonologically and orthographically
based adaptations on the evidence of the borrowing outcome alone, since the underly-
ing phonological contrasts (the voicing of the stop in a ﬂapping environment) is also
represented in the orthography (writer, rider).
In fact, it is generally agreed that in the Japanese case, adaptations in recent loans
are based on the spelling of the English source word, not on its phonological struc-
ture (Lovins 1975). The Japanese contact situation with English is an example of what
Thomason & Kaufman (1988) call category (2) borrowing. In this type of borrowing,
2Note that for dialects in which Canadian Raising occurs, these two forms may differ in the vowel
quality of the diphthong. In my own Syracuse, NY dialect, for example, rider is pronounced [ôAIRô
"
],
but writer is closer to [ô@IRô
"
], with a raised diphthong [@I]. Even so, both forms still have a surface [R]
corresponding to an underlying /t/ or /d/, which would be better approximated phonetically by /R/ in
Japanese.
3One could argue that these two words may have been borrowed from a non-ﬂapping dialect of En-
glish, and this is why the /t/—/d/ distinction is preserved in these two particular words. However, the
only standard Japanese borrowings that I know of in Arakawa (1977) in which /t/ or /d/ in a ﬂapping
environment has been borrowed as /R/ are ﬁ`˚ /puRið/ ‘pudding’ and ￿￿§ /ÃiRWba/ ‘jitterbug’.
This is a surprising fact, from a perception-only view: given the degree of contact between Japanese and
AmericanEnglishafterWWII,onewouldexpectmanymoreexamplesof/t,d/![R]ifJapaneseborrowers
always base borrowings on the surface phonetic form of the source words.
89the degree of contact is slightly more intense than that of a superordinate language with
an outnumbered subordinate population, where words for a few culturally-speciﬁc items
may be borrowed, such as spaghetti or kosher into American English, but borrowing of
function words, phonology, or grammatical constructions does not occur (p. 77). How-
ever, the borrowing is not as intense as situations where there is a fair degree of bilin-
gualism in L1 among L2 speakers, and where phonology and syntactic features may be
borrowed, and even spread to native words, depending on the degree of contact. Several
oftheexamplesofcategory(2)borrowingthatThomason&Kaufmangivearesituations
in which an L1 community is literate in—but do not necessarily speak themselves—a
prestigious literary language L2; for example, the inﬂuence of Classical Arabic on the
modern-day Arabic languages, Urdu, and the Turkic languages spoken by Muslims, and
the inﬂuence of Sanskrit on many Dravidian languages. The inﬂuence of English on
Japanese over the past 150 years is comparable to these other examples of language
contact between a spoken and a literary language. The majority of Japanese speakers
have only a passing familiarity with English from having studied it in school (which is
virtually mandatory throughout the country), and English education in Japan focuses on
readingandwritingskills, almosttotheexclusionofspeakingandcomprehension. Most
loanwords, then, especially after about 1890 when mandatory English instruction was
ﬁrstinstituted(Loveday1996), wouldhavecomeintoJapaneseviathewrittenroute; that
is to say, a borrower of one of these words originally saw it in print, then derived a (non-
native) segmental parse for the loanword from the orthography of the source word. This
can be seen, for example, in spelling pronunciations such as the adaptation of English
/@/ in Japanese loanwords, which is adapted as [a] when the source schwa is spelled
hai or hui (as in Christmas![kWRisWmasW] or circus![sa:kasW]) but as [i], [e], or
[o] when spelled hii, hei, or hoi, respectively (tennis![tenisW], business![biÃinesW],
million![miRioð]).
90Even if the role of orthography is acknowledged in inﬂuencing adaptation patterns,
it is clear that if all loanwords in all possible contact situations are assumed to be derived
fromonlyasingletypeofinput, eitherphonetic, phonological, ororthographicinnature,
then it will not be possible to give a complete account of all of the cases discussed above.
To some extent, this controversy stems from viewing loanword borrowing as a unitary
process performed by a single speaker, requiring researchers to pick a side over whether
a loanword adaptation is performed by L1/L2 bilinguals with access to L2 phonological
representations, or by L1 speakers who misperceive L2 surface forms in terms of L1
phonology. If instead the wider view proposed in Chapter 2 is taken, and loanword
borrowing is considered to be a process involving the entire speech community, then
it no longer becomes necessary to choose between the perception-only and phonology-
only views. Even if the initial borrower(s) of a word are L1/L2 bilinguals and use
phonologically-based adaptations (or, more likely, L1 speakers who have some literacy
in L2 and use orthographically-based adaptations), if some of the non-native features of
the word are left unnativized by these borrowers in their production of the word, then it
is still possible for further perceptually-based nativizations to be made by the other L1
speakers involved in the transmission of the loanword. In addition, since there is often
more than one speaker at a time adapting a new loanword, these different speakers may
prefer either the phonological or phonetic strategies for adaptation, depending on their
familiarity with L2, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
This would suggest that it, if the same source word is borrowed by both L1/L2 bilin-
guals and by L1 monolinguals, then it should be possible for two different forms of
the loanword to be attested, one with phonological/orthographic and the other with per-
ceptual adaptations. In fact, there are several cases of loanword doublets in Japanese,
mainly dating from the 19th century, in which one member of the pair shows deletion
of coda consonants from the source word, while the other member preserves the source
91Figure 3.2: Sources of variation in loanword adaptation. Speaker 1 uses a phonological/
orthographic input, adapting the loanword as [ti], while speaker 2 uses a phonetic input,
adapting the loanword as [Ùi]. Speakers 3 and 4 use the phonetic output from speaker 1
when learning the loanword, but due to variation in perception end up learning the word
as [ti] and [Ùi], respectively.
92Table 3.1: Deletion and epenthesis in Japanese loanword doublets, from Smith (2006)
Source word Deletion form Epenthesis form
glycerine Ri.sW.Rið gW.ri.se.Rið
jitterbug Ãi.RW.ba Ãit.ta:.bag.gW
lemonade Ra.mW.ne Re.mo.ne:.do
handkerchief hað.ke.Ùi hað.ka.Ùi:.FW
all right o:.Rai o:.RW.Rai.to
don’t mind doð.mai doð.to.maið.do
codas via epenthesis (Table 3.1). Smith (2006) argues that the deletion members of each
pair are perceptually-motivated, while the epenthesis forms are instead spelling pronun-
ciations, given that the deletion forms often preserve the syllable count of the source
words, while in the epenthesis forms, the adaptation of /@/ depends on the spelling
of the source word (the /@/ in glycerine is borrowed as /e/, while /@/ in lemonade is
borrowed as /o/).
Thus it is possible for the same source word to be borrowed via both the written and
spoken route, showing that either input is potentially available for borrowers, at least
in Japanese. These cases of loanword doublets are not that common in modern-day
Japanese, however.4 There seems to be an overall tendency for a speech community
to favor over time one or the other of the two types of input, orthographic or phonetic,
even if both are available in the initial stages of contact. Borrowings in Cantonese and
Hawaiian Japanese tend to be phonetically based, while borrowings in Korean and Stan-
dard Japanese tend to be orthographically based. This raises the question of whether it
is possible for purely phonologically-based adaptations to be made, with no inﬂuence
from L2 orthography. All of the cases in the literature that I know of that are claimed to
be examples of phonological adaptation involve speech communities with some degree
4Pairs that do survive, such as ￿•⁄ /RamWne/ and ˆ„⁄￿￿ /Remone:do/, both derived from the
word lemonade, do so when the two words develop a difference in meaning. In this case, /RamWne/ has
come to refer to a carbonated lemon-lime soft drink, while the later reborrowing /Remone:do/ retains the
original meaning ‘lemonade’.
93of literacy in L2, making it difﬁcult to determine whether the initial borrowers based
their adaptations on L2 phonology or L2 orthography (or both). A purely phonological
borrowing situation would have to involve borrowers who are bilingual in both L1 and
L2, allowing them access to L2 phonological representations, but who are not also liter-
ate in L2, ruling out any inﬂuence of L2 orthography. A contact situation like this would
be extremely unlikely in the Western world, at least in modern times, but perhaps histor-
ical examples of this kind of language contact could be found among languages spoken
in an area with high linguistic diversity and no native writing tradition before European
contact (for instance, in the Paciﬁc Northwest of the United States and Canada). How-
ever, such contact situations often result in the formation of pidgins like Chinook Jargon
(Silverstein 1972) rather than lexical borrowing as such. Examples of purely phonolog-
ical borrowing, in which orthographic inﬂuence can deﬁnitely be ruled out, are difﬁcult
to ﬁnd in the language contact literature.
3.2 Nativization during the SP and CS stages
An issue related to the nature of the input for borrowing is whether nativization takes
place during either the segmental parse (SP) stage of loanword adaptation, or instead
during the constraint satisfaction (CS) stage. If the input is mapped directly from the L2
phonologicalrepresentation, asLaCharité&Paradis(2005)andothershaveargued, then
of course perception cannot play a role in affecting the outcome of adaptation, and any
nativization that occurs must be during the CS stage only. Likewise, orthographically-
based adaptations would not be expected to show the effects of phonetic perception,
although it is possible for orthographic inputs to have spelling pronunciations or show
unusual adaptations on analogy with similarly-spelled words. If perception is involved,
however, then either stage (or even both stages) may be involved, as in the models pro-
94posed by Silverman (1992) and Yip (1993). The way to tell which stage is involved in a
particular nativization is to see if it corresponds to processes which also occur in the na-
tive phonology. Yip (2006) gives an example of an SP-level adaptation from Cantonese,
which has /l/ but not /r/ in its native inventory. While word-initial /r/ in English words
is adapted as [l], as in rum![l5m], in clusters /r/ is always deleted, as in friend![fEn].
Yet /l/ is retained in /Cl/ clusters, but not in /sCl/ clusters: plum![powl5m], but
spleen![sipin].5 Yip argues that the differential deletion of /r/ and /l/ is the result of
the interaction of two factors: whether or not the segment exists in the Cantonese inven-
tory (with [r] being more difﬁcult to perceive than [l], since it is not a native segment),
and the environment that the segment occurs in (with the different environments being
ranked in a perceptibility scale: # V  #C V  #sC V). Neither of these factors
could involve native phonological constraints, since neither the segment /r/ nor conso-
nant clusters exist in Cantonese phonology. Yip concludes that these adaptations must
occur during the SP stage.
OT accounts of loanword phonology typically do not distinguish between SP-level
and CS-level nativizations. Instead, these accounts make one of two claims: that all
nativizations take place during the SP stage only (the perception-only view from the
previous section), or that they take place during the CS stage only (the phonology-
only view). Yet nativizations actually can take place during either stage (as we saw in
section 3.1), as some nativization patterns are the result of L1 speakers not being able to
perceive a contrast made in L2, or conversely reinterpreting an allophonic alternation in
L2 as a phonemic one in L1, while others are the result of constraints against phonotactic
sequences that can occur in L2 but not in L1. The relative inﬂuence of phonetics or
orthography/phonology then depends on whether the L2 word is borrowed via the oral
or the written route (with phonetic information not being present in written borrowings),
5The ﬁnal example is an elicited on-line adaptation from Leci & Poon (2004); there are apparently no
attested established loans in Cantonese from /sCl/ source words.
95and whether the borrower is bilingual in L2 (with monolingual L1 speakers having only
indirect access to L2 phonological representations, via the L2 orthography).
A related issue is the different types of phonological regularities that the constraints
in CS are used to account for. In OT, the constraint set typically includes both static
generalizations about the existence of segments and phonotactic sequences in the lex-
icon, and generalizations relating to phonological alternations. Given Richness of the
Base (Prince & Smolensky 1993: 209), these two types of generalizations cannot easily
be distinguished. For example, Rice (1997) and Ota (2004) point out that many of the
constraints that Ito & Mester (1995) postulate, such as *NT (no voiceless obstruents
after nasals), are used to account for both morphophonemic alternations such as post-
nasal voicing of the past tense marker / ta/, and static distributions such as the lack of
post-nasal voiced obstruents in Yamato roots. This ambiguity between these two types
of constraints makes it difﬁcult to say whether borrowers perform nativizations solely
on the basis of the static distributional constraints in their native lexicon, or on the basis
of morphophonemic alternations, or both.
The data from Chapter 2 show that non-native phonotactic sequences which only
violate static distributional constraints are preserved in loanwords earlier than those se-
quences which are also avoided in morphophonological alternations. Among the static
distributions discussed in Chapter 1, * ˇ CE (no palatal obstruents before /e/) has had
some inﬂuence on adaptation patterns, although only /Se/ and /Ãe/ sequences have his-
torically been affected; /Ùe/ is nearly always preserved even in very early loanwords
like ￿~￿￿ /Ùekki/ ‘check’, which dates from the 1860’s (Arakawa 1977).6 Mean-
while, *NT and *P have been completely inactive in loanword adaptations. There are
6There are some static constraints from Ito & Mester (1995), such as *YE ([j] cannot appear before
/e/) and 2FU ([h] cannot appear before /W/) which are always respected in borrowings, for example
yellow![ieRo:], *[jeRo:] and hook![FWkkW], *[hWkkW]. I don’t know why * ˇ CE and *F are violable in
loanwords while *YE and 2FU are not.
96no cases that I know of where a post-nasal voiceless stop is adapted as voiced, or a
singleton /p/ is realized as [h] or [b] instead in a loanword. Another static distribu-
tion, *F ([F] can only occur before /W/) has sporadically affected the adaptation of /f/
from English and other languages, resulting in borrowings such as siphon![saihoð] or
fork![ho:kW]. Yet these forms almost always coexist with /F/ adaptations ([saiFoð],
[Fo:kW]), and after about 1890, nearly all words with /f/ were consistently adapted with
[F]. The phonemic alternation involving the palatalization of coronals in verb conjuga-
tions, on the other hand, seems to have had a much stronger affect on the adaptation
of coronals before /i/, since the adaptation of /ti/![Ùi] and /di/![Ãi] persisted well
into the early 20th century in some environments. This suggests that for speakers in
the late 19th century, the *F and * ˇ CE constraints were not as active as *TI for the
purposes of loanword nativization. In other words, non-native sequences like /Ùe/ or
/Fa/ are accidental gaps in the lexicon, and were not necessarily impossible for at least
some 19th-century Japanese speakers to produce, while sequences like /ti/ were actively
avoided in production, making them much more likely to be nativized. I will return to
this matter in Chapter 5, where it will be seen that given the attested numbers of na-
tivized and unnativized loanword tokens, as well as the expected effect of transmission
on nativization, 19th-century Japanese speakers were apparently much more likely to
nativize TI sequences in loanwords than they were ˇ CE sequences, voiced geminates, or
violations of *F.
3.3 Lexical stratiﬁcation
Given that the output of the SP stage may be a non-native phonological representation,
the question arises as to how this output is stored and processed in the lexicon of an L1
speaker. The traditional view has been to mark these words as being somehow special
97and not subject to native phonological processes, for example with a feature [+foreign]
(Saciuk 1969). In a long-term borrowing situation with large numbers of L2 words
being borrowed into L1, this can result in the L1 lexicon being organized into several
distinct lexical strata, one consisting of the native vocabulary, and the others consisting
of loanwords from the various other languages that L1 speakers have been in contact
with. These lexical strata form natural domains over which phonological processes may
be restricted, as shown in Chapter 1. I will now examine two recent proposals for how
to represent lexical stratiﬁcation in OT, arguing that neither can fully account for the
gradient nature of historically attested loanword adaptation patterns in Japanese. I will
then motivate a model for the Japanese lexicon based on connectionist models of lexical
processing, and argue that this model can better explain the phonological neighborhood
and frequency effects seen in the changes over time on the adaptation patterns discussed
in Chapter 2.
3.3.1 The Core-Periphery model of lexical stratiﬁcation
Ito & Mester (1999) have proposed the most explicit account of lexical stratiﬁcation
in an OT framework, namely the Core-Periphery model of the lexicon.7 The claim is
that the different sets of morphophonemic properties shared by the different strata in
Japanese are organized in a “core-periphery” structure, a concept reminiscent of the
Prototype Theory of semantic categorization (Rosch 1973, Rosch & Mervis 1975), al-
though Ito & Mester do not explicitly make this connection. The basic idea is that,
for any class of objects, for example the class of birds, there are some members, like
sparrows, which are core members of the class in that they share prototypical features,
such as having wings and feathers and being able to ﬂy. Yet there are more periph-
7This model is also referred to as the Indexed Faithfulness model in later research (e.g. Inkelas & Zoll
2007), because it postulates a set of faithfulness constraints indexed by lexical stratum.
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eral members, such as penguins and ostriches, which we recognize as being birds even
though they do not share all of these properties. Ito & Mester (1999) argue that the
lexicon is organized in a similar fashion, and that lexical entries can be classiﬁed based
on how prototypical or peripheral they are with respect to the phonological constraints
of the language. In particular, the Yamato stratum forms the core of the Japanese lex-
icon, because it obeys the most constraints, while the Foreign stratum forms the out-
ermost periphery of the lexicon because it obeys the fewest constraints (basically, only
constraints on syllable structure which are obeyed in all strata). Sino-Japanese falls in
between these two layers. The pattern of violations of three of the constraints from
Chapter 1, *P, *NT, and CODACOND, illustrate this core-periphery structure. In Yam-
ato *P, *NT, and CODACOND (coda consonants may not have place features—Kager
1999: 131) are all satisﬁed, in Sino-Japanese only *P and CODACOND are satisﬁed,
and in Foreign only CODACOND is satisﬁed (Table 3.2). The strata are arranged in a
subset relationship, with Sino-Japanese forming a subset of possible Foreign words, and
Yamato forming a subset of possible Sino-Japanese words (Figure 3.3). This happens
to mirror the etymological history of the different strata—Yamato items having always
been a part of the language, Sino-Japanese items having been borrowed relatively long
ago, before the 13th c. C.E., and Foreign items having been borrowed relatively recently,
from the 16th c. C.E. onwards.8
8However, note that the vast majority of Sino-Japanese and Foreign items have been borrowed or
coined in the past 150 years.
99Figure 3.3: The Core-Periphery model of the lexicon
Ito & Mester argue that this core-periphery structure reﬂects the different degrees
of nativization that the different strata have undergone, Foreign items having been na-
tivized less than Sino-Japanese items because they were borrowed later. The process
of nativization gradually reduces the number of constraints that a given word violates,
causing the word to move further inward, closer to the core of the lexicon. For example,
words like § /hoð/ ‘book’ and ￿￿￿ /kaRWta/ ‘playing cards’, although originally
Sino-Japanese and Foreign, respectively, are apparently now fully nativized and have
moved into the Yamato stratum, as shown by their participation in native phonological
processes like rendaku (Chapter 1).
*NT and *P ranking problems
One problem with this model is that the facts are less clear when the Mimetic stratum is
taken into account (Inkelas & Zoll 2007). Recall that Mimetic words can violate *P, but
not *NT (Table 3.3). Although both Sino-Japanese and Mimetic items form a subset of
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Figure 3.4: The Core-Periphery model of the lexicon (with Mimetic added)
possible Foreign words, it is not possible to place Sino-Japanese and Mimetic in a subset
relationship with each other, because there are some Sino-Japanese items which violate
*NT and hence cannot be possible Mimetic words, such as F˜ /beðkjo:/ ‘study’, and
likewise there are some Mimetic items which violate *P and cannot be possible Sino-
Japanese words, such as «￿«￿ /pikapika/ ‘sparkle’ (Figure 3.4).
Even if the relationship between Sino-Japanese and Mimetic is unclear, it could be
maintained that Yamato still serves in some sense as the core of the lexicon, because
it is more constrained in terms of possible phonotactic patterns than any of the other
strata, at least with respect to the constraints presented so far. Yet there do exist other
101constraints which govern only Sino-Japanese or Mimetic, putting this view further in
jeopardy. While Yamato roots are unrestricted in length, Sino-Japanese roots can only
be one or two syllables long (Tateishi 1990), while Mimetic words are always formed
from bimoraic (or trimoraic) roots (Poser 1990). The existence of these constraints is
unaccounted for in the Core-Periphery model. Yamato, being at the core of the lexicon,
should be governed by all of the constraints which govern the other strata, yet these
length restrictions on Sino-Japanese and Mimetic do not apply to Yamato, as shown by
the existence of one-mora Yamato words, like ￿ /ki/ ‘tree; wood’, and Yamato words
which are more than two syllables long, like ￿ /mWRasaki/ ‘purple’.
In fact, it is not even clear that Yamato is really at the core of the lexicon, in the sense
ofbeingthemosthighlyconstrainedstratum. Kawahara, Nishimura&Ono(2003)argue
that, although etymologically Yamato forms the core vocabulary of Japanese, in the
synchronicgrammarofModernJapaneseitistheSino-Japanesestratum, nottheYamato
stratum, which is the most highly constrained. Kawahara et al. mention the length
restriction on Sino-Japanese roots, namely that they can only be one or two syllables
long, andtheyalsopointoutthatinthecaseoftwo-syllableroots, thesecondsyllablecan
only be /ki/, /kW/, /ti/ (=[Ùi]), or /tW/ (=[µW]).9 Yamato morphemes are unrestricted
in length or in segmental inventory for the second syllable, however. Also, they note that
in noun-noun compounds in which the second noun has penultimate accent, the accent
of the entire compound will not fall on the second noun if it is Sino-Japanese, but instead
will be shifted back to the ﬁrst noun. So ￿ /s eki/ ‘seat’ normally has an accented ﬁrst
syllable, but not in compounds like D￿￿ /jojak Wseki/ ‘reserved seat’, where the
accent is placed on the ﬁnal syllable of /jojakW/ instead. Kawahara et al. propose that
this is due to a constraint NONFIN[f] which does not allow an accent to fall on the ﬁnal
9Tateishi (1990) attempts to derive all cases of two-syllable Sino-Japanese roots from monosyllabic
underlying forms, by analyzing the vowel in the second syllable as epenthetic, only surfacing when nec-
essary to prevent the form from violating CODACOND.
102foot of a word. This constraint does not apply to Yamato items, however, as can be seen
from compounds like –￿￿”￿ /peRWSan eko/ ‘Persian cat’, where the Yamato word
￿ /n eko/ ‘cat’ retains its accent on the ﬁrst syllable.
Although Ito & Mester (1999) give *NT as an example of a constraint that ap-
plies only to the Yamato stratum and not to Sino-Japanese, Kawahara et al. (2003)
suggest that *NT is actually obeyed in both strata, but there is a more highly ranked
constraint IDENT[VOI](SJ:STEM-INITIAL-s) (preserve the voicing of stem-initial seg-
ments in Sino-Japanese roots) which masks the effect of *NT in Sino-Japanese words.
Although this constraint seems rather ad-hoc, Kawahara et al. argue that it is necessary
to explain the restrictions on possible segments in the second syllable of Sino-Japanese
roots, and that a similar constraint is needed to explain *NT effects in the Mimetic stra-
tum as well. *NT is obeyed within Mimetic roots, but across root boundaries it can be
violated, as shown by the reduplicated form ￿˚￿˚ /toðtoð/ ‘knock-knock’, where
the second /t/ cannot be voiced (*toðdoð).
Although they are not explicit about this point, Kawahara et al. (2003) seem to be
agreeing with Ito & Mester (1999) in assuming that the strata must be placed in a strict
subset relation with each other. Otherwise they would not go to the trouble of explaining
how *NT could appear to apply only to Yamato and not to Sino-Japanese. Yet they are
still unable to explain how there could exist constraints which apply only to a particular
peripheral layer, but not to the layers underneath. The length constraint on Mimetic
roots is an example of this type of constraint. As I noted before, Mimetic roots must
be at least two moras long. Since Mimetic is not at the core of the lexicon, adding
this constraint to Kawahara et al.’s (2003) model (Figure 3.5) would predict that Sino-
Japanese roots (and possibly Yamato as well, depending on the position of Mimetic with
respect to Yamato) are subject to this constraint as well, but this is incorrect given that
103Figure 3.5: The minimum length constraint on Mimetic roots, with Sino-Japanese at the
core of the lexicon. This arrangement of the strata incorrectly predicts that MINWORD
governs the Sino-Japanese stratum.
there are many examples of one-mora words in both Sino-Japanese and Yamato.
Core and peripheral lexical items
In an earlier account of the Core-Periphery model, Ito & Mester (1995) recognize the
existence of stratum-speciﬁc constraints like the length constraints governing Sino-
Japanese and Mimetic, saying, “...it is not in general possible to impose a total ordering
on vocabulary strata...” (p. 820), yet they still maintain that the lexicon as a whole shows
anoverallcore-peripheryorganization. Inadditionto *NT and *P,theylistseveralother
phonological constraints and processes active in various lexical strata in Japanese (Ta-
ble 3.4). These constraints interact with each other according to the Venn diagram in
Figure 3.6. Ito & Mester (1995) argue that lexical strata result from the overlapping
domains of these constraints; for example, they deﬁne Yamato as the domain in which
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other hand, does not have any unique constraints distinguishing it from the other strata,
but rather is deﬁned as the region in which the inner constraints (*P, *NT, and *#R)
don’t apply. Of course, there are plenty of examples of loanwords which do not vio-
late *P, *NT, and *#R, such as ￿}˚ /taWð/ ‘town’. However, they are not subject
to rendaku or Lyman’s Law, which can be seen in compounds such as ￿￿￿￿}˚
/beddotaWð/ ‘bed town’ or ¢…￿￿}˚ /nyW:taWð/ ‘new town’, where the initial
/t/ in /taWð/ remains voiceless. The Foreign stratum is thus seen as a region of the
lexicon where any phonotactic pattern can occur, subject only to the syllable structure
constraints like CODACOND that govern all strata:
...the large and very heterogeneous class of Foreign items...should not be
considered as constituting a uniform stratum. Rather, we are simply dealing
with less central areas of the lexicon, where more and more constraints are
violated. (p. 824)
Rice (1997) criticizes Ito & Mester’s (1995) approach, pointing out that obeying a
particular constraint is a necessary, but not sufﬁcient, condition for classifying a given
word. For example, Sino-Japanese roots are mono- or bisyllabic, but the converse does
not hold—not all monosyllabic roots are Sino-Japanese. So given a monosyllabic word
like ￿ /ki/ ‘tree; wood’, it is not possible to tell from just the phonological form of
the word which stratum it belongs in. It could potentially belong to either Yamato or
Sino-Japanese.10 In this case we would need to look for other types of evidence to
determinethe stratumwhich /ki/ belongsin. Inparticular, since /ki/ undergoes rendaku
in compounds such as C￿ /kaSiwa+ki/ ! [kaSiwagi] ‘oak tree’, this suggests that /ki/
belongs in the Yamato stratum.
10But not Mimetic, because Mimetic roots are always bimoraic. Also, as I will show later, this cannot
be a possible Foreign word because Foreign words must be a minimum of two moras long.
105Table 3.4: Phonological constraints distinguishing lexical strata, from Ito & Mester
(1995)
RENDAKU Word-initial obstruents in second compound member must be voiced
LYMAN’S LAW No more than one voiced obstruent per morpheme
ROOT= s Root is exactly one syllable long
ROOT= f Root is exactly one foot long (= two moras)
*NT Voiceless stops cannot occur after /ð/
*P No single (i.e. not geminated or post-nasal) /p/
*#R No word-initial /R/
* ˇ CE Palatal consonants cannot occur before /e/
*TI Non-palatal coronals cannot occur before /i/
*DD No voiced geminates
*F /F/ only occurs before /W/
*TS /ts/ only occurs before /W/
2FU /h/ cannot occur before /W/
2TSU /t/ cannot occur before /W/
*YE /j/ cannot occur before /e/
*SI /s/ or /z/ cannot occur before /i/
Figure 3.6: Domains of phonological constraints, from Ito & Mester (1995)
106Table 3.5: Yamato *NT violations, from Rice (1997)
￿l:& iðÙiki ‘trickery’
￿l8 aðta ‘you’ (< ￿C8 /anata/)
:\l,￿ Ùaðkonabe ‘sumo-wrestler stew’
Rice also notes that the *NT constraint is not absolutely inviolable in the Yamato
stratum, as shown by the examples in Table 3.5. In these cases we have words whose
etymology places them in the Yamato stratum, yet they each contain a post-nasal voice-
less obstruent. ￿l8 /aðta/ ‘you’ is a particularly interesting case of a *NT exception,
because it coexists with ￿C8 /anata/, the form from which it is derived via syncope.
Although Ito & Mester (1995) do not address the speciﬁc case of /aðta/, they do note
the existence of historically native words like : < /Ùey/11 (a swearword) and 0 
! /Se:/ (an exclamation used by a famous cartoon character) which violate another of
their proposed markedness constraints, * ˇ CE,12 saying,
It is also important not to entirely equate “peripheral” with “foreign.” Vio-
lations of the * ˇ CE-constraint are not restricted to recent loans, but are also
found among items of native origin.... Such forms are undoubtedly native,
but peripheral. (p. 830)
Ito & Mester are forced to conclude that words like /aðta/ are peripheral forms because
they deﬁne strata solely in phonological terms, but it is not clear in their model what part
of the lexicon /aðta/ would be located in. It’s not a possible Mimetic root, because it
violates *NT. It could be a possible Sino-Japanese word, but this would have to involve
some sort of folk etymology where /aðta/ was composed of two Sino-Japanese roots
11Here /y/ is realized phonetically as a glottal stop [P] (Vance 1985, 1987).
12Another example of a native word that violates * ˇ CE is K ! /hje:/, which Akamatsu (1997) glosses
as “an interjection expressing great fear” (p. 90). Note that all of these * ˇ CE-violating examples happen
to be interjections, which corroborates their peripheral status in the Yamato stratum.
107/að/ and /ta/; /aðta/ itself is not a possible bisyllabic Sino-Japanese root because the
ﬁnal syllable is not one of /ki, kW, Ùi, µW/. But this seems extremely unlikely, since
the existence of both /aðta/ and /anata/ in common usage makes it hard to believe that
Japanese speakers would not know that these two words are related.
Constraints on the Foreign stratum
Further evidence against the Core-Periphery model can be found by looking for con-
straints which apply to loanwords, but which are freely violated in one or more of
the other strata. In particular, there seems to be a minimal length constraint on pos-
sible Foreign words which does not govern the Sino-Japanese and Yamato strata. Both
Lovins (1975) and Tsuchida (1995) note that the tense-lax distinction in English vow-
els is usually represented by length in the corresponding borrowings in Japanese: tense
vowels are borrowed as long (bimoraic) vowels, while lax vowels are borrowed as short
(monomoraic) vowels. Lax vowels can only occur in closed syllables in English, and
since Japanese does not allow coda consonants in general (with the exception of moraic
nasals, and the ﬁrst segment of a geminate), a coda consonant in the source word will
haveanepentheticvowel(usually/W/)insertedafterit.13 Thisresultsineveryloanword
from English having at least two moras.
Some examples of loanwords derived from monosyllabic English words are given in
Table 3.6. In every case, the loanword is at least two moras long. For the source words
with tense vowels this follows directly from the fact that tense vowels are borrowed into
Japanese as long vowels. For the source words with lax vowels, which are always closed
syllables in English, the second mora comes from the epenthetic vowel inserted after the
coda consonant.
13Under certain conditions, the coda consonant will be geminated as well, as discussed in section 2.3.4
of Chapter 2.
108Table 3.6: Adaptation patterns of English monosyllables
Open s, tense V Closed s, lax V Closed s, tense V
key ! ki: lip ! rippW cheap ! Ùi:pW
pay ! pe: pet ! petto cape ! ke:pW
show ! So: loss ! rosW rope ! ro:pW
you ! jW: put ! pWtto hoop ! FW:pW
Table 3.7: Examples of truncated loanwords
2 moras kjara   kjarakWta: ‘character’
ana   anaunsa: ‘announcer’
Ùoko   Ùokore:to ‘chocolate’
3 moras arWmi   arWminjW:mW ‘aluminum’
koðbi   koðbine:Soð ‘combination’
terebi   terebiÃoð ‘television’
4 moras pasokoð   pa:sonarW+koðpjW:ta: ‘personal computer’
apa:to   apa:tomeðto ‘apartment’
koðsaba   koðsa:batibW ‘conservative’
A similar pattern arises in truncated versions of loanwords (Table 3.7). Usually these
are formed from the ﬁrst two moras of the loanword. Although there are also some
examples that are three or four moras long, there are never any that are only one mora
long (Ito 1990, Labrune 2002). Both of these facts suggest that there is some kind of
minimal length constraint MINWORD (a word must have at least two moras) operating
on words in the Foreign stratum.14
There are only three loanwords listed in JMDICT (Electronic Dictionary Research
and Development Group 2003) which violate MINWORD. One of them, ￿ /za/ ‘the’,
although listed as a separate word, actually only occurs as a bound morpheme in titles
and such, so it is not a true exception. The other two exceptions, ￿z /ti/ ‘tea’ and ￿z
14For ease of exposition I have formulated this as a single constraint, but Kager (1999) suggests that
minimal length effects actually arise from the interaction of two constraints, FTBIN (feet are binary in
terms of syllables or moras) and GRWD=PRWD (a grammatical word is a prosodic word).
109/di/ ‘day’, have two-mora variant pronunciations, ￿z￿ /ti:/ and ￿￿ /de:/, which
are more common (John Whitman, p.c.). As well, Lovins (1975) notes that one-mora
loans are short-lived and quickly replaced by two-mora variants created by lengthening
the vowel, which is probably what is happening to /ti/ and /di/.
However, while one-mora words are not possible in the Foreign stratum, they do
exist in the Sino-Japanese and Yamato strata, and include such common words as ￿
/ki/ ‘tree; wood’, 3 /te/ ‘hand’, æ /hi/ ‘sun; sunshine; day’, and ￿ /me/ ‘eye’. Thus
MINWORD is an example of a constraint which applies in the Foreign stratum, but not
in Yamato or Sino-Japanese, and is further evidence against there being an overall core-
periphery organization to the lexicon.
Thus, the Core-Periphery model does not provide an adequate model of the rela-
tionships between the Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Mimetic strata. Yamato cannot be
deﬁned solely as the intersection of the domains of *NT, *P, and other markedness
constraints, because there are a small number of exceptions, like /aðta/, which be-
long in Yamato yet violate *NT. As well, Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Mimetic cannot
be placed in a subset relationship with each other, because Sino-Japanese, Mimetic,
and Foreign all have different length constraints on possible words, none of which are
obeyed in Yamato.
3.3.2 The Cophonology model
An alternative to the Core-Periphery model is the Cophonology model (Anttila & Cho
1998, Anttila 2002, Inkelas & Zoll 2007), which allows for different constraint rank-
ings for different classes of words or morphemes. In fact, the model proposed in Ito &
Mester (1995) is itself a kind of cophonology model, since it recognizes that some con-
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Yamato *NT, *P  FAITH
Sino-Japanese *P  FAITH  *NT
Mimetic *NT  FAITH  *P
Foreign FAITH  *NT, *P
Table 3.9: Constraint rankings for assimilated and unassimilated loanwords
Yamato, Sino-Japanese, Mimetic CODACOND, *TI, *DD, *NT, *P  FAITH
Assimilated Foreign CODACOND, *TI, *DD  FAITH  *NT, *P
Unassimilated Foreign CODACOND  FAITH  *TI, *DD, *NT, *P
straints like *P apply only in some strata and not in others; however, Ito & Mester still
say that the overall organization is that of a core-periphery structure, and in later work
have abandoned their 1995 model entirely in favor of a strict core-periphery model. A
Cophonology analysis of the Japanese lexicon would allow for Yamato, Sino-Japanese,
and Mimetic to have differing relative rankings for the markedness constraints *P and
*NT with respect to faithfulness, as shown in Table 3.8. Here we can see that FAITH can
be freely ranked with respect to the other two constraints, and each possible ranking cor-
responds to a speciﬁc lexical stratum. The relative ranking of FAITH with markedness
constraints like *TI and *DD which are obeyed in the non-Foreign strata also allows
us to distinguish between assimilated loanwords (like ￿ˆ˚￿ /ÃiReðma/ ‘dilemma’)
which obey these constraints, and unassimilated loanwords (like ¤￿￿z￿ /pa:ti:/
‘party’) which do not (Table 3.9).
Following Anttila & Cho (1998) and Anttila (2002), the constraint rankings in Ta-
bles 3.8 and 3.9 can be organized in a grammar lattice, which is a tree-like structure
in which the topmost node contains the most general rankings applicable to all strata,
and lower nodes containing progressively more speciﬁc rankings narrowing down to the
speciﬁc strata themselves. A grammar lattice for Japanese is shown in Figure 3.7.
While the Cophonology model of lexical stratiﬁcation would be able to adequately
111CODACOND  FAITH
CODACOND  f*TI, *DDg  f*NT, *Pg
Unassimilated
FAITH  f*TI, *DDg
Assimilated
f*TI, *DDg  FAITH
FAITH  *NT
Foreign
FAITH  *P
Sino-Japanese
*P  FAITH
*NT  FAITH
Mimetic
FAITH  *P
Yamato
*P  FAITH
Figure 3.7: Grammar lattice for Japanese lexical strata
account for the Japanese facts, it is conceptually more complex, and therefore less pre-
dictive, than the Core-Periphery model. In the Core-Periphery model, the overall con-
straint ranking is primary, while lexical strata are an emergent property based on this
ranking (so that Yamato is deﬁned as the set of items in which faithfulness is ranked be-
low all markedness constraints, while Sino-Japanese is deﬁned as those items for which
faithfulness is ranked above *NT but below *P, and so on). In the Cophonology model,
on the other hand, both the individual strata and the constraint rankings for each stratum
must be stipulated, since the constraint rankings can vary arbitrarily across the strata.
Because of this, it is difﬁcult under the Cophonology model to explain why lexical
items like § /hoð/ ‘book’ and ￿￿￿ /kaRWta/ ‘playing cards’ (both of which undergo
rendaku despite being etymologically Sino-Japanese and Foreign, respectively) have
changed their stratal assignment over time. Under the Core-Periphery model, stratal
reassignment has a natural explanation: as a word becomes more nativized over time,
it gradually falls under the domain of more and more markedness constraints, causing
it to move closer to the core of the lexicon. In the Cophonology model, on the other
hand, there is no single stratum which is distinguished as the core of the lexicon, and
112so it is less obvious why nativization would cause lexical items to be reclassiﬁed at all
over time, not to mention why they are reclassiﬁed as Yamato instead of one of the other
strata.
3.4 The representation of phonological neighborhoods
The problem with both the Core-Periphery and Cophonology models of lexical stratiﬁ-
cation is that neither can account for the type frequency and phonological neighborhood
effects which inﬂuence how adaptation patterns change over time. Phonological con-
straints such as *TI are too coarse-grained to pick out speciﬁc environments such as
word-ﬁnal / ti/, and thus cannot account for the behavior of speakers in the late 19th
century, who tended to preserve /t/ in this environment in loanwords while palataliz-
ing in other environments. In addition, neither model directly represents either type or
token frequency, and thus cannot easily explain why non-native patterns occurring in
phonological neighborhoods with a higher type frequency were less likely over time to
be nativized.
The sensitivity of adaptation patterns to the phonological neighborhood in which
they occur in may have an explanation in terms of the effects of lexical neighbors on
the perception and production of a lexical item (Luce & Pisoni 1998, Vitevitch & Luce
1999). A lexical neighbor of a word is another word which differs by only a single
phoneme, soforexamplethelexicalneighborsofcat arerat, cot, cap, cast, at, andsoon.
(In OT terms, the lexical neighborhood of a word would be the set of forms which would
entail only a single violation of faithfulness.) Dell & Gordon (2003), in reviewing the
literature on lexical neighborhood effects, state that words with higher-density lexical
neighborhoodstakelongertoidentify, andareidentiﬁedwithloweraccuracy, thanwords
113with low-density neighborhoods. This is because, during the perception of a word, the
lexical neighbors are partially activated in the lexicon as well, making them competitors
with the target word. Thus, the more lexical neighbors a word has, the harder it is to
identify it correctly. On the other hand, a dense lexical neighborhood has the opposite
effect on production. Having many lexical neighbors makes it easier to produce a target
word. Dense lexical neighborhoods also improve sublexical processing (Stemberger
2004). These facts suggest that as more loanwords containing a non-native pattern such
as TI are learned by a speaker, it would become easier to both perceive and produce the
contrast between the non-native and nativized pattern (such as the difference between
/ti/ and /Ùi/).
In order to explain how these kinds of neighborhood effects arise in lexical pro-
cessing, a model of the lexicon is needed in which lexical entries are organized by
frequency and phonological similarity, such that the processing of a word can be inﬂu-
enced by other words which are sufﬁciently similar to it. This is the assumption made in
many of the lexical models proposed in psycholinguistic research, such as the TRACE
model (McClelland & Elman 1986), as well as in exemplar-based models (Pierrehum-
bert 2001). One particularly promising model is the distributed, interactive processing
framework for word reading proposed in Seidenberg & McClelland (1989). Connec-
tionist implementations of this framework (Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg & Patterson
1996, Harm & Seidenberg 1999) have been developed as an alternative to traditional
dual-route models of reading (Coltheart 1981, Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins & Haller 1993).
In a dual-route model, there are separate mechanisms handling the regular and excep-
tional aspects of language processing. For example, a dual-route model of past tense
morphology in English would have both a rule which adds  ed to a verb stem to form
the regular past tense (e.g. walk!walked), and a list of exceptions to which the rule
does not apply (run!ran; Pinker 1991). This corresponds to the traditional division
114in linguistics between the grammar and the lexicon, with the grammar being the set
of rules that apply to regular forms, and the lexicon the list of exceptional forms. In a
single-route model, on the other hand, both regular and irregular verbs would be handled
by the same mechanism, and thus there is no clear division between the grammar and
the lexicon. Single-route models can involve either a full listing of all pairs of non-past
and past tense forms for all verbs in English (redundantly listing even the regular forms
which can be derived by rule), as in exemplar models, or conversely a set of rules for
inﬂecting the past tense which vary in generality (Stockall & Marantz 2006). Unlike
dual-route models, both kinds of single-route models are able to capture the fact that
the exceptional items in processes like past tense formation often have subregularities
of their own, such as groups of verbs which undergo the same kind of vowel alternation
(sing!sang, drink!drank, and so on; Bybee & Slobin 1982).
Seidenberg (2005) discusses this quasiregular nature of many linguistic generaliza-
tions, pointing out that “‘[r]ule-governed’ forms and ‘exceptions’ represent points on a
continuum of spelling-sound consistency. Many aspects of language have this graded
character.” (p. 239) The connectionist models of Seidenberg & McClelland (1989) and
Plaut et al. (1996) represent these quasiregularities directly by learning mappings from
orthographytophonologywithvaryingdegreesofgenerality. Forexample, atypicalnet-
work in one of these models learns to read an initial hb i as /b /, and discovers during
the course of learning that this mapping is extremely general, as there are no excep-
tions encountered in the training data. On the other hand, the mapping h avei!/ eIv/
is almost as general as the mapping hb i!/b /, however there are exceptions such
as hhavei!/hæv/. The fact that the Seidenberg & McClelland (1989) and Plaut et al.
(1996) models of word reading can replicate the cross-cutting effects of word frequency
and orthography-to-phoneme consistency on word reading times and error rates seen in
human subjects shows that these models, in which the lexicon is represented as a set
115of mappings between phonological, semantic, and orthographic representations that are
sensitive to similarity and frequency, can be plausible models for how lexical items are
actually represented and processed in the brain.
Of course, these quasiregular aspects of language processing can be replicated to
some degree in generative models of phonology as well, through such mechanisms as
rule ordering or constraint ranking. However, generative models do not typically have
a causal role for word or type frequency, or for phonological similarity. For these prop-
erties to be able to affect lexical processing in a generative model, it would have to be
stipulated that certain rules or constraints are more likely to apply to high-frequency
items, or to items in dense lexical neighborhoods, and so forth. Yet these kinds of sim-
ilarity and frequency effects arise naturally in connectionist models, due to the ways in
which connectionist networks process their inputs and learn how to perform language
tasks:
The twin principles of learning and distributed representations enable con-
nectionist models to explain frequency effects and some similarity effects
‘for free’. Learning is, by its very nature, sensitive to frequency. The more a
unit in the network is activated, the more that connections involving it grow
stronger. And the learning that occurs for a particular item automatically
applies to similar items because similar items share units and connections.
(Dell 2000: 346)
Thus, a connectionist model of loanword adaptation may provide a way to explain
the frequency and phonological neighborhood effects seen in loanword adaptations, as
well as the tendency for some of these adaptation patterns to be generalized to larger and
larger phonological neighborhoods over time, in a process resembling the lexical diffu-
sion of sound change (Wang 1969, Labov 1981). In particular, if we consider adaptation
116strategies like TI!TI or TI!ˇ CI to be mappings of varying regularity from an L2 source
to an L1 phonological representation, then they seem to have similar properties to Sei-
denberg’s (2005) notion of quasiregularities. Adaptation conventions, like other kinds
of quasiregularities in language processing, can range from the highly general, such as
the context-free mapping of English stops to their corresponding Japanese stops, to less
general patterns, such as the adaptation of velars occurring before /æ/ in English as
palatalized velars in Japanese, down to highly speciﬁc patterns, such as the historical
adaptation of English /t/ occurring before a word-ﬁnal /i/ or /I/ as Japanese [t] or [Ù].
In the next chapter, I develop these ideas further with the design and analysis of two
connectionist networks, one which is trained to identify the lexical stratum of words
presented to it, and the other which is trained to perform loanword adaptations.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have examined the process of adaptation of loanwords by a single
speaker. While prior analyses have focused either on the segmental parse (SP) stage
or the constraint satisfaction (CS) stage in explaining adaptation patterns, I have argued
that both must be considered to give a complete account of loanword adaptation that
can be applied to any language contact situation. Likewise, the debate over whether the
input to borrowing is phonetic or phonological in nature is similarly misguided, since
either may be possible depending on the type of contact taking place. In fact, most of
the cases of borrowing in the literature that are claimed to be examples of phonological
adaptation can be argued to actually be examples of orthographically-based adaptation.
This is deﬁnitely true of English borrowings into Japanese, for which the majority enter
the language through the written route, not the spoken route. While there is evidence
117for both spoken and written adaptations in historical borrowings, written borrowings
predominate among recent loanwords.
I then considered what the historical development of adaptation patterns can tell us
about the organization of the Japanese mental lexicon. The way in which adaptation
patterns change over time, with foreign phonotactic patterns ﬁrst being attested in high-
frequency phonological neighborhoods, then later spreading to other, lower-frequency
environments, suggests that the representation of loanwords in the mental lexicon is
sensitive to frequency and phonological similarity effects. These kinds of effects arise
naturally in connectionist models based on the Seidenberg & McClelland (1989) frame-
work for lexical processing, suggesting that the development of a connectionist model of
loanword adaptation may be more insightful than the Core-Periphery or Cophonology
models of the lexicon, both of which classify lexical items into groupings (lexical strata)
that are too coarse-grained to be able to account for similarity and frequency effects on
adaptation patterns over time.
In the next chapter, I will ﬂesh out this idea by presenting an implementation of such
a model. I will then use this to model to examine the adaptation patterns governing
voiced geminates presented in Chapter 2, showing that the relatively acceptability of
/dd/ and /gg/ as compared to /bb/ in loanword derives at least in part from the different
frequencies of the voiceless counterparts /tt/, /kk/, and /pp/ in the Yamato and Sino-
Japanese strata of the Japanese lexicon.
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A CONNECTIONIST MODEL OF LOANWORD ADAPTATION
In the previous chapter I examined two competing theories of lexical stratiﬁcation:
the Core-Periphery model (Ito & Mester 1999), and the Cophonology model (Anttila
2002). The Core-Periphery model is too restrictive to provide an adequate account of
lexical strata in Japanese, because there are different minimal length constraints gov-
erning the four strata which cannot be ordered in a single ranking. The Cophonology
model, on the other hand, is not restrictive enough, since it allows for potentially arbi-
trary differences in constraint rankings between the four strata, and thus cannot explain
how lexical entries like § /hoð/ ‘book’ have been reassigned to the Yamato stratum
over time. In addition, neither model can be used to explain how type frequency and
phonological similarity can cause changes in adaptation patterns over time, since there
is no account in either framework for how lexical entries are organized with respect to
phonological similarity, nor for how phonological constraints like *TI are inferred from
the distribution of phonotactic sequences in the lexicon.
In this chapter I develop an alternative model of the Japanese lexicon, based on
connectionist models of single word reading such as Harm & Seidenberg (1999). Con-
nectionist models introduce a similarity metric for lexical representations, which allows
for different constraint rankings to govern different subsets of the lexicon (as in the
Cophonology and Core-Periphery models), as well as for the processing of a lexical
item to be inﬂuenced by similar items in the lexicon, providing a possible mechanism
for both loanword nativization and diachronic changes in adaptation patterns. I begin
with a brief introduction to connectionism, highlighting the differences between OT
and connectionist theories of phonology and the lexicon, and introducing Seidenberg
& McClelland’s (1989) general framework for connectionist lexical representation and
119processing. I then present an analysis of a connectionist network trained to classify lexi-
cal entries by stratum (Yamato, Sino-Japanese, or Foreign), and use the results from this
network to explore how Japanese lexical strata are structured as clusters of phonological
neighborhoods. Finally, I develop a connectionist model of loanword adaptation, and
examine the effects of lexical frequency and phonological similarity on the adaptation
of voiced geminates in loanwords.
4.1 Connectionist models of cognition
Connectionist (or “neural network”) models are a class of statistical models which are
inspired by—though not necessarily a faithful model of—the cellular organization of
nervous systems.1 In a connectionist network (CN), there are a number of simple pro-
cessing units, and a set of weighted connections between these units. Each unit ui has
an associated activation function fi, which determines the activation ai of the unit based
on the weighted sum of the activations aj of all of the units feeding into it:
ai = fi(å
j
wijaj+qi): (4.1)
(The qi term in this equation is known as a bias, and helps determine the unit’s threshold
of activation.) The activation function fi is often a sigmoid (or “S-shaped”) curve, such
as the logistic function:
f(x) =
1
1+e x; (4.2)
or the hyperbolic tangent:
f(x) =
e2x 1
e2x+1
: (4.3)
Graphs of these two functions are shown in Figure 4.1. Using a sigmoid as the activation
1Bishop (1995), Ripley (1996), and Sarle (2002) discuss the relationships between connectionist mod-
els and other statistical models. In particular, Ripley (1996) notes that connectionist models serve as a
useful bridge between highly-constrained, yet inﬂexible, statistical models with a small number of param-
eters, and completely unconstrained, non-parametric models.
120Figure 4.1: The logistic and tanh functions
function for a unit introduces a nonlinearity in the unit’s response. A unit’s output
activation does not linearly increase with increasing input activation, but instead grows
asymptotically closer to its maximum value (which is 1 for both the logistic and tanh
functions). Likewise, as input activation decreases, output activation approaches the
minimum value for the activation function (0 for logistic,  1 for tanh).
The computational power of a CN comes from linking the relatively simple process-
ing units together in various conﬁgurations, allowing the network as a whole to be able
to compute more complex functions of its input than a single unit on its own would
be capable of. The units in a CN are organized into groups called layers, which can be
thought of as corresponding in some ways to different levels of representation in linguis-
tic theories. A common architecture for a CN is known as a feedforward architecture,
as shown in Figure 4.2. In this type of network, there is a single input layer of units,
where an input representation is presented to the network; an output layer, where the
network’s response to the input is represented; and usually one or more layers of hidden
121Figure 4.2: A feedforward connectionist network. The circles represent processing
units, while the lines represent the weighted connections between units. Activation
ﬂows from the input layer upwards to the output layer.
units, which mediate between the input and output layers, and which allow the network
to form internal representations of the input data.2 Each of the units in the input layer are
connected to every one of the units in the ﬁrst hidden layer, then each one of these units
in the hidden layer are connected to the units in the next layer, and so on until the output
layer is reached. There are no connections from a higher-level layer to a lower-level
one; instead, the unit activations in each layer depend only on the unit activations in the
previous layer. An input is processed in the network by setting the activations of the
input layer units, then allowing each successive layer to compute their unit activations
based on the weighted sum of the units in the previous layer, until ﬁnally the ﬂow of
activation in the network reaches the output layer. A feedforward network can be seen
as computing a function on its input, and it has been shown that a single hidden layer is
sufﬁcient for these types of networks to be able to approximate any continuous function
2It is also possible to construct a feedforward network with only an input and output layer, and no
hidden layers. Such a network is generally known as a perceptron, and in fact were some of the ﬁrst
connectionist models to be investigated (Rosenblatt 1958, 1962). However, perceptrons have interesting
limitations on their computational power. For example, they cannot be used to solve the “xor” problem,
in which a network with two input units must activate an output unit when only one or the other of the
inputs is activated, but not both (Minsky & Papert 1969). A feedforward network must have at least one
hidden unit in order to be able to learn this task.
122Figure 4.3: An attractor network, with recurrent connections both within the represen-
tation layer, and between the representation and cleanup layers. (The layer-internal
recurrent connections for only one of the representation units are shown here.) Activa-
tion ﬂows back and forth between the representation layer and the cleanup layer for a
speciﬁed number of time units.
(Hornik, Stinchcombe & White 1989).
Besides the feedforward architecture, there are many other possible ways to orga-
nize the units in a CN. Another common network architecture, one which will be used
in section 4.5 for the loanword adaptation network, is known as an attractor network
(Figure 4.3). In this type of network, there is a single layer of units (the representa-
tion layer) which functions both as an input layer and as an output layer, and which has
weighted connections between all of the units in this layer. There is also a second layer
of cleanup units, with bidirectional connections between the representation and cleanup
layers. Processing in this network takes place when the activations of the representation
units are set to a (possibly noisy) input, then activation ﬂows back and forth between
the representation and cleanup layers for a number of discrete time units, until the ac-
tivations on the representation layer settle to a stable pattern, which is known as the
attractor for the input.
Despite the diversity of network architectures possible in connectionism, the under-
lying principle by which all of these network models produce an output is fundamentally
123the same in each case. First a set of units is set to have an activation pattern correspond-
ing to a particular input representation. Then the units in the network repeatedly cal-
culate their activations for a speciﬁed period of time based on the weighted sum of the
activations of the units connected to them. Finally, an output representation is obtained
from the activations of a designated set of output units.
Within this very broad framework of connectionist modeling, speciﬁc models of lan-
guage processing can be designed and evaluated, by framing a language task (such as
learning to produce the surface phonetic form of a lexical item, given an orthographic
representation) in terms of pairs of input-output representations to be learned. The func-
tion that the network computes for each input depends on the values of the weights wij
connecting the units in the network, and so the goal during the training of a network is
to ﬁnd a set of weights which not only produces the correct outputs for the input pat-
terns used during training, but also generalizes to new inputs not seen by the network
during training. There are a variety of algorithms for ﬁnding these weights, depending
on the architecture of the network. The most commonly used training algorithm for
feedforward networks is known as backpropagation (short for “backwards propagation
of error”), in which the error (the difference between the target output, and the actual
output of the network) and the current values of the weights in the network are used to
assign an amount of “blame” to each unit for producing the erroneous output. This is
used to compute an error gradient for the current values of the weights, which are then
adjusted proportionally to the negative of this gradient so as to reduce the error on future
presentations of the current input (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams 1986, Reed & Marks
1999):
Dwij =  e
¶E
¶wij
: (4.4)
Here E is the error value for the current input-target pair, and e is a parameter ranging
from 0 to 1 known as the learning rate. Generally speaking, the larger the learning rate,
124the fewer training trials are needed for the network to learn the task correctly; however,
too large of a learning rate can make learning unstable and cause the network to not
learn the task at all (Reed & Marks 1999).
It is clear from this discussion that the methodology used in connectionist accounts
of language processing is quite different from that of generative linguistics. In genera-
tive linguistics, we proceed by analyzing a body of language data to ﬁnd a sufﬁciently
generalsetofrulesorconstraintswhichgovernthepatternsfoundinthedata, thencreate
a model explicitly embodying these rules or constraints. The focus is on the linguistic
knowledge that a speaker must acquire and use in order to perform various language
tasks. In connectionism, on the other hand, a speciﬁc language task is identiﬁed, a set
of training data is created, and a network is then trained to perform this task. The focus
is instead on creating a system which, in the process of learning how to do a language
task, will thereby implicitly learn the rules or constraints governing the language data it
is being exposed to. As Dell (2000) puts it:
Connectionism, in its broadest conception, is not a theory of learning, cog-
nition, or perception. It is a language for expressing such theories. But
connectionist principles are much better suited to some kinds of theories
than others. The kinds of theories that beneﬁt most from a connectionist
perspective are those that emphasize the role of learning and recent expe-
rience, graded rules, constraint satisfaction, and how knowledge is used in
actual tasks. (Dell 2000: 348)
This is not to say that a CN does not develop any kind of abstract knowledge component
at all in the process of learning to perform a speciﬁc language task. Hanson & Burr
(1990) point out that hidden units can be used by a CN to create internal transformations
of the input data; speciﬁcally, to “construct variables (units that respond consistently to
125the same input category) and predicates (units that respond to a value of a variable with
a consistent output) that may be useful in solving a problem that the net has been given”
(p. 476). More generally, the debate about whether or not networks have rules (Pinker &
Prince 1988) has stemmed to some degree from different ideas over what a rule actually
is:
To say that a network does not have rules is factually incorrect, since net-
works are function approximators and functions are nothing if not rules.
So arguments about whether or not networks have rules really do not make
much sense.... What we take as a more interesting question is, What do the
network’s rules look like? Are they merely notational variants of the rules
one sees in more traditional approaches such as production systems or lin-
guisticanalyses? Ordotheymakeuseofprimitives(representationsandop-
erations) which have signiﬁcantly different properties than traditional sym-
bolic systems, and which might capture more accurately—and with more
explanatory power—the behavior of learning in humans? ... So we believe
that connectionist models do indeed implement rules. We just think those
rules look very different than traditional symbolic ones. (Elman, Bates,
Johnson, Karmiloff-Smith, Parisi & Plunkett 1996: 102–3)
Here lies the appeal of connectionist models for explaining language phenomena in
which similarity and frequency play a role, such as the loanword adaptation patterns
presented in Chapter 2. In generative models of phonology, similarity and frequency
typically have no causal role to play in determining the well-formedness of a given
lexical item. There is no way to easily account for these effects, except by stipulating
that the likelihood of a particular rule or constraint being used depends on the frequency
of the lexical item in question, or on its similarity to another item. CNs, on the other
126hand, induce a similarity metric on the input representations that they are exposed to, as
well as the internal representations that they develop, and this metric may be skewed by
the frequency of the input items it is trained on over the course of learning (Plaut et al.
1996: 100). Frequency and similarity effects thus arise naturally from the learning and
processing mechanisms of the network, allowing for a more parsimonious account of
these effects in language processing and language change.
4.2 Constraint-based theories of phonology and lexical processing
As Prince & Smolensky (1993) acknowledge, Optimality Theory has its origins in con-
nectionist models of language processing, via the theory of Harmonic Grammar (HG;
Legendre, Miyata & Smolensky 1990, Pater 2008). Grammars in HG are similar to
those in OT in that both consist of a set of constraints with varying degrees of strength
in the grammar. The difference is that in HG, the constraints have a numerical weight
associated with them, while in OT, constraints have a ranking instead.3 Mapping from
an input to an output form in both OT and HG involve the simultaneous satisﬁcation
of a set of constraints on output forms, and a CN as well can be seen as an implemen-
tation of a constraint-satisfaction system (Dell 2000). In fact, Smolensky & Legendre
(2006) argue that CNs and generative models (in the form of Optimality Theory) are
really compatible theories at different levels of abstraction, with OT being a high-level
theory of language behavior, connectionism being a low-level theory, and HG being an
intermediary-level theory linking the two. An OT grammar can be approximated by an
HG grammar with a suitable set of weights for its constraints,4 while an HG grammar
3There are some other versions of OT, such as Stochastic OT (Boersma & Hayes 2001), which also
use numerically-weighted constraints.
4Speciﬁcally, if constraint A outranks constraint B in an OT grammar, then the weight of constraint
A in the HG approximation must be greater than the weight of constraint B multiplied by the maximum
number of times any form can violate constraint B (Prince & Smolensky 1993).
127can be implemented by certain kinds of CNs known as harmonic networks (Smolensky
2006b).
Smolensky & Legendre’s (2006) hypothesis that connectionist models can be de-
scribed at a higher level by OT grammars is appealing, since it provides a bridge from
the linguistic analysis of phonological patterns down to a connectionist implementa-
tion of such patterns, and hopefully from there to an understanding of the actual neural
structures underlying human language knowledge and performance. Yet, as I discussed
in Chapters 2 and 3, an OT grammar is too abstract to be able to explain the frequency
and similarity effects that are exhibited in the attested variation in loanword adapta-
tion patterns. On the other hand, connectionist models of single-word reading, such as
those proposed by Plaut et al. (1996) and Harm & Seidenberg (1999), have been quite
successful at replicating the effects of word frequency and spelling regularity, and the
interaction between the two, on word reading times, suggesting that they may be useful
for accounting for loanword variation as well. These models are set within the gen-
eral framework for lexical processing introduced in Seidenberg & McClelland (1989),
commonly known as the “triangle model” (TM; Figure 4.4). In TM, a single word has
three levels of representation: an orthographic representation, a phonological represen-
tation, and a semantic representation.5 In an implementation of TM, these levels of
representation correspond to distinct layers of processing units, with layers of hidden
units mediating between each pair of representation layers. There are two key features
of TM. First, representations are distributed, meaning that a single word will activate
many units in each representation layer, and a single unit in a layer is used in the repre-
sentation of many different words. This is often implemented by considering the units
5A more complete model of lexical representation would include other levels as well, such as the syn-
tactic category of the word, the pragmatic contexts which it is compatible with, and so on. Seidenberg
& McClelland (1989) leave these levels out of the model because they are not as relevant as the phono-
logical, orthographic, and semantic representations for the speciﬁc task of reading single words out of
context.
128Figure 4.4: The Triangle Model, Seidenberg & McClelland’s (1989) connectionist
framework for lexical processing. Large ovals represent layers of representation units,
while small ovals represent layers of hidden units mediating between representations.
Arrows indicate bidirectional connections between layers.
in each layer to represent a set of binary features, with an activation level of +1 repre-
senting a + value for the corresponding feature, and an activation of  1 representing a
  value. Second, activation is interactive, meaning that the activation levels of the units
in one layer will both inﬂuence, and be inﬂuenced by, the activation at the other two
layers. This is due to the bidirectional connections between the layers in the network.
The task of reading a single word in a TM network is accomplished by ﬁrst setting
the activations of the orthographic units to represent the spelling of the word. Then
each unit in the network computes its activation level for a speciﬁed number of discrete
time units. Because there are bidirectional connections between the different layers of
the network, the representations formed at each level will inﬂuence the activations at
the other two levels at each time step. Finally, the activation levels of the units in the
phonology layer are read off as a phonological representation. In TM, lexical items
129are not represented on a distinct level of their own; rather, they exist as distributed
mappings between orthographic, phonological, and semantic representations, and are
encoded in the weighted connections between these three levels. This means that in
a TM network, a word is read aloud by ﬁnding the best phonological representation
which corresponds to the current orthographic representation, given the constraints on
the mapping between orthography and phonology as encoded by the weights in the
network. There are two routes by which this phonological representation for a word can
be computed: the direct route from orthography to phonology, or the indirect route from
orthography to semantics to phonology. Damage to one or the other of these routes in
a trained TM network (as simulated by setting the values of randomly-chosen weights
in either pathway to 0) can replicate the effects of different types of dyslexia seen in
children (Plaut et al. 1996).
Plaut etal. (1996) providea higher-levelaccount of theorigins of frequencyand sim-
ilarity effects in the TM framework. The basic phenomenon they are trying to account
for is the interaction between frequency and consistency in word reading. Generally
speaking, the more regular a spelling is, the faster and more accurately it will be read.
However, thisconsistencyeffectdecreasesasthefrequencyofthewordincreases, sothat
there is very little difference in accuracy or latency between high-frequency words with
regular or irregular spellings. Using a simpliﬁed version of one of their word-reading
CNs,6 they derive an equation showing how the effects of word frequency and similarity
to previously-learned items interact during the processing of a given orthographic input
6The network they use to derive Equation 4.5 is a perceptron with a set of input orthographic units
connected directly to a set of output phoneme units, with no intervening hidden units, and trained using a
correlational (or “Hebbian”; Hebb 1949) learning rule, instead of an error-correcting rule like backpropa-
gation. Plaut et al. point out that the behavior of an actual TM network would be more complex than this
simpliﬁed network (but too complex to easily derive an equation describing its behavior). In particular,
the hidden units and error correction during learning would allow a TM network, during the processing of
an inconsistent lexical item, to overcome somewhat the negative effects of other, more consistent items in
the lexicon that have a similar spelling. Equation 4.5 still serves as an approximation of a TM network’s
behavior, however.
130(Plaut 2001; also see Goldrick 2007):
s
[t]
j = s(F[t]+å
f
F[f]O[ft] å
e
F[e]O[et]): (4.5)
Equation 4.5 says that the output sj of the jth phoneme unit for a test pattern t is a
sigmoidal function of the sum of three terms: the frequency F[t] that the test pattern
occurred during the training of the network, the frequencies F[f] of the “friends” f of t
during training (weighted by the degree of overlap O[ft] between the inputs for t and f),
and the frequencies F[e] of the “enemies” e oft (again, weighted by the degree of overlap
O[et]). The friends oft are other lexical items that the network has been trained on which
have the same output as t for unit j, while the enemies of t are lexical items which have
the opposite output. Since this sum is input into a sigmoidal function, the friends and
enemies of an input (which is where consistency effects derive from) will have less of an
effect on high-frequency items than on low-frequency ones. This is because the output
of a sigmoidal function does not linearly increase with increasing input, but instead
grows closer to its maximum value (Figure 4.1). Assuming that accuracy and latency on
an item depends on the strength of its output activations, this model would then predict
that the regularity of spelling will have very little effect on high-frequency items, but
more of an effect on lower-frequency items, with more consistent spellings being read
faster and with greater accuracy than less consistent spellings.
While OT, HG, and TM are all examples of models which explain phonological
regularities through a process of simultaneous constraint satisfaction, there are clearly
some interesting differences between TM and generative models of phonology, as sum-
marized in Table 4.1. One of the main differences between OT (and the Core-Periphery
and Cophonology models) on the one hand, and HG and TM on the other hand, is the
way in which constraints interact with each other. In OT constraints strictly dominate
each other, such that no number of violations of a lower-ranked constraint can ever be
worse than a single violation of a higher-ranked constraint. In HG, on the other hand, the
131Table 4.1: Constraint-based models of phonology and the lexicon
Model Constraint interaction Lexicon topology Frequency effects
Classic OT strict domination trivial no
Core-Periphery strict domination partition no
Cophonology strict domination partition no
Harmonic Grammar cumulative trivial no
Triangle Model cumulative metric yes
constraints are given a numerical weight, and the badness of a form is calculated as the
weighted sum of its constraint violations, which can allow (depending on the weights of
the constraints in question) a form violating several lower-ranked constraints, or a single
lower-ranked constraint multiple times, to be considered worse than a form violating a
single higher-ranked constraint. In TM and other connectionist models, the constraints
are encoded as the weights of the connections between units, and activation for a unit is
computed as the weighted sum of incoming activation, which allows a similar kind of
cumulative violation of constraints to occur (Dell 2000). Strict domination implies that
there are never examples in any language of phonological patterns which show cumula-
tive markedness, or “gang” effects, where a form that violates two or more lower-ranked
constraints is considered worse than one which violates only one higher-ranked con-
straint. Prince & Smolensky (2006) claim that this is in fact the case for all known
human languages. If true, this would be a surprising fact about the human language
faculty, since in other cognitive domains, like vision, it does seem to be the case that the
processing constraints involved interact cumulatively with each other (Dell 2000).
There are in fact some examples of phonological patterns which seem to show cumu-
lative markedness effects. One example concerns the distribution of voiced geminates
in Japanese loanwords. Kawahara (2006), citing corpus research by Nishimura (2003),
shows that devoicing of voiced geminates may optionally occur in words where they
appear with another voiced obstruent, such as [beddo] or [betto] ‘bed’, and [guddo] or
132Table 4.2: Harmonic Grammar analysis of geminate devoicing in the presence of a
voiced obstruent in Japanese loanwords (from Pater 2008)
doggW
1.5
IDENT-VOICE
1
*VCE-GEM
1
OCP-VOICE
a. doggW −1 −1 −2
b. + dokkW −1 −1.5
[gutto] ‘good’. Devoicing cannot occur when the geminate occurs with a voiceless ob-
struent or with a sonorant, as in [kiddo], *[kitto] ‘kid’, and [webbW], *[weppW] ‘web’.
Kawahara analyzes this pattern as a conﬂict between two faithfulness constraints, one
which preserves voicing in singletons and another which preserves voicing in gemi-
nates. However, Pater (2008) gives an alternative analysis using Harmonic Grammar,
where the devoicing is a result of a cumulative constraint interaction between *VCE-
GEM (no voiced geminates) and OCP-VOICE (no more than one voiced obstruent in a
root).7 Neither constraint is highly ranked enough to cause devoicing on its own, which
allows Foreign items to have voiced geminates if there are no other voiced obstruents
present in the word, as in [kiddo] ‘kid’. However, when both constraints are violated,
devoicing of the geminate can occur. Table 4.2 shows this gang effect between *VCE-
GEM can OCP-VOICE for the word /doggW/ ‘dog’. In this table, the top row indicates
the numerical weights of each of the constraints, while the rightmost column shows the
weighted sum of the constraint violations for each form. In this case, the form [dokkW]
wins out over [doggW], despite it violating the higher-ranked constraint IDENT-VOICE,
because the weight of IDENT-VOICE is less than the sum of the weights of *VCE-GEM
and OCP-VOICE. Thus one violation of IDENT-VOICE is not enough to make the form
[dokkW] worse than [doggW], which violates both *VCE-GEM and OCP-VOICE.8
7This constraint is also known as Lyman’s Law in Japanese phonology, and governs the Yamato stra-
tum (Chapter 1, section 1.2.1).
8Note that the weights given here for IDENT-VOICE, *VCE-GEM, and OCP-VOICE are somewhat
arbitrary. Letting w(X) stand for the weight of constraint X, any set of weights satisfying the follow-
ing three conditions will result in the geminate devoicing pattern: w(*VCE-GEM) < w(IDENT-VOICE),
133But the existence or not of gang effects is only one way in which constraint-based
theories of phonology differ. Another major difference between these theories concern
their claims about the overall structure of the lexicon, and how different structures in
the lexicon, such as lexical strata or smaller-scale lexical neighborhoods, may or may
not interact with the phonological grammar. These differences in lexicon structure can
be characterized as different kinds of topologies, where a topology on a set S is deﬁned
as a collection T of subsets of S (known as the open sets of S) obeying the following
conditions (James 1999):
1. Both the empty set and S are open sets.
2. The intersection of any pair of open sets is also an open set.
3. The union of any number of open sets is also an open set.
Categorizing the claims about lexicon structure made by phonological theories as var-
ious kinds of topologies allows for them to be compared, in the sense that different
topologies can entail relatively stronger or weaker notions of structure. A topology T0
on a set S is said to be ﬁner than a topology T on the same set (and T is coarser than
T0) if every open set of T is also an open set of T0. In addition, T0 is strictly ﬁner than T
(and T strictly coarser than T0) if T 6= T0; in other words, if there are at least some open
sets in T0 which are not also open sets in T. It turns out that the Core-Periphery and
Cophonology models postulate a strictly ﬁner topology on the lexicon than classic OT
or HG, but a strictly coarser topology than TM. Since phonological properties of lexi-
cal items in the Core-Periphery and Cophonology models are tied to speciﬁc strata in
the lexicon, this means that these models are able to account for different phonological
processes applying to different groups of lexical items in a way that OT or HG cannot.
However, the Core-Periphery and Cophonology models do not provide a rich enough
w(OCP-VOICE) < w(IDENT-VOICE), but w(*VCE-GEM)+w(OCP-VOICE) > w(IDENT-VOICE).
134topological structure to be able to distinguish between lexical items in the same stratum,
and so are not able to account for similarity effects governing the processing of individ-
ual lexical items. This additional similarity structure is what the topology induced by
the TM model provides.
First let us consider the case of HG and classic OT. Both of these theories make no
speciﬁc claims about how the lexicon is organized; these are theories of constraint inter-
action only. There are no constraints which are applied only to certain words or certain
classes of words, and the same constraint ranking is used to evaluate all lexical items.
The null hypothesis under these theories, then, is that the lexicon is an unstructured col-
lection of lexical entries from which underlying representations are taken in order to be
evaluated by Con (the constraint component of the grammar). This corresponds to the
trivial topology, in which the only open sets are the empty set and the set S of all lexical
items (James 1999). Since this trivially satisﬁes the conditions above (hence the name),
this is the weakest possible notion of lexicon structure that can be postulated.
The Core-Periphery and Cophonology models are both examples of the partition
topology, in which the set S of lexical items is partitioned into a collection of disjoint
subsets which are then used to generate the open sets of the topology (Steen & Seebach
1995). This is strictly ﬁner topology than the trivial topology used in OT and HG, since
the only open sets in the trivial topology are the empty set and S, while in a partition
topology there are additional subsets of S which are also identiﬁed as open sets. In the
case of the Core-Periphery model, the open sets are the lexical constraint domains, the
sets of lexical items governed by each indexed faithfulness constraint (with the empty
set and S also included to satisfy the ﬁrst condition above). Lexical strata are then de-
ﬁned as the set differences between the different constraint domains, so that for example
the set of Sino-Japanese items is deﬁned as all of the lexical items which are governed
135by FAITHSJ but not FAITHY (Ito & Mester 1999). In the Core-Periphery model, each
of the constraint domains is a strict subset of either another constraint domain or of
the lexicon as a whole. This means that, for any pair of constraint domains A and B,
where FAITHA  FAITHB (and thus A  B), A[B = A and A\B = B, and so the entire
collection of constraint domains satisﬁes conditions (2) and (3) above. Therefore, the
constraint domain structure induced over the lexicon by the ranking of indexed faithful-
ness constraints is an example of a partition topology.
The Cophonology model may initially seem to have a richer notion of lexicon struc-
ture than the Core-Periphery model, since it lacks the requirement that lexical strata are
in a strict subset relationship with one another, but it too turns out to be an example of a
partition topology. In a cophonology account, the lexicon is subdivided into a number of
non-overlapping strata, and these strata form the lowest layer of a grammar lattice, with
distinct constraint rankings being associated either directly with one of the strata, or
with the set union of more than one stratum (as in Figure 3.7 in Chapter 3). This deﬁnes
a partition topology in which the open sets are the subsets of the lexicon governed by
the constraint rankings at each point of the grammar lattice (again, including the empty
set and the set S of all lexical items). The union of any two of these open sets can always
be found by following the lines of the grammar lattice upward to where they intersect,
guaranteeing that the union of any number of open sets is itself an open set. The inter-
section of a pair of open sets can likewise be found by following the lines downward.
This lattice structure thus shows that conditions (2) and (3) above are satisﬁed by the
collection of partial ranking subsets.
By deﬁning a partition topology over the lexicon, both the Core-Periphery and
Cophonology models are able to identify subsets of the lexicon which have their own
distinct phonological properties not shared by other lexical items (such as obligatory
136post-nasal voicing in the Yamato stratum, or the acceptability of /ti/ sequences in the
Foreignstratum). Inaddition, apartitiontopologyallowstherelativeclosenessofapoint
toasubsetofthelexicontobedeﬁned, whichisimportantfortheCore-Peripherymodel,
in which the nativization of a loanword is represented by the word moving closer to the
core stratum of the lexicon. However, a partition topology alone is not a rich enough
structure to deﬁne a notion of distance or similarity between two items. In other words,
in either model, a lexical item A can be identiﬁed as belonging or not belonging to the
same open set as another lexical item B, but there is no way to express the degree of
similarity between A and B in terms of the topological structure alone. In addition, if A
and B happen to be in the same open set, and there are no other open sets which contain
A only and not B (or vice versa), then there is no way for them to be distinguished topo-
logically, and thus no way for a phonological process to affect A without also affecting
B.
Hence a partition topology turns out to still be a relatively weak notion of structure,
meaning that there is no way in the Core-Periphery or Cophonology models to directly
account for the phonological similarity effects that are seen over time in adaptation
patterns like the adaptation of coronal obstruents before /i/, as discussed in Chapter 2.
For this, it is necessary to make an even stronger assumption about how the lexicon is
structured. Instead of partitioning the lexicon into a collection of disjoint subsets, a real-
valued function s(A;B) can be deﬁned over any pair of lexical items A and B, giving
the degree to which a lexical item A is similar to B.9 This forms the basis for a metric
topology on the lexicon, where the open sets of S are generated from the neighborhoods
9Note that in an OT model, it is possible to deﬁne a similarity metric between any two lexical items
based on the relative ranking of faithfulness constraints in the grammar and the number of violations of
such constraints that would be required to change one of the items to the other. This would be analogous to
the notion of edit distance used in information theory and computer science (Hamming 1950, Levenshtein
1966, Gusﬁeld 1997, Navarro 2001). However, this faithfulness-based similarity relation is only used to
help select between surface forms for a given UR; it is not used to compare distinct lexical items with
each other.
137of each item A in S, the set of items B such that s(A;B)>e for a given e. More formally,
a metric space is deﬁned using a real function d(A;B) (the metric or distance function)
which obeys the following three properties (Searcóid 2006):
1. Positivity: d(A;B)  d(A;A) = 0;
2. Symmetry: d(A;B) = d(B;A);
3. Triangle inequality: d(A;B)  d(A;C)+d(C;B).
Then the similarity s(A;B) between two items can be deﬁned as an exponentially de-
creasing function of the distance between the items (Shepard 1987):
s(A;B) = e cd(A;B): (4.6)
Connectionist models like TM which use distributed representations implicitly im-
pose this kind of metric structure on their input representations. This is because similar
items will have more input units in common that are activated than less similar items,
and so the activations on the hidden layer for similar items will tend to be more similar
than the activations for less similar items. This similarity-based activation is represented
by the degree-of-overlap terms in Plaut et al.’s (1996) frequency-consistency relation in
Equation 4.5. This property of TM networks is what allows them to be able to ac-
count for similarity effects in lexical processing that the four OT-based frameworks in
Table 4.1 cannot account for.
In addition to the metric topology deﬁned on the lexicon, which is a richer notion of
structure than trivial or partition topologies, the TM framework and other connection-
ist models of lexical processing differ in one other important respect to the OT-based
frameworks, namely, the role of lexical frequency in affecting the processing of a word.
While word frequency plays no role in constraint ranking or evaluation in classic OT,
138in the TM framework frequency effects arise during the learning process. The more
times a word is presented to a TM network during training, the more weight changes
will be made to improve the accuracy of the network on the processing of that word.
At the end of training, the frequency of the lexical items the network was trained on
will be implicitly encoded in the values of the network’s weights and will have an effect
on processing. This is represented in Equation 4.5 by the F terms for the current test
item and the friends and enemies of the test item. Thus a TM network can naturally ac-
count for frequency effects which cannot easily be explained using an OT-based model
of phonology.
Note that certain kinds of frequency effects, namely the attested rates of different
forms that are in free variation with one another, can be modeled in some versions of OT
in which constraints have numerical weights whose values are gradually learned using
a training algorithm, such as Stochastic OT (Boersma & Hayes 2001). The Cophonol-
ogy model is also intended as an account of the frequencies of free variants, in that it
predicts that these frequencies should correspond to the number of total rankings de-
rived from the partial ranking of constraints from the grammar which can generate each
form (Anttila & Cho 1998). However, these frameworks implicitly use either the trivial
topology or a partition topology for the lexicon, and thus cannot also model effects on
lexical processing deriving from the frequencies of particular items or environments in
the lexicon itself, such as the likelihood of a non-native adaptation depending on the
type frequency of the phonological environment it occurs in. The TM framework is bet-
ter able to account for these kinds of effects as well, as evidenced by Plaut et al.’s (1996)
results, and thus is a more promising model for accounting for these types of frequency
effects on loanword adaptation patterns.
To summarize, the TM framework, like OT-based frameworks, is a constraint-based
139model of phonological processing. However, it differs in three important respects from
classic OT. First, constraints interact cumulatively rather than strictly dominating each
other, allowing for gang effects to occur. Second, a TM network imposes a similarity
metric on its input representations, which means the processing of a lexical item can
be inﬂuenced by previously-learned items that are sufﬁciently similar to it. Finally, the
frequency of an item during the training of a network also plays a role in its process-
ing, which provides an explanation for the frequency-consistency interaction. In the
remainder of this chapter, I will investigate the usefulness of this framework in explain-
ing some of the loanword adaptation patterns from Chapter 2, focusing in particular on
the adaptation of voiced geminates.
4.3 A connectionist framework for lexical representation in
Japanese
In order to test the viability of the TM framework for explaining frequency and similar-
ity effects on loanword adaptation patterns, in the remainder of this chapter I develop
two connectionist models of lexical representation in Japanese, based on the implemen-
tations of TM presented in Plaut et al. (1996) and Harm & Seidenberg (1999). The
questions I seek to answer are the following:
1. What is the nature of the similarity structure of the Japanese lexicon, and how can
this structure be exploited to learn stratal classiﬁcations?
2. How can loanword adaptation be simulated so that frequency and phonological
similarity effects arise naturally from the mechanisms of the model itself?
140Table 4.3: The major class features [son] and [cons]
son cons voi nas
Voiceless obstruents   +    
Voiced obstruents   + +  
Nasals + + + +
Approximants + + +  
Vowels and glides +   +  
In the ﬁrst model, the stratum classiﬁcation network (section 4.4), I explore how the
large-scale organization of the lexicon in terms of lexical strata can be represented in a
CN. In the second model, the loanword adaptation network (section 4.5), I train several
networks on a phonological repetition task, and then use these networks to look at the
inﬂuence of lexical type frequency on the adaptation of voiced geminates in loanwords.
Intheremainderofthissection, Iwillpresentthefeaturesystemandstratalclassiﬁcation
algorithm used in generating the training data for both networks.
4.3.1 Feature representation
For both of the models described in the following two sections, a feature system rep-
resenting the phonological contrasts in Japanese (Figure 4.5) is used to encode each
mora of the training and test words as a numerical vector suitable for presentation to the
network. The system of features I am using here is based on the feature geometry pre-
sented in Newman (1997), which is similar to that of Sagey (1990), except that it uses
the account of palatalization developed in Lahiri & Evers (1991). The features [son]
(sonorant), [cons] (consonantal), [voi] (voice), and [nas] (nasal) have similar deﬁnitions
as in Chomsky & Halle (1968) and following work, as shown in Table 4.3. There are
two separate [cont] (continuancy) features, [cont1] and [cont2]. These represent the con-
tinuancy feature at the beginning and end of the segment, respectively, and are used to
141Figure 4.5: Features used in network simulations, based on the feature geometry pre-
sented in Newman (1997). Features used in network training are shown in bold.
142Table 4.4: The features [cont1] and [cont2]
cont1 cont2
Stops    
Affricates   +
Fricatives + +
Table 4.5: Articulator features, [ant], and [high]
lab cor dors ant high
Labials +        
Dentals   +   +  
Palatals   +     +
Velars     +    
Front vowels   +     
Back vowels     +   
distinguish between stops, affricates, and fricatives (Table 4.4). This resembles Sagey’s
(1990) analysis of affricates as complex segments with multiple values for the [cont] fea-
ture. The articulator features [lab], [cor], and [dors] represent whether the lips, tongue
tip/blade, or tongue dorsum, respectively, are used in articulating the segment, and are
used to distinguish between places of articulation (Table 4.5). However, contra Sagey
(1990), these features are binary, not privative,10 for the sake of keeping the input rep-
resentation for the network relatively simple.
Following Lahiri & Evers (1991), the features [cor] and [dors] are also used to dis-
tinguish between front and back vowels. Front vowels are [+cor,  dors], while back
vowels are [ cor, +dors].11 In the Lahiri & Evers (1991) model, the features [high] and
[low] are not under the Dorsal articulator node, as in Sagey (1990), but instead are placed
under a new node called Tongue Position, which is present for all segments, not just
dorsal segments. This allows palatalized segments to be consistently marked [+high],
10Privative features do not take + or   values; instead they are either present or absent in the segment.
11Note that Lahiri & Evers (1991) use privative articulator features, not the binary features I am using
here. Thus they represent the difference between front and back vowels in terms of whether there is a
Coronal or Dorsal node linked to the Articulator node.
143Figure 4.6: Slot-based representation for Japanese phonology
which allows for an elegant account of palatalization before high vowels in terms of
spreading of the [high] feature from the vowel to the preceding consonant (Lahiri &
Evers 1991).
All of the features are binary and are coded numerically using the values +1 and
 1 to represent + and   values for each feature. These feature values for each of the
segments in the word12 are then concatenated into a single vector using a slot-based rep-
resentation as shown in Figure 4.6. Table 4.6 gives the feature values for Japanese seg-
ments, while Table 4.7 provides some examples of Japanese words encoded using this
system. This representation is essentially equivalent to the sequences of unstructured
feature bundles used in Chomsky & Halle (1968). The dependency relations between
features discovered in later research on feature geometry (Sagey 1990, McCarthy 1988,
Clements & Hume 1995) are not directly represented. This is because it is a non-trivial
task to represent these hierarchical structures as a numerical vector. The dominance
relationships between the individual features would have to be encoded as values in
the vector somehow, for example as a tensor product representation (Smolensky 1990,
12The words are encoded using a narrow phonetic transcription. Thus geminates are represented as two
segments ([tt], [kk], and so on), while the placeless nasal /ð/ is represented as either [m], [n], [®], [N], [ð],
or a nasalized vowel, depending on its position in the word, and the following segment, if any (Akamatsu
1997).
1442006a,c) or using a convolution operation (Plate 1994; see also Steedman 2001). For
the sake of simplicity, I have instead chosen to represent segments as feature vectors,
and allow each network to learn the dependencies between features as necessary for the
particular task it is being trained on.
Therearetwoadditionalunitsforeachmoraslotwhichareusedonlyintheloanword
adaptation network in section 4.5. These are labelled [nucl] and [onset] in Table 4.7.
These two units encode the presence of a nucleus and an onset, respectively, in the mora
slot they are associated with. If the value of [nucl] is  , then the mora slot is empty,
whereas if it is +, then there is a mora present in the mora slot. Likewise, if the value
of [onset] is  , then the mora is an onsetless vowel, the placeless nasal /ð/, or the ﬁrst
segment/y/ofageminateconsonant, whereasif[onset]is+, thenthemoraisCV.These
two features are actually redundant, since their values can be predicted from the values
of the other features in the mora slot. They have been added for the adaptation network
to specify the prosodic structure that the loanword adaptation should have (speciﬁcally,
whether the network should try to produce a geminate or not).
4.3.2 Stratum classiﬁcation
In order to generate the training and test data for the models in the next two sections,
it was necessary to classify the entries in JMDICT (Electronic Dictionary Research and
Development Group 2003) by lexical stratum. This was done on the basis of each entry’s
orthography, according to the following algorithm:
1. Let w = entry from JMDICT
2. If w is an adverb or verb, and is formed from a bimoraic root which is either
reduplicated or has a sufﬁx  Ri,  (Ri)to,  tsWkW,  mekW,  nakW,  (to)sWRW,
145Table 4.6: Feature encoding for Japanese segments. The list of segments is from Aka-
matsu (1997). [c] and [é] occur only as the ﬁrst part of a geminate /Ù/ (=[cC]) and /Ã/
(=[éý]). [N] and [Nj] occur as allophones of /ð/ before velar stops, while [tj] and [dj]
occur only in loanwords.
Manner Place
Segment son cons cont1 cont2 strid nas voi lab cor dors ant high low
Ø                          
p   +           +          
pj   +           +       +  
t   +             +   +    
tj   +             +   + +  
µ   +   + +       +   +    
c   +             +     +  
cC   +   + +       +     +  
k   +               +      
kj   +               +   +  
b   +         + +          
bj   +         + +       +  
d   +         +   +   +    
dj   +         +   +   + +  
é   +         +   +     +  
éý   +   + +   +   +     +  
g   +         +     +      
gj   +         +     +   +  
F   + + +       +          
s   + + + +       +   +    
z   + + + +   +   +   +    
C   + + + +       +     +  
ç   + + +         +     +  
h   + + +                 +
m + +       + + +          
mj + +       + + +       +  
n + +       + +   +   +    
nj + +       + +   +   + +  
® + +       + +   +     +  
N + +       + +     +      
Nj + +       + +     +   +  
ð + +       + +     +     +
R + + + +     +   +   +    
Rj + + + +     +   +   + +  
a +   + +     +     +     +
i, j +   + +     +   +     +  
W, î +   + +     +     +   +  
e +   + +     +   +        
o +   + +     +     +      
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147or  (to)kWRW, then assign w to Mimetic stratum
3. If w is written only with katakana, then assign to Foreign stratum
4. If w is written only with hiragana, then assign to Yamato stratum
5. If w is written in a mixture of katakana and hiragana, or katakana and kanji, then
assign to Hybrid-F stratum
6. If w has not been assigned to a stratum yet, generate all possible on-yomi and
kun-yomi for each of the kanji characters in w (at this point we know w is written
either only in kanji, or in a mixture of kanji and kana)
7. If the actual reading for w matches one of the generated on-yomi, assign to Sino-
Japanese
8. If the actual reading for w matches one of the generated kun-yomi, assign to Yam-
ato
9. Otherwise, assign w to Hybrid-YS stratum (because at this point we know there
are both on-yomi and kun-yomi kanji in w)
TheYamato, Sino-Japanese, andForeignstrataareeasilydistinguishedbythescripts
normally used for each: katakana for Foreign, kanji for Sino-Japanese, and hiragana
and kanji for Yamato.13 Moreover, kanji characters generally have two sets of readings,
the Sino-Japanese reading (on-yomi), and the Yamato reading (kun-yomi). For example,
the character ￿ is used both for the Sino-Japanese root /sað/ and the Yamato word
/jama/, both meaning ‘mountain’. Thus a word written in kanji can be classiﬁed as
13This is what makes the study of lexical strata in Japanese so much more tractable than in other
languages: the complexity of the writing system and the fact that each stratum has its own distinct set of
scripts associated with it. It would be much more difﬁcult to write a program to classify all of the entries
in an English dictionary as either native, Latinate, or recent loanwords (although still possible, given how
English generally preserves the original orthography in Latin/Greek and recent loanwords); while doing
this for a language with a shallow orthography, like Spanish or Finnish, would necessitate classifying
words in terms of their phonological and phonotactic characteristics, which would be considerably more
error-prone for stratum identiﬁcation.
148Sino-Japanese or Yamato based on whether the on-yomi or kun-yomi readings of the
characters are used. There are also many words in JMDICT composed of morphemes
from different strata; these are classiﬁed as either Hybrid-F or Hybrid-YS. A word writ-
ten in both katakana and kanji, or katakana and hiragana, is classiﬁed as Hybrid-F. A
word which uses kun-yomi for some of its kanji, and on-yomi for the other kanji, is clas-
siﬁed as Hybrid-YS. For entries with more than one possible spelling, the most frequent
spelling was used to classify by stratum, as determined from a frequency list (Kamer-
mans 2008) made available through the JMDICT project. There are some high-frequency
words, like ”d /sWRW/ ‘to do’ and od /naRW/ ‘to become’, which are usually spelled
using kana only (2d and Cd, respectively). These words are specially marked as such
in JMDICT and were classiﬁed as Yamato by rule 4 above.
Using these orthographic criteria amounts to using etymology to classify each word
in the dictionary. This largely corresponds to the synchronic classiﬁcation, with regards
to processes like rendaku, although as I noted before in Chapter 1 there are a few ex-
ceptional words like § /hoð/ ‘book’ which were originally borrowings but now act
like they are a part of the Yamato stratum. Words like these will be (perhaps incor-
rectly, depending on one’s point of view) classiﬁed as Sino-Japanese or Foreign by the
stratum-classiﬁcation algorithm.
Unfortunately, there is no way to distinguish the Mimetic items using orthographic
criteria, because in JMDICT they are written using either hiragana or katakana. How-
ever, Mimetic words are usually formed from bimoraic roots, which are either redupli-
cated or occur with a sufﬁx like / Ri/, / tsWkW/, or / tosWRW/ (Hamano 1998), and
so all words with these properties are classiﬁed as Mimetic by the algorithm.
Table 4.8 summarizes the results of the stratum-assignment algorithm applied to the
entries in JMDICT. The proportions of Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign found in
149Table 4.8: Lexical strata derived from JMDICT
Yamato 26,200 (19%)
Sino-Japanese 61,566 (45%)
Hybrid-YS 13,409 (10%)
Mimetic 815 (1%)
Foreign 21,824 (16%)
Hybrid-F 944 (1%)
Unknown 12,711 (9%)
Total 137,469
JMDICT are similar to the ﬁgures cited in Shibatani (1999: 142–3) for the number of
distinct lexical items in magazines and newspapers published in the 1950’s and 60’s,
except that there are fewer Yamato words in JMDICT (compared to about 30–40% in the
texts Shibatani cites), and more Foreign words (compared to about 10% in Shibatani).
Presumably this is because the dictionary lists many foreign borrowings which are not
commonly found in real texts, and so this skews the ratios towards these types of items.
Also, the number of Mimetic items found is extremely small, because such terms are
usually not listed in Japanese dictionaries (Hamano 1998) and because of the difﬁculty
identifying them as noted above. Since there was not a large enough sample of Mimetic
words, in the two networks that follow, only words classiﬁed as either Yamato, Sino-
Japanese, or Foreign are used in the training and test sets. Also, to make the training
simpler, Hybrid-F and Hybrid-YS words were not used either.
4.4 Stratum classiﬁcation network
The ﬁrst network was designed to investigate questions raised by Ota (2004) (and earlier
by Bloch 1950 and Rice 1997) about the learnability of lexical stratiﬁcation in Japanese.
Ota notes that in the process of language acquisition, it seems a child should not be able
to learn the correct stratal classiﬁcations for the words it is exposed to in the absence of
150evidence from alternations. This is because there are many words, such as N" /teðba/
‘ﬂying horse; Pegasus’ and ￿˚‡ /koðbo/ ‘combo’, which do not violate the static
distributional constraints on Yamato roots and yet are not themselves members of the
Yamato stratum (the two examples given are Sino-Japanese and Foreign, respectively).
Ota points out that:
[w]hile the analyst, equipped with etymological knowledge, may be able to
assign all morphological items to the different sublexica... it is doubtful that
the same stratiﬁed lexicon can be reconstructed in a bottom-up fashion if the
membership of some items can be determined only on the basis of surface
distribution pattern.... [E]ven if we can justify the existence of phonologi-
cal sublexica, we cannot determine the classhood of all lexica based solely
on distributional evidence. This problem has severe implications for the
acquisition of nonuniform phonology.... (Ota 2004: 23)
Ota concludes that the correct stratal classiﬁcation of a word cannot be reliably made
using distributional evidence only. Alternations (such as past tense voicing) must also be
taken into account in many cases to determine which stratum a word belongs to. But this
raises the question, just how far can we get using only distributional evidence? In other
words, how well can a word be classiﬁed by stratum purely on the basis of its phono-
logical form? It may be that distributional evidence is enough to learn many or even
most of the correct stratum classiﬁcations. One reason to suspect this is the case is the
distribution of syllable types in the different strata. Table 4.9 shows the distribution of
weak (monomoraic) and strong (bimoraic) syllables in all of the four-mora words in the
Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign strata listed in JMDICT. While Foreign words are
evenly distributed among the ﬁve possible syllable parses for four-mora words, Yamato
items show an overwhelming tendency to be composed of weak syllables only, while
151Table 4.9: Distribution of syllable types for four-mora words in the Yamato, Sino-
Japanese, and Foreign strata
Syllable parse Yamato Sino-Japanese Foreign
(m)(m)(m)(m) 6,794 (81%) 1,142 (6%) 801 (24%)
(mm)(m)(m) 556 (7%) 4,235 (22%) 532 (16%)
(m)(mm)(m) 505 (6%) 643 (3%) 791 (24%)
(m)(m)(mm) 396 (5%) 2,405 (12%) 652 (19%)
(mm)(mm) 87 (1%) 11,032 (57%) 579 (17%)
Sino-Japanese items show the opposite tendency to have at least one strong syllable in
the word. Ultimately the reason Sino-Japanese items often have strong syllables is be-
cause they are composed of roots which were borrowed from Middle Chinese closed
monosyllables. A Sino-Japanese root can be either a single syllable with a rime of the
form /V/, /V:/, /Vð/, /Vy/, or /Vi/, or two weak syllables, the second of which must
be one of /ki/, /kW/, /ti/, or /tW/14 (Martin 1952, Tateishi 1990).15 These different
syllable types reﬂect different ways to repair coda consonants which were not allowed in
Classical Japanese. Yamato items, on the other hand, are descended from Old Japanese,
which only allowed CV syllables (Martin 1987, Frellesvig 1995),16 thus explaining the
preponderance of weak syllables in modern-day Yamato words.
Of course these differences in syllable parses are statistical generalizations only,
since examples of four-mora words with any possible combination of syllable types
can be found in all three strata. But these tendencies do suggest that there is some
distributional evidence available to the Japanese learner which can be exploited to learn
stratal classiﬁcations. In this section I will explore the question of how lexical strata
14The syllables /ti/ and /tW/ in Sino-Japanese roots surface as [Ùi] and [µW], respectively.
15Martin (1952) actually lists all of the possible Sino-Japanese morpheme forms, rather than stating
the distribution as a set of rules. An examination of his list shows that there may be even more speciﬁc
constraints; for example, bisyllabic morphemes beginning with /b/, /Ã/, or /n/ apparently only occur
with /kW/ or /tW/ in the second syllable, never /ki/ or /ti/. This is probably a historical accident, though,
since /b/, /Ã/, and /n/ do not form a natural class.
16Although there may have been some Sino-Japanese items in Old Japanese with syllables of the form
C(G)V(G), where G is a glide /j,w/ (Miyake 2003).
152can be learned on the basis of distributional evidence by constructing a feedforward CN
classiﬁer and evaluating its performance on a random sample of lexical items chosen
from JMDICT.
4.4.1 The similarity structure of the Japanese lexicon
I will begin to answer the question of how easily the lexical stratum of a word can be
predicted from its phonological form by reframing this question as a slightly different
problem. Suppose each item in the Japanese lexicon is encoded mora-by-mora accord-
ing to the feature system presented in section 4.3.1. Then each word of length n moras
will be represented as a vector of length 26n (since each mora is represented by 26 fea-
ture values, 13 for the nucleus and 13 for the optional onset). Alternatively, each word
is represented by a single point in a 26n-dimensional vector space. The question now
is, for all words of length n, can distinct regions be identiﬁed in this vector space corre-
sponding to each lexical stratum, such that the majority of Yamato (or Sino-Japanese or
Foreign) items are found inside this region, while most non-Yamato (or Sino-Japanese
or Foreign) items are found outside. The degree to which distinct regions correspond-
ing to lexical strata can be identiﬁed should then correspond to the learnability of stratal
classiﬁcations. If the points corresponding to Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign items
are easily separable (as shown schematically in Figure 4.7a) then it should be easy to
decide, solely on the basis of a word’s phonological form, which stratum it is a member
of. Conversely, if there are no identiﬁable regions in which only Yamato, Sino-Japanese,
or Foreign items occur (Figure 4.7c), then it will be impossible to guess which stratum
a particular word is a member of without at least also considering evidence from mor-
phological alternations. Other kinds of lexicon organization patterns are also possible
that are intermediate between these two extremes. For example, Figure 4.7(b) depicts a
153(a) Completely distinct
strata
(b) Partially distinct
strata
(c) No distinguishable strata
Figure 4.7: Schematic representations of possible lexicon organization patterns
situation in which Yamato and Sino-Japanese items are relatively (though not perfectly)
distinguishable, while Foreign items are interspersed throughout the space occupied by
the other two strata, making it perhaps more difﬁcult, on the basis of phonological struc-
ture alone, to identify a given word as being Foreign.17
AsawayofvisualizingwhetherthestructureoftheJapaneselexiconismorelike(a),
(b), or (c) in Figure 4.7, I used an exploratory data-analysis technique known as multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS; Kruskal & Wish 1978, Cox & Cox 2001), which takes a ma-
trix ofdistances between a setof points ina high-dimensional space, and produces a pro-
jection of the points into a lower-dimensional space (usually two- or three-dimensional)
in which the relative distances between the original set of points is preserved as much
as possible. This allows the proximity structure of the original high-dimensional data
to be more easily visualized. In this case, I took a random sample of 5000 Yamato,
Sino-Japanese, and Foreign words from JMDICT that were from one to four moras in
length and occurred at least 50 times in a frequency database of words occurring in
Japanese novels (Kamermans 2008). Each word was encoded mora-by-mora according
17Of course, this only applies to loanwords like /koðbo/ ‘combo’ which do not contain any non-native
phonology. If a loanword does happen to contain a non-native pattern such as /ti/, then it will be easily
identiﬁed as a member of the Foreign stratum.
154to the feature system presented in section 4.3.1. For four-mora words, this created a
104-element18 vector representing the feature values of the segments in each of the four
moras, aligned so that the features for the nuclei of each mora occur in the same place
in the vector for every word. For words that were less than four moras in length, empty
moras /Ø/ (which are encoded in the vector by setting all of the feature values to  1)
were appended on the left until the word was four moras long. Then the distance ma-
trix for all of the words in the sample was generated by taking the Euclidean distance
d(A;B) between the vector representations for each pair of words A and B in the sample:
d(A;B) =
s
n
å
i=1
(Ai Bi)2; (4.7)
where Ai denotes the ith element of the vector representation for word A. I then per-
formed MDS on this distance matrix using the isoMDS function from the MASS package
(Venables & Ripley 2002) for the R statistical programming environment (R Develop-
ment Core Team 2006). The results are shown in Figure 4.8. In this case, I had to use
a four-dimensional MDS solution, since I found that the stress values (the discrepancy
between the original distances, and the distances of the projected points) were too high
(> 0:15) for two- and three-dimensional solutions. The four rows and columns of the
matrix of scatterplots in Figure 4.8 correspond in order to the four dimensions of the
MDS projection, and each cell of the matrix contains a scatterplot using two of the four
dimensions (the dimensions corresponding to the row and column that the cell is in).
It is clear from Figure 4.8 that the Yamato items (represented by the red points in the
scatterplots)inthesampletendtooccurinoneoftwomainclusters, whileSino-Japanese
items (represented by the blue points) are grouped into four or ﬁve smaller clusters. This
clustering structure is more evident in Figure 4.9, showing a scatterplot of MDS axes 1
and 2, and Figure 4.10, a scatterplot of axes 1 and 3. (These two ﬁgures correspond to
18Because there are thirteen features for each segment, each mora is represented by 26 features; 26
4 = 104.
155Figure 4.8: MDS analysis of the feature vector representations for a random sample of
5000 lexical items from JMDICT (k = 4;stress = 0:1492). Each cell in the grid contains
a scatterplot using two of the four MDS axes. Red points are Yamato items, blue Sino-
Japanese, and green Foreign.
156Figure 4.9: Scatterplot of MDS axes 1 and 2 from Figure 4.8, labeled with clusters
corresponding to four-mora Yamato/Foreign words, four-mora Sino-Japanese words,
and words with less than four moras.
157Figure 4.10: Scatterplot of MDS axes 1 and 3 from Figure 4.8, labeled with clusters
corresponding to four-mora words, three-mora Yamato words, and three- and four-mora
words with ﬁnal /ð/.
158the middle two cells in the top row of Figure 4.8.) In Figure 4.9, the points fall into two
distinct clusters, with the larger one across the top of the plot representing all words four
moras in length,19 and the smaller one on the bottom words that are less than four moras
long.20 Within the four-mora group, the Yamato and Sino-Japanese items are easily
distinguishable, with little overlap between the two, while the Foreign items seem to
be interspersed in smaller clusters throughout the larger four-mora group, but occurring
mainly in the Yamato part. In the 1–2 m and 3m groups, on the other hand, it is difﬁcult
to distinguish Yamato and Sino-Japanese items according to their positions on MDS
axes 1 and 2. It is somewhat easier to distinguish these items according to MDS axes
1 and 3, as shown in Figure 4.10, although even here there is still a signiﬁcant amount
of overlap. Again, Foreign items do not form a single large cluster on their own, but
instead occur in smaller clusters interspersed throughout the MDS space. In Figure 4.10
it can also be seen that MDS axes 1 and 3 can be used to distinguish three- and four-
mora words with ﬁnal /ð/ (most of which are members of the Sino-Japanese stratum)
from the other items in the sample, since these words all occur in two clusters on the
right side of the plot.
The results of the MDS analysis suggest that viewing lexical items as points within
a similarity space can be effectively used by a language learner to classify lexical items
by stratum, and thus to predict which phonological processes (such as rendaku or post-
nasal voicing) a given lexical item will be governed by. While there is some overlap
in the areas of similarity space which the Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign strata
occupy, there is an overall global structure in the lexicon which the language learner can
exploit in learning stratum classiﬁcations, since Yamato items tend to occur in certain
19This was determined by examining the individual lexical items associated with the points in the
scatterplot.
20This particular clustering pattern, where words less than four moras in length are grouped closer
together than four-mora words are, may be an artifact of the vector representation I use here, since all
words that are less than four moras long would have a value of  1 for the ﬁrst 26 elements of the vector,
while four-mora words would instead have a value of 1 for at least some of these elements.
159Table 4.10: Stratum classiﬁcation training and test data
Stratum Training set Validation set Test set Totals
Yamato 2,828 (33%) 2,731 (32%) 2,761 (33%) 8,320 (33%)
Sino-Japanese 4,721 (56%) 4,793 (57%) 4,795 (57%) 14,309 (56%)
Foreign 921 (11%) 946 (11%) 914 (11%) 2,781 (11%)
Totals 8,470 8,470 8,470 25,410
regions of the similarity space, and Sino-Japanese items in other regions of the space.
This suggests that the overall structure of the Japanese lexicon is more like Figure 4.7(b)
than (a) or (c).
4.4.2 LDA classiﬁer
It is possible to quantify the degree to which the clusters identiﬁed in the MDS anal-
ysis are distinguishable using another statistical method known as linear discriminant
analysis (LDA; Venables & Ripley 2002). Given a set of observations with m features
x0;x1;:::xm, and a classiﬁcation for each observation into one of n categories, LDA ﬁnds
a set of n 1 linear combinations of the features (known as linear discriminants) which
best divide the observations into the n categories. These linear discriminants can then
be used to classify future observations. To construct an LDA-based classiﬁer, all of the
two, three, and four mora Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign words in JMDICT were
randomly divided into three sets, a training set, a validation set, and a testing set, with an
equal number of words in each set (Table 4.10). (The validation set was not used in the
LDA analysis, but was used in the next section for training the connectionist classiﬁer.)
Linear discriminants for the three strata, Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign, for the
items in the training set were found using the lda function in the MASS package for R.
These linear discriminants were then used to predict the most likely classiﬁcation for
160Table 4.11: Confusion matrix for results from LDA classiﬁer
LDA prediction
Stratum Yamato Sino-Japanese Foreign Accuracy Completeness
Yamato 2,200 447 114 81% 80%
Sino-Japanese 253 4,413 129 85% 92%
Foreign 247 352 315 56% 34%
each of the items in the test set, and these predictions were compared with the original
classiﬁcations given by the algorithm in section 4.3.2. Table 4.11 gives a confusion ma-
trix for these results. In this table, the rows correspond to the orthographically-based
stratum classiﬁcations, while the columns under “LDA prediction” give the predicted
classiﬁcations using LDA on the feature representations of the words. For example, the
Yamato row contains all of the 2761 Yamato items in the test set in Table 4.10; of these,
2200 were correctly classiﬁed by LDA as Yamato, 447 were incorrectly classiﬁed as
Sino-Japanese, and 114 were incorrectly classiﬁed as Foreign. For each of the three
strata, two measures of classiﬁcation performance, accuracy and completeness, were
computed as follows:
accuracy =
hits
hits+false alarms
(4.8)
completeness =
hits
hits+misses
; (4.9)
where hits are deﬁned as the number of items in a given stratum classiﬁed correctly by
LDA (for example, the 2200 Yamato items that were correctly classiﬁed); misses as the
number of items in a stratum which were incorrectly classiﬁed (such as the 561 Yamato
items which were classiﬁed as Sino-Japanese or Foreign); and false alarms the number
of items with a given classiﬁcation that are not actually members of that stratum (such
as the 500 items classiﬁed as Yamato that are actually Sino-Japanese or Foreign). Ac-
curacy measures how likely a given item classiﬁed as stratum S really is a member of
S, while completeness measures how likely a member of S will be classiﬁed as S. It
is evident from Table 4.11 that LDA performs best on classifying Sino-Japanese items
161(with 85% accuracy and 92% completeness), and worst on classifying Foreign items
(with only 56% accuracy and 34% completeness). The low completeness score for For-
eign items indicates that many Foreign items are difﬁcult to distinguish phonologically
from Yamato or Sino-Japanese items, which is what we would expect given that most
Foreign items do not form distinct clusters in the MDS plots in Figure 4.8, but rather are
distributed in smaller groups throughout the Yamato and Sino-Japanese clusters.
These results suggest that while the stratum classiﬁcation task is difﬁcult on the
basis of phonological information only, it is not completely impossible, at least for
Sino-Japanese and Yamato items. Ota’s (2004) point still stands that lexical items can’t
be classiﬁed perfectly reliably on the basis of distributional constraints alone, such as
whether a given item satisﬁes a constraint like *NT. However, if we combine multi-
ple bits of distributional evidence, then the resulting classiﬁer can be highly accurate,
even if each cue on its own is only a weak predictor for a given stratum classiﬁcation.
Christiansen, Allen & Seidenberg (1998) call models like this a multiple-cue integra-
tion model, and note that this combining of multiple pieces of evidence to form a single
decision is the type of task that CNs are quite good at (see also Christiansen, Dale &
Reali In press). In this case, we might expect that a network trained to classify lexical
items by stratum would potentially outperform an LDA-based classiﬁer, since CNs are
not limited to linear combinations of the phonological features in the lexical items, but
can also consider nonlinear functions of these features, as well as the lexical frequencies
of the items it is trained on, in making a classiﬁcation.
162Figure 4.11: Network architecture for the stratum classiﬁcation network
4.4.3 Feedforward network classiﬁer
Ten feedforward networks were constructed with 104 input units (divided into four
groups of 26 units, corresponding to the four moras of each input word), 50 tanh hid-
den units, and three softmax21 output units indicating the predicted stratum of the input
word: Yamato, Sino-Japanese, or Foreign (Figure 4.11). The networks were trained to
associate the words in the training set from Table 4.10 with the appropriate stratum clas-
siﬁcation using the scaled momentum backpropagation algorithm22 with cross-entropy
error in the Lens network simulator (Rohde 2000), with a learning rate of 0:02 and mo-
mentum of 0:9. On-line training was used, with items probabilistically selected based
21Softmax units are logistic units which are normalized to sum to 1. These can be interpreted as
posterior probabilities in a classiﬁcation task (Sarle 2002).
22This algorithm “is similar to standard momentum descent with the exception that the pre-momentum
weight step vector is bounded so that its length cannot exceed 1.0. After the momentum is added, the
length of the resulting weight change vector can grow as high as 1 /(1 - momentum). This change allows
stable behavior with much higher initial learning rates, resulting in less need to adjust the learning rate as
training progresses.” <http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/Lens/Commands/dougsMomentum.html>
163Table 4.12: Confusion matrix for results from stratum classiﬁcation network
Network prediction
Stratum Yamato Sino-Japanese Foreign Accuracy Completeness
Yamato 2,344 327 90 87% 85%
Sino-Japanese 139 4,589 67 89% 96%
Foreign 223 259 432 73% 47%
on their log frequency in a database of text from Japanese novels (Kamermans 2008):
p =
log(freq+1)
logmaxFreq
(4.10)
where maxFreq is the frequency of the highest frequency word in the sample. The net-
works’ weights were initially set to random values in the range [ 0:1;0:1], then the
networks were trained for a total of 300,000 presentations of lexical items from the
training set. Out of all of the networks that were trained, the network which performed
the best on the validation set was chosen for analysis; this network’s classiﬁcation per-
formance was assessed using the items in the test set. Neither the validation nor test set
items were presented to any of the networks during training.
Table 4.12 presents a confusion matrix and accuracy and completeness measures for
the stratum classiﬁcation network. It is clear from this table that the network performs
betteroverallthantheLDAclassiﬁer(Table4.11). Whilethe accuracy andcompleteness
measures for Yamato and Sino-Japanese items show some improvement when compared
to LDA, the most noticeable improvement is with Foreign items, with 73% accuracy (as
compared to 56% for the LDA classiﬁer) and 47% completeness (as compared to 34%
for LDA). This means that when the network classiﬁes a given item as Foreign, we
can be much more sure that this is the correct classiﬁcation than we can with the LDA
classiﬁer, which almost half of the time misclassiﬁes Yamato and Sino-Japanese items
as Foreign. On the other hand, both classiﬁers misidentify over half of the Foreign items
as either Yamato or Sino-Japanese, although the LDA classiﬁer is much worse than the
164Figure 4.12: Principal component analysis of hidden unit activations in classiﬁcation
network. W=weak syllable; S=strong syllable.
network classiﬁer in this respect.
The classiﬁer network functions by mapping the feature representations on the input
layer to internal representations on the hidden layer, and then identifying speciﬁc re-
gions in the vector space deﬁned by the hidden units with speciﬁc stratal classiﬁcations.
This can be seen in Figure 4.12, which is a scatterplot showing the ﬁrst two principal
components (PCs) of the hidden unit activations of a random sample of the test items.
Principal component analysis operates by identifying a small number of uncorrelated
variables (the PCs) which account for the majority of the variation in a set of data, and
165Table 4.13: Mean shortest distance from Foreign test items to Yamato, Sino-Japanese,
and Foreign training items. Numbers in bold indicate the smallest distance in each row.
Mean shortest distance
Network prediction # items Yamato Sino-Japanese Foreign
Yamato 223 2:36 2:79 2:50
Sino-Japanese 259 2:65 1:98 2:30
Foreign 432 2:77 2:69 2:23
has been used in previous connectionist research, such as Elman (1991) and McClel-
land (1994), to examine the hidden unit representations that are generated in a trained
CN. In Figure 4.12 I represent each test item as a sequence of weak (W) and strong (S)
syllables, where W syllables have one mora, while S syllables have two. It is evident
from the scatterplot that PC1, on the x-axis, encodes the weight of the ﬁnal syllable
in the word, with words ending in S syllables having higher values of PC1 than words
ending in W syllables. Meanwhile, PC2, on the y-axis, encodes the length of the word
in moras, with four-mora words having higher values of PC2 than three- and two-mora
words. These two dimensions can be used to separate Yamato and Sino-Japanese items
to a large extent. Yamato words are situated in a large cluster in the top left quadrant of
the scatterplot (i.e. four-mora words ending in W syllables), while Sino-Japanese words
occur in two smaller clusters in the bottom left and top right quadrants. However note
that it is more difﬁcult to distinguish Foreign items from the other two strata using the
ﬁrst two principal components, since Foreign items are scattered throughout the space
deﬁned by PC1 and PC2.
Of the Foreign items in the test set that are misclassiﬁed as Yamato or Sino-Japanese,
it turns out that this misclassiﬁcation is taking place because each of these items is
relatively more similar to one of the Yamato or Sino-Japanese items in the training set
than to any of the Foreign items in the training set. This is shown in Table 4.13, which
compares the Euclidian distances from each of the Foreign test items to the items in
166the training set. For each Foreign test item, the distance to the closest Yamato, Sino-
Japanese, and Foreign training item was recorded, and then the means of these distances
were calculated, grouping the Foreign test items by the network’s stratal classiﬁcation
for them. It can be seen from this table that all of the Foreign items in the test set
classiﬁed as Yamato are, on average, closer to the Yamato items in the training set than
to the Sino-Japanese or Foreign training items. Likewise, all of the Foreign test items
classiﬁed as Sino-Japanese are closer to the Sino-Japanese training items than to the
Yamato or Foreign training items. This shows that the classiﬁer CN is performing the
classiﬁcation task on the basis of each test item’s similarity to the lexical items the
network was trained on (in addition to the classiﬁcation in terms of syllable structure
identiﬁed in the hidden unit PCA discussed above). Since Foreign items tend to be
interspersed among the large-scale Yamato and Sino-Japanese clusters, it then becomes
relatively more difﬁcult to distinguish them from Yamato and Sino-Japanese on the basis
of similarity to training items than it is to distinguish Yamato and Sino-Japanese words
from each other. For a test word to be reliably identiﬁed as Foreign, it is necessary for
there to be a Foreign item in the training set that is closer to it than any of the Sino-
Japanese or Yamato items in the training set are.
4.4.4 Discussion
The performance of the LDA and network classiﬁers on the stratum classiﬁcation task
show that it is generally possible to distinguish members of the Yamato and Sino-
Japanese strata on the basis of their phonological form. In order to do this, it is necessary
to combine many different pieces of evidence about a word, such as the pattern of strong
and weak syllables in the word, as well as the pattern of violation of the distributional
constraints from Ito & Mester (1995), making the classiﬁcation network an example of
167a multiple-cue integration model (Christiansen et al. 1998). The classiﬁcation CN is
not necessarily a psychologically realistic model of a Japanese speaker’s lexical knowl-
edge, since the task it was trained on (classifying lexical items by stratum) is not one
that speakers need to perform in producing or understanding Japanese. Nevertheless,
the classiﬁcation CN shares an important property with TM networks, namely that it
imposes a similarity metric on its input representations, and it exploits the similarity
structure of the data it was trained on in order to perform the classiﬁcation task. This
means that we can think of lexical strata in connectionist models like TM as being emer-
gent collections of smaller-grained phonological neighborhoods, just as in the stratum
classiﬁcation CN.
While Rice (1997) and Ota (2004) are correct in criticizing the Core-Periphery
model for performing stratum classiﬁcations solely on the basis of phonological con-
straints such as *NT, it turns out that Ito & Mester’s (1999) intuition regarding the
Foreign stratum, namely that it is not a real stratum at all in the same sense as Yamato
or Sino-Japanese, seems to correspond to the different kinds of distributions that the
Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign items have in the similarity space of the Japanese
lexicon. This is because, while the Yamato and Sino-Japanese strata form distinct,
easily-identiﬁable clusters in this similarity space, Foreign items do not form a distinct
cluster on their own, but are instead scattered in smaller groups throughout the Yamato
and Sino-Japanese clusters. Likewise, Foreign items, unlike Sino-Japanese and Yam-
ato items, do not form a coherent cluster in the hidden unit vector space of the stratum
classiﬁcation network. This means that the network found it difﬁcult to map the feature
values of the Foreign items to a well-deﬁned region in the hidden unit space.
However, the representation of lexical strata used in Ito & Mester (1995) are quite
different from the representations that develop in the trained stratum classiﬁcation net-
168work. In Ito & Mester, the strata are the regions of overlapping domains of phonological
constraints like *NT and *P, and there is no mechanism for representing the effects of
phonological similarity on stratum classiﬁcation. In the classiﬁcation network, on the
other hand, the network is not limited to the evidence from constraint satisfaction; it can
also consider the similarity of test items to previously-learned lexical items in making
a classiﬁcation. In other words, using the terminology introduced in section 4.2, the
stratum classiﬁcation network imposes a metric topology on lexical items, which is a
strictly ﬁner topology than the partition topology of the Core-Periphery model. This al-
lows the network to be able to learn that words like /koðbo/ or /teðba/, despite obeying
all of the constraints governing the Yamato stratum, are actually members of different
strata entirely.
4.5 Loanword adaptation network
In the stratum classiﬁcation model that was just presented in the last section, we saw
how the phonological representations learned by the network were organized on the
basis of similarity. My claim is that lexical strata are emergent phenomena from this
similarity structure that exists in the mental lexicon. In other words, strata are not ex-
plicitly speciﬁed characteristics of lexical entries (as they would be in theories where
strata are represented using lexical features, like [+foreign]; Saciuk 1969) but instead
are composed of smaller-scale phonological neighborhoods, where the entries within
one of these neighborhoods are highly similar to each other phonologically, and where
most of the members of a phonological neighborhood are in the same lexical stratum.
In the previous section, we saw from the MDS plots of the training items that the mem-
bers of the different strata were not distributed evenly throughout the space of possible
phonological forms, but in fact were clustered in several subareas of this space. The
169network learned the stratum classiﬁcation task by mapping these smaller neighborhoods
to speciﬁc regions in the hidden unit space which corresponded to the classiﬁcation
categories (Yamato, Sino-Japanese, or Foreign).
Since the effects of phonological neighborhoods are also implicated in the changes
in loanword adaptation patterns over time, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is natural then
to consider a connectionist model of loanword adaptation in which these similarity ef-
fects arise as a result of the similarity structure of the lexical representations used by the
network. Speciﬁcally, what I will develop in this section is a set of CNs which are ﬁrst
trained on various subsets of Japanese lexical items in order to learn Japanese phono-
logical patterns and constraints. These networks are then presented several loanwords to
see how they behave with respect to non-native phonotactic patterns. The prediction is
that the adaptations produced by the networks will be effected by the phonological sim-
ilarity of the loanwords to the various phonological neighborhoods already represented
in the networks. In this experiment, I will be focusing speciﬁcally on loanwords with
voiced geminates, since there are a relatively large number of them in the data I col-
lected from Arakawa (1977), and because they show phonological neighborhood effects
based on the place of articulation of the ﬁnal consonant.23
4.5.1 Methods
In order to look at what kinds of adaptations a network will produce when performing
an adaptation of a new lexical item, it is necessary to ﬁrst train it on a subset of Japanese
words so that it can learn phonological processes such as nasal place assimilation after
23Unfortunately, while the set of loans with source coronals before /i/ would be an even better demon-
stration of the effects of phonological neighborhoods in a CN, since there are many ﬁnely-grained neigh-
borhoods through which the change from the TI!ˇ CI to TI!TI adaptation strategy swept through, there
are not enough members of many of these neighborhoods in the data I have collected to provide enough
examples to train a network with.
170Table 4.14: Mora alignment on input layer of adaptation network
Two-mora words: m1 Ø m2
Three-mora words: m1 m2 m3
/ð/. This was done as follows. All of the two- and three-mora Yamato, Sino-Japanese,
and Foreign words from JMDICT were randomly divided into a training and test set of
equal size. This particular subset of the Japanese vocabulary was chosen for training so
that I could examine how the network will behave with loanwords with voiced gemi-
nates, which require a minimum of two syllables and three moras to be represented in
Japanese (for example, ￿￿￿ /bey.do/ ‘bed’, made up of the three moras /be/, /y/,
and /do/). When the training words are presented to the network, the moras are aligned
so that the the word-ﬁnal mora is always presented in the m3 slot, while the word-initial
mora is presented in the m1 slot. Meanwhile, m2 either contains the word-medial mora
(if the word is three moras in length) or is empty, with all place and manner features set
to  1, as shown in Table 4.14.
The network architecture is similar to the attractor network used in the ﬁrst simula-
tion in Harm & Seidenberg (1999), as shown in Figure 4.13. There are two layers of
units: 84 feature units, divided into three groups of 28 units (26 feature units and two
prosody units), representing the moras in the word, and using the feature representation
from section 4.3.1; and 50 cleanup units, with bidirectional connections between the
two sets of units. In addition there are recurrent connections within the feature layer:
each feature unit is connected to all other feature units, including itself. Each feature
unit’s self-connection has a ﬁxed weight of 0.75, while the weights to other feature units
were trainable.
The goal of the network during training is to learn how to reproduce the input words
presented using the feature units. The presentation of each training item took place over
171Figure 4.13: Architecture of the adaptation network
six “ticks” (discrete time units) on the network. On the ﬁrst tick all of the feature and
cleanup units in the network are set to the value 0. Then on the second tick, a word was
chosen from the training sample with a probability p proportional to its log frequency
in Kamermans (2008):
p =
log(freq+1)
logmaxFreq
(4.11)
where maxFreq is the frequency of the highest frequency word in the sample. The
word was converted into the feature representation from section 4.3.1 and presented on
the feature units of the network. The network was then run for four more ticks, with
each unit ui computing its activation ai based on the weighted activations wijaj on the
previous tick of all of the units uj connected to it:
ai = tanh(å
j
wijaj+qi): (4.12)
Then on ticks four, ﬁve, and six, the activations on the phoneme units were compared to
the original input word, and the sum-squared error on these two ticks were used to train
the weights in the network using the backpropagation through time method (Williams
& Peng 1990). Since each feature unit has a connection to itself with a ﬁxed weight of
1720.75, if the other weights in the network are close to 0 (as they are in the initial state
before training), then what would happen on each following tick is that the activation
on the feature units would gradually decrease. Thus the network must train the other
recurrent weights on the feature layer and the bidirectional weights between the feature
and hidden layers in order to successfully reproduce and maintain the input pattern on
the last three ticks.
There were four different networks with this architecture that were trained. The
training and test data for Network 1 was generated by identifying all of the two- and
three-mora words in JMDICT in the Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign strata (exclud-
ing a set of 15 loanwords with voiced geminates, listed in Table 4.17 in the Results
section below). These words were randomly divided into two sets of equal size, a train-
ing set and a test set. This training condition is meant to represent the lexical knowledge
that a modern-day Japanese speaker would have. Network 2 was trained and tested us-
ing Yamato and Sino-Japanese items only, with no Foreign items present. This is meant
to represent the lexical knowledge that an early 19th-century Japanese speaker would
have, when there were few loanwords in common use.24
The training data for Networks 3 and 4 were constructed to test a couple of possible
factors explaining why loanwords with ﬁnal /d/ were the ﬁrst to be attested as voiced
geminates in Japanese, as discussed in section 2.3.4 of Chapter 2. Network 3 was trained
on a random sample similar to Network 2 consisting of Yamato and Sino-Japanese items
24I made two simplifying assumptions in the construction of the training and test data for Network 2:
one, that lexical frequencies for most Yamato and Sino-Japanese items have not changed very much from
the early 19th century until the present day, when the frequency data in Kamermans (2008) was compiled;
and two, that the relative proportions of Yamato and Sino-Japanese items in the Japanese lexicon at that
time were comparable to those of today. Both assumptions are rather questionable, since many Sino-
Japanese items were coined beginning in the Meiji period, in the late 19th century (Shibatani 1999), and
so the frequencies for many of the Sino-Japanese items in the training sample would have been much
lower in the early 19th century than they are in the present day, if they were even attested at that time.
A better (but considerably more difﬁcult) way of constructing the training set for Network 2 would be
to take a sample of lexical items from early 19th-century texts, and estimate their frequencies from these
texts. I leave this for future research.
173only, but with the addition of the single loanword ￿￿￿ /beddo/ ‘bed’. This was done
to see what the effect would be on voiced geminate adaptation patterns on a network
which had only been exposed to a singe example of a word with a voiced geminate.
The word /beddo/ was chosen in particular because it was one of the few loanwords
to be attested with a voiced geminate before 1870 (Arakawa 1977). The devoiced form
/betto/ was also attested at that time, so in order to represent this variation, both forms
were added to the training set for Network 3.25 The training set for Network 4, on the
other hand, included no loanwords, just like Network 2; however, for all of the verbs
selected in the training sample, the network was trained on both the inﬁnitive and past
tense forms of the verb (if the past tense form was two or three moras in length). There
were 133 such verbs in the training set. For example, the verb Q= /matW/ ‘to wait’ was
presented to the network half of the time in its inﬁnitive form [maµW] and the other half
of the time in its past tense form [matta]. This results in a larger number of training items
with geminate /tt/ as compared to the training sets for the other three networks, which
used the inﬁnitive forms only of any verbs that were present (Figures 4.14 and 4.15).
Table 4.15 summarizes the relative proportions of Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and For-
eign items in the training and testing samples for all of the networks that were trained.
During training, each of the input feature values on tick 1 had a small amount of
Gaussian noise (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.05) added. This results
in the networks learning a smoother decision function than they would with non-noisy
inputs, which helps reduce the likelihood of overﬁtting and improves the generalization
25The training data for Network 3 has the same issues with regards to frequency estimates as does
the training data for Network 2, as discussed in footnote 24. The raw frequency for /beddo/ ‘bed’ was
taken from the frequency counts in Kamermans (2008), which almost certainly overestimates the actual
frequency that the loanword had when it was ﬁrst borrowed. There were three attestations of bed dating
from before 1870 in Arakawa (1977); of these, one had a voiced geminate (/beddo/) and the other two
were devoiced (/betto/). To represent this variation, both forms were included in the training set for
Network 3, with the /betto/ form having a raw frequency of 54762
3, twice that of /beddo/, which was
27381
3. The frequencies of both forms sum to 8215, which is the frequency of modern-day /beddo/ given
in Kamermans (2008).
174Figure 4.14: Frequencies of words containing geminate obstruents in the training set for
Network 2. Each box corresponds to a single lexical item. Only the inﬁnitive forms of
verbs are included in this training set.
175Figure 4.15: Frequencies of words containing geminate obstruents in the training set for
Network 4. Past tense forms of verbs are included in this training set, resulting in many
more examples of geminate /tt/ than in Figure 4.14.
176Table 4.15: Training and test data for adaptation networks
Stratum Training set Testing set
Network 1 Yamato 1,838 (34%) 1,837 (34%)
Sino-Japanese 2,862 (54%) 2,831 (53%)
Foreign 646 (12%) 678 (13%)
Totals 5,346 5,346
Network 2 Yamato 1,843 (39%) 1,853 (39%)
Sino-Japanese 2,876 (61%) 2,866 (61%)
Foreign 0 0
Totals 4,719 4,719
Network 3 Yamato 1,828 (39%) 1,868 (40%)
Sino-Japanese 2,891 (61%) 2,851 (60%)
Foreign 1 0
Totals 4,720 4,719
Network 4 Yamato 1,960 (40%) 1,869 (40%)
Sino-Japanese 2,892 (60%) 2,850 (60%)
Foreign 0 0
Totals 4,852 4,719
177Table 4.16: Adaptation network performance on training and testing items
Network Training set Test set
1 95% 92%
2 97% 94%
3 95% 92%
4 96% 92%
capabilities of the networks (Reed & Marks 1999). To further improve generalization,
during training the input on the ﬁrst tick for each of the m2 nucleus feature units had a
small probability (p = 0:01) of being changed to a random value in the range [ 1;1]
(the target values for these units remained the same, however). All of the networks
were trained using on-line training, meaning that the networks’ weights were updated
immediately after the presentation of each word selected from the training sample. A
learning rate of 0:005 was used, and training was stopped after 300;000 trials, at which
point the networks’ performance was assessed.
4.5.2 Results
The accuracy of the networks at the repetition task was measured by presenting each of
the items in their respective training and testing sets one at a time, and then comparing
the activation on each feature unit on ticks 3, 4, and 5 with the input activation that
was presented on tick 1. If, for all feature units, the activation of each feature unit was
within0:25ofthetargetactivation, thenthenetworkwasconsideredtohavesuccessfully
reproduced the input pattern. Table 4.16 shows the results of assessing each of the
networks using this metric. The high accuracy on both the training and testing samples
shows that all of the networks successfully learned the repetition task, since they were
able to generalize the task to the words from the testing sample, which had not been
exposed to the networks at all during training.
178Table 4.17: Test words for adaptation networks
/bb/ /dd/
/a / ￿￿› kabbW ‘cub’
/i / ￿￿› ÃibbW ‘jib’ ￿￿￿ kiddo ‘kid’
/W / }￿￿ uddo ‘wood’
/e / }~￿› webbW ‘web’ ￿￿￿ deddo ‘dead’
/o / ‡￿› bobbW ‘bob’ ￿￿￿ goddo ‘god’
/dÃ/ /gg/
/a / §￿￿ badÃi ‘badge’ ￿￿￿ maggW ‘mug’
/i / `￿￿ RidÃi ‘ridge’ ￿￿￿ ÃiggW ‘jig’
/W /
/e / ￿￿￿ edÃi ‘edge’
/o / ˜￿￿ rodÃi ‘lodge’ †￿￿ hoggW ‘hog’
To look at how each network adapts loanwords with voiced geminates, I then pre-
sented an additional set of 15 loanwords from JMDICT each containing a voiced gemi-
nate /b/, /d/, /Ã/, or /g/ (Table 4.17). None of these words were present in the training
or testing sets of any of the networks. I tried as best as possible to ﬁnd examples of
voiced geminates occurring after each of the ﬁve vowels of Japanese; however there are
some combinations, such as /Wbb/, which are unattested in JMDICT.26 All of the words
in Table 4.17 are attested with geminates in JMDICT, except for the four words in the
/b/ column. Of these, ￿› /kabW/ ‘cub’ and ￿› /ÃibW/ ‘jib’ are attested only with
singleton /b/ in JMDICT, while }~(￿)› /we(b)bW/ ‘web’ and ‡(￿)› /bo(b)bW/
‘bob’ are attested with both singleton and geminate /b/.
All of the test words in Table 4.17 were presented to the four networks ten times
each, then the average activations of the feature units on the last tick of each presentation
were recorded and compared to three possible outcomes: voiced geminate (e.g. /kiddo/
for kid); devoiced geminate (/kitto/); and nasal-voiced stop cluster (/kiðdo/). Of these
26The vowel following the geminate in each loanword is epenthetic, and is determined by the place of
articulation of the geminate: /W/ for /bb/ and /gg/, /o/ for /dd/, and /i/ for /dÃ/.
179outcomes, the ﬁrst two are attested historically as possible adaptations of voiced gem-
inates, as discussed in section 2.3.4 of Chapter 2. The third outcome, the nasal-voiced
stop cluster, is never attested as a possible adaptation, though Ichikawa (1930: 182;
quoted in Lovins 1975) has an interesting anecdote concerning this possibility:
The occasional use of voiceless for voiced plosives is to be noted, espe-
cially after short vowels. Exx. [kitto] (‘kid’), [betto] (‘bed’), [hettoraito]
(‘headlight’), [opera-pakku] (‘opera-bag’). In these cases it is the difﬁculty
of pronouncing short vowels before long voiced plosives which makes us
prefer voiceless sounds. A maid, when asked to pronounce [beddo], said
[betto] and, on being told to keep the d-sound, only succeeded in doing so
by pronouncing it [bendo].
As Lovins (1975) points out, a nasal-voiced stop cluster adaptation would preserve both
the voicing of the source word stop and the closed nature of the ﬁnal syllable of the
source word. However, it has never been used as a possible adaptation for voiced gem-
inates, presumably because borrowers are aware that there is no nasal present in the
source word, and creating a nasal-stop sequence is perceived as being less faithful to the
source word than the other possible adaptations.
Table 4.18 shows the results of presenting the words in Table 4.17 to Network 1.
Here the closest adaptation is determined by interpreting the activation on the feature
units as an 84-element vector, and computing the distance from that vector to each of
the expected feature values for each of the three possible adaptations enumerated above:
dist =
r
å
i
(ai ti)2; (4.13)
where ai are the values of each of the feature units, and ti the target feature values
for the adaptation that the current activation is being compared with. The adaptation
180with the smallest distance from the activation for each word was considered the closest
adaptation, while the adaptation with the next smallest distance was considered the next
closest. In one sense, Network 1 has learned that voiced geminates are phonologically
valid sequences in modern Japanese, since the closest adaptation pattern for every word
in Table 4.18 is VCC. At the same time, though, the acceptability of the VCC adaptation
pattern varies by place of articulation, as shown by the varying adaptation distances and
average activations of the [voi] feature of m2. Words with geminate /d/ and /g/ have
lower distances from VCC, and the higher mean activations for [voi], than words with
geminate /b/. This shows that Network 1 has also learned that /bb/ is less acceptable
than /dd/ or /gg/ in Japanese.27
Network 2, which was trained on Yamato and Sino-Japanese items only, shows an
overall reduction in the acceptability of voiced geminates, as shown in Table 4.19. Un-
like with Network 1, there are no test items for which Network 2 unambiguously pro-
duces a VCC output. Instead, the network produces VC

C

adaptations for words with
/bb/, /dÃ/, or /gg/, as well as two of the words with /dd/ (/kiddo/ ‘kid’ and /Wddo/
‘wood’), and VNC adaptations for the other two words with /dd/ (/deddo/ ‘dead’ and
/goddo/ ‘god’). These two adaptations are a result of the network trying to satisfy the
*DD constraint (avoid producing a voiced geminate) while also preserving m2 as a con-
sonant (ruling out a repair via deletion of m2, or changing m2 into a vowel). This can
be done by either devoicing the input segments, creating a voiceless geminate, or by
changing m2 into a moraic nasal, creating a nasal-voiced stop sequence. This latter op-
tion also preserves the voiced quality of the input segments, which Network 2 seems to
value more than preserving the value of the [nas] and [son] features. This behavior is
27Note that in the results for all of the networks, the test words with geminate /dÃ/ tend to pattern with
the words with /bb/, instead of with /dd/ and /gg/, as we would expect based on the attested adaptation
data in Japanese. This seems to be because of the relative rarity of loanwords with /Ã/, and because
the feature representation does not allow the networks to discover that /Ã/ should pattern with /d/ in
some contexts (for example, underlying /di/ ! [Ãi]), since /d/ and /Ã/ differ in the values for the [ant],
[cont2], and [strid] features.
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182quite different from that of historical Japanese speakers, since VNC is never attested as
a possible adaptation for a voiced geminate.
The training data for Networks 3 and 4 were constructed to test the effects of ex-
posure to a single loanword, /beddo/ ‘bed’, and training on both the inﬁnitive and past
tense forms of verbs, respectively, on the likelihood of a geminate /d/ being produced
by the network. Table 4.20 shows the adaptations produced by Network 3 for each of the
test words. Here we can see that the presence of /beddo/ in the training set had a signiﬁ-
cant effect on this network’s adaptation patterns. All of the words with ﬁnal /d/, as well
as one of the /g/ words, /ÃiggW/ ‘jig’, are produced with the VCC adaptation, while
words with ﬁnal /Ã/ and /b/ are instead produced with the VC

C

adaptation. None of
the test items are produced with the historically unattested VNC adaptation. Among the
words with /d/, the word /deddo/ ‘dead’, which is the most phonologically similar to
the training item /beddo/, shows the largest mean activation of the [voi] feature.
Network 4 behaved somewhat similarly to Network 2, in that most of the test items
areadaptedasVC

C

. TheonlyexceptionsarethreeVNCadaptationsfor/deddo/‘dead’,
/goddo/ ‘god’, and /edÃi/ ‘edge’, and one VCC adaptation for /kiddo/ ‘kid’.
Table 4.22 summarizes the most common adaptation pattern for the four networks
for each of the test loanwords.
4.5.3 Discussion
The results of the four networks in producing loanword adaptations show that at least
some of the frequency and phonological neighborhood effects seen in historical adap-
tation patterns arise naturally as a result of the structure and behavior of the TM model
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187of the lexicon. Network 1, which was trained on Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Foreign
items, shows essentially the modern pattern, in which /dd,dÃ,gg/  /bb/ in loanwords.
While the results from Network 2, which was trained on Yamato and Sino-Japanese
items only, are rather inconclusive, the results from Networks 3 and 4 suggest that some
combination of the following two factors had a role to play in establishing voiced gem-
inates as being a valid phonological sequence in loanwords: early loans like /beddo/
that are variably attested with voiced geminates, allowing Japanese speakers to gener-
alize the pattern to new loanwords; and the past tense forms of verbs, many of which
contain a geminate /t/ and thus have the effect of increasing the frequency of words
with /tt/ being presented to the network. All of the networks produced either VCC,
VC

C

, or (in Networks 2 and 4) VNC adaptations for the test loanwords. While VNC
is unattested as an established adaptation for voiced geminates, it can be seen as arising
from the simultaneous satisﬁcation of the constraint against voiced geminates, and the
preservation of the input value of the [voi] feature in m2 of each network. In terms of
OT constraints, Networks 2 and 4 have learned the ranking *DD, IDENT-SB(voi) 
IDENT-SB(nas), resulting in the geminate being changed into a nasal-stop cluster by
these networks. Presumably, historical Japanese speakers never produced a VNC adap-
tation because the faithfulness constraint IDENT-SB(nas) was more highly ranked for
them than it is in Networks 2 and 4.
While Network 2 does not show the expected differences in adaptation pattern by
the place of articulation of the geminate stop (except for VNC adaptations for two of the
words with /dd/), Networks 3 and 4 both adapt /bb/ and /dÃ/ as VC

C

, while /dd/ is
adapted as either VCC (in Network 3) or VCC/VNC (in Network 4). Network 3, at least,
hasthuslearnedthat/dd/isthemostacceptableoutofthefourpossiblevoicedgeminate
obstruents, which accords with the historical attestation data. Since the training set for
Network 3 contained only one example with a voiced geminate, namely /beddo/, the
188network must have derived the relative acceptability of /dd/ by generalizing not only
from the presence of /beddo/, but also from the phonotactic patterns present in the
Yamato and Sino-Japanese items it was trained on. Speciﬁcally, the network seems to
be inferring, based on the greater number of training examples with /tt/ as compared
to those with /pp/ or /tÙ/, that geminate /dd/ should be more acceptable than /bb/ or
/dÃ/. What is interesting here is that Japanese speakers historically have found /dÃ/
to be relatively acceptable as well, given that it begins to be attested in loanwords at
about the same time as /dd/. This may be because in Japanese phonology, in voicing
alternations like rendaku /Ã/ is the voiced counterpart of /S/ as well as /Ù/, but the
network cannot easily learn this fact since it is not trained on any examples of voicing
alternations, and the featural representations of /S/ and /Ã/ differ by more than the
value of the feature [voi]. Since /SS/ has a type frequency comparable to that of /kk/
(Figures 4.14 and 4.15), it may be that historical Japanese speakers were then able to
infer that /dÃ/ should be as acceptable as /dd/ or /gg/.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter I have examined how to model the process of loanword adaptation, fo-
cusing on the causes of frequency and similarity effects which have inﬂuenced adap-
tation patterns over time. While these kinds of effects can’t be reproduced using the
Core-Periphery or Cophonology models, because of the coarse-grained nature of lexical
strata, they can be in connectionist models, in which strata are emergent collections of
smaller-grainedphonologicalneighborhoods. Ithenpresentedtwoconnectionistmodels
of a subset of the Japanese lexicon, the ﬁrst of which demonstrates the nature of lexical
representations in a CN, and the second of which explains the differences in adaptation
patterns seen in loanwords with voiced geminates as being related to the higher type
189frequency of words in the Yamato and Sino-Japanese strata with geminate /tt/ and /kk/
as compared to /pp/.
In the next chapter, I shift focus from modeling individual speaker competence to
modeling the speech community as a whole, as I consider the effects that the trans-
mission of loans from speaker to speaker throughout a speech community has on the
resulting nativizations that take place. After reviewing what is currently known about
thelarge-scalestructureofsocialnetworks, Ithenderiveasimpleprobabilisticmodelfor
the expected global rate of nativization given the probability that an individual speaker
will nativize a loanword. I ﬁnd that transmission in general causes a nonlinear ampli-
ﬁcation of the effects of nativization at the level of the individual speaker. I then apply
this model to the historical data from Chapter 2, showing that much of the variation in
attested nativization rates over time for various non-native phonotactic patterns can be
attributed to the effects of transmission.
190CHAPTER 5
LOANWORD TRANSMISSION IN SOCIAL NETWORKS
In the last two chapters, I examined various models of loanword adaptation, argu-
ing that any model which can plausibly be used to explain historical adaptation patterns
must be one in which the production and perception of loanword tokens can be inﬂu-
enced by the existence of phonologically similar entries in each individual speaker’s
lexicon. However, I left unspeciﬁed what role transmission plays in the process of na-
tivization. In this chapter, I will ﬁrst examine different approaches to characterizing the
structure of social networks. I will then develop a formal framework for examining the
effects of transmission on the historical development of nativization patterns, showing
how the nativization patterns discussed in Chapter 2 can be seen as arising from the
cumulative effect of imperfect transmission of loanword variants through a network of
speakers. I will show that the main effect of transmission is to increase the overall effect
of nativization at the level of a single speaker, depending on the structure of the social
network. This can result in the network as a whole adopting the nativized form of a
loanword, even if the tendency for nativization at the level of the individual speaker is
relatively small.
I will then look at how to explain the attested rates of nativization from the historical
data in Chapter 2 using the transmission model. My method here is to reconstruct the
rate of nativization at the individual speaker level, based on the rate of nativization in
attested loanword tokens, and the expected ampliﬁcation effect from the transmission
model. It turns out that, before about 1890, the nativization of coronals before /i/ by
individual speakers seems to have taken place at a qualitatively greater rate than the
nativization of other non-native phonotactic patterns, such as palatal-/e/ sequences or
voiced geminates; after this date, however, the rate of nativization was comparable to
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this would be the case, focusing on the question of whether SP-level or CS-level pro-
cesses (or both) were involved in the nativization of coronal-/i/ sequences. I will pro-
pose that the palatalization of coronals involved both SP-level and CS-level processes
before 1890, but due to a large number of loanwords entering the language just before
this time, as well as increased English education, after 1890 palatalization became an
SP-level process only.
5.1 Characterizing social structure
There have been two main research programs looking at how social relationships are
structured in a given community. The older strand of research has been done mainly by
sociologists and has spawned a subﬁeld of sociology known as social network analysis
(Wasserman & Faust 1994, Scott 2000, Carrington, Scott & Wasserman 2005). Social
network analysts view the various social relationships that people form within a com-
munity as constituting a network or graph (Harary 1972), where the individuals in the
community correspond to the nodes of the network, and the relationships between them
correspond to edges joining the individual nodes in the network (Figure 5.1). In model-
ing social networks as a graph, there are many possibilities for representing the proper-
ties of the social relationships between the members of a community. For example, the
different kinds of relationships, such as acquaintance/friendship, parent-child, teacher-
student, and so on, can be represented as different sets of links between the nodes of
the graph, while the relative strength of the relationship, in terms of the amount of time
and energy invested in maintaining the relationship, can be represented by associat-
ing a weight with each link, so that more highly-weighted links correspond to stronger
ties (Granovetter 1973). The nodes themselves can likewise be characterized as either
192Figure 5.1: A hypothetical social network. Nodes represent speakers in the network,
while edges represent social relationships between speakers through which communica-
tion can take place.
central or peripheral, depending on the number of connections to other nodes in the net-
work. With this formalism in place, questions about how information is spread through
the network can be made more precise, such as how long does it take for a social innova-
tion to spread from a small group of initial adopters to the rest of the network, and how
this is affected by the centrality of the nodes spreading the innovation (Valente 1995).
The other, and somewhat newer, research tradition also models social structure in
terms of a graph, but instead of examining the properties of individual nodes in the
network, the focus is instead on large-scale structural properties of the graph itself, in
particular the scale-free nature of the degree distribution of many networks found in
the real world (meaning that there are some nodes which are highly connected to many
other nodes, and that there is no typical value for the number of nodes that a given node
is expected to be connected to). These researchers, who are for the most part physicists
and mathematicians, also look at other types of networks besides social ones, such as the
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C. Elegans, and the power transmission grid in the United States, to give three examples
cited in Newman (2003). While the majority of this research has been done in the
past ten years, spurred by the publication of Watts & Strogatz (1998) and Albert &
Barabási (1999), past researchers such as Yule (1925), Zipf (1935), and Simon (1955)
have also looked at the properties of scale-free distributions (although not necessarily in
the context of social or other kinds of networks).
5.1.1 Social network analysis in sociolinguistics
While mainstream researchers in sociolinguistics have preferred to talk about linguistic
variation as being contingent on high-level social constructs such as class and gender
(Labov 1972), there have been a few who instead analyze variation in terms of speakers’
positions within their respective social networks. An early expression of this viewpoint
can be found in Bloomﬁeld (1933), who proposed the following thought experiment:
Imagine a huge chart with a dot for every speaker in the community, and
imagine that every time any speaker uttered a sentence, an arrow were
drawn into the chart pointing from his dot to the dot representing each one
of his hearers. At the end of a given period of time, say seventy years, this
chart would show us the density of communication within the community.
Some speakers would turn out to have been in close communication: there
wouldbemanyarrowsfromonetotheother, andtherewouldbemanyseries
of arrows connecting them by way of one, two, or three intermediate speak-
ers. At the other extreme there would be widely separated speakers who
had never heard each other speak and were connected only by long chains
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the likeness and unlikeness between various speakers in the community, or,
what comes to the same thing, to predict the degree of likeness for any two
given speakers, our ﬁrst step would be to count and evaluate the arrows and
series of arrows connecting their dots.... We believe that the differences
in density of communication within a speech-community are not only per-
sonal and individual, but that the community is divided into various systems
of sub-groups such that the persons within a sub-group speak much more
to each other than to persons outside their sub-group. Viewing the system
of arrows as a network, we may say that these sub-groups are separated by
lines of weakness in this net of oral communication. The lines of weakness
and, accordingly, the differences of speech within a speech community are
local due to mere geographic separation—and non-local, or as we usually
say, social. (pp. 46-47, emphasis in original)
Of course, actual research studies using a network methodology necessarily fall far short
of this idealized goal of recording every single speech act between all members of a
speech community. The two most well-known examples of social network theory being
applied to linguistic research, Milroy’s (1987) study of sound change in Belfast En-
glish, and Eckert’s (2000) study of Northern Cities Shift among Detroit high-schoolers,
use various methods to approximate the actual structure of the network of communica-
tive acts between the members of the speech communities being examined. Milroy
(1987) deﬁnes a network strength scale which expresses the degree to which a particu-
lar speaker is more or less involved with the social networks in their local neighborhood.
This scale consists of ﬁve indicators, each of which is scored as either 0 or 1 (Milroy
2002: 555):
1951. Membership of a high density, territorially based group (e.g. a bingo or card-
playing group, a gang, or a football team or football supporters’ club);
2. Having kinship ties with more than two households in the neighborhood;
3. Same workplace as at least two others from the neighborhood;
4. Same workplace as at least two others of the same gender from the neighborhood;
5. Voluntary association with workmates in leisure hours.
Low-scoring individuals have few social connections with other neighborhood res-
idents, while high-scoring individuals have multiple work and family connections with
other members of the community. Milroy then found that this network score was pos-
itively correlated with various linguistic variables among Belfast speakers, such as (a)
(the degree of backing in the production of /a/) and (th) (percentage deletion of intervo-
calic /D/). She concludes that the degree to which an individual is integrated into their
local social networks has a direct inﬂuence on their language behavior, since the more
closely connected an individual is with the other members of their neighborhood, the
more likely they are to favor vernacular variants in their own speech.
However, Murray (1993) points out several ﬂaws in Milroy’s (1987) methodology
and analysis, although the most serious claims of irregularities in Milroy’s statistical
analyses were later retracted (Butters 1995). One of the remaining issues is that Mil-
roy’s network scale is arbitrarily deﬁned and not an interval scale (meaning that the
difference in social network participation between a score of 1 and 2 is not necessarily
the same as the difference between a score of 2 and 3, or 3 and 4, etc.). This makes it
difﬁcult to interpret any correlations between these network scores and linguistic vari-
ables. In addition, Murray argues that the network scale collapses together two very
different kinds of individuals, since low scorers could either be individuals who are iso-
lated from any social relationships at all, or they could be upwardly mobile and breaking
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implausible that both types of speakers would have similar rates of usage of vernacular
variants in their own speech. Murray then presents a reanalysis of Milroy’s data, and
ﬁnds that a better predictor of vernacular usage among Belfast speakers is the sex of
the speaker, with men tending to use the vernacular more than women. Milroy (2002)
brieﬂy responds to these criticisms by stating that Murray’s beliefs about how statistical
analysis should be conducted are not uncontroversial, but does not go into any detail on
this point.
Eckert (2000), in her study of Northern Cities Shift (NCS) among suburban Detroit
high-school students, provides a more direct approach to applying social network anal-
ysis to studying language change. Her method is to do an ethnographic study of the
social categories which the students divide themselves into (“jocks”, “burnouts”, and
“in-betweens”), as well as constructing a sociogram from students’ reported friendship
ties with other students. Eckert ﬁnds that the students’ self-reported classiﬁcations of
themselves and others corresponded with their relative position in the sociogram, with
the in-betweens forming two clusters of students connecting the clusters of jocks and
burnouts. The students’ positions in the social network also correlated with the degree
to which they exhibit NCS characteristics in their own speech, with the burnouts’ vowel
systems being the most advanced with regards to NCS, and the jocks’ vowel systems
being the least shifted.
To examine loanword transmission using a social network approach, the attested pat-
terns of nativization seen in a particular loanword would be accounted for by construct-
ing a graph representing the social relationships among a selected group of historical
speakers at the time of the loanword’s ﬁrst attestation (or, if we’re feeling ambitious, all
speakers of Japanese at that date), and then examining how the loanword spread from
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social networks to this level of detail with historical data, given that the needed infor-
mation about the relevant relationships between speakers rarely, if ever, survives to the
present day.1 Besides, even if there were enough information to reconstruct the actual
network structure of, say, a group of early Meiji period college students, documenting
the spread of a loanword through this particular network would not necessarily allow us
to generalize to similar processes occurring in other social networks. It may be that a
particular feature of the structure of that network, say, a highly clustered clique centered
around one of the initial borrowers, is what led to the established form of the loanword
being nativized or not.
Thus what is needed is a neutral model of the structure of a typical social network,
which would match the large-scale structural properties of real-world networks. Then
by analyzing the expected behavior of a loanword as it is transmitted through such a net-
work, along with computer simulations of the spread of a loanword using many different
randomly-chosen networks with the same structural parameters, it would be possible to
characterize more precisely the effect that the transmission of the loanword through the
network has on the resulting process of nativization. In order to develop such a model of
network structure, it is necessary to examine the large-scale properties of such networks
affecting the transmission of information from one node to another, which I will now
turn to in the next section.
1The study of syntactic change in Middle English by Bergs (2005) is a rare exception. Of course,
modern-day studies of currently propagating loanwords could potentially collect this type of data as well,
using methods similar to those of Eckert (2000).
198Table 5.1: Typical values of graph parameters for random and social networks. N =
number of nodes; m = number of edges; M = number of possible edges =
 N
2

; hki =
expected node degree = 2m
N .
Parameter Random graphs Social networks
m
M density low ( 1) low
` average path length low (
logN
loghki) low
C clustering coefﬁcient low (
hki
N ) high (
hki
N )
pk degree distribution Poisson exponential, power law (?)
5.1.2 The large-scale structure of social networks
Recent research in the physics literature on the statistical mechanics of real-world social
networks has found that these networks2 have similar large-scale structural properties
(Watts & Strogatz 1998, Albert & Barabási 1999). This structure can be characterized
using a number of different parameters, listed in Table 5.1. Here I have compared the
properties of real-world social networks with those of the random graph model of Erd˝ os
& Rényi (1960), which has been used in the past as a simple model of network structure
(Albert & Barabási 1999). A random graph is generated by creating a set of n nodes, and
then including each possible edge between each pair of nodes with probability p (which
Erd˝ os & Rényi call the G(n;p) model).3 With a relatively small value of p,4 random
graphs can replicate the ﬁrst two properties of social networks listed in Table 5.1. The
density of the graph, that is the number of edges divided by the number of possible
edges, is relatively low, while the average path length, the average number of edges
between two nodes picked at random, scales with logn (meaning that, as the number of
2As well as other kinds of networks found in the natural world, such as the power distribution network,
or gene expression networks, among others (Amaral, Scala, Barthelemy & Stanley 2000).
3A very similar model is the G(n;M) model, where a graph is chosen at random from the set of all
graphs with n nodes and M edges.
4Erd˝ os & Rényi (1960) found that p =
logN
N is a threshold value with regards to whether or not a
random G(n;p) graph is connected. If p <
logN
N , then most G(n;p) graphs will be disconnected, whereas
if p >
logN
N , then the graphs will typically have a single giant component which contains most of the
vertices in the graph.
199nodesinagraphincreases, theaveragepathlengthgrowsmuchmoreslowly). Thesetwo
properties in combination are known as the small-world effect (Watts & Strogatz 1998),
named after the famous “small world” experiment conducted by social psychologist
Stanley Milgram (Milgram 1967, Travers & Milgram 1969). However, despite being
rather counter-intuitive on the face of it, the small-world effect is actually a typical
property of random graphs (Newman 2003).
Yet social networks turn out to differ from random graphs in two important ways.
First, real-world networks have a high clustering coefﬁcient (Kossinets & Watts 2006),
which measures how well connected (or “cliquish”) the neighborhoods of each node are
(where the neighborhood of a node n is the set of nodes that are directly connected to n).
This is deﬁned as the number of edges between the nodes in the neighborhood divided
by the number of possible links:
Ci =
2jfejkgj
ki(ki 1)
: nj;nk 2 Ni;ejk 2 E (5.1)
(where E is the set of edges in the graph, Ni = fnj : eij 2 Eg is the set of neighbors of
node ni, and ki =jNij is the degree of node ni). While random graphs tend to have a very
low clustering coefﬁcient (Crandom 
hki
N ), social networks tend to have a much higher
clustering coefﬁcient (C Crandom; Watts & Strogatz 1998). What this means is that in
socialnetworks, twonodesaremuchmorelikelytobeconnectedtoeachotheriftheyare
both connected to some common third node, whereas in random graphs, the likelihood
that two nodes are connected does not depend on whether there are any neighbor nodes
in common between the two. More informally, social networks tend to be made up of
clusters of smaller highly-connected cliques, while random graphs are far less likely to
exhibit this kind of structure.
Second, social networks typically have a different degree distribution than random
graphs. Thedegreeofanodeisthenumberofnodesitisconnectedtointhegraph, while
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in a graph. In social networks, the degree distribution is typically an exponential or
power-law distribution (Albert & Barabási 1999), while a random graph has a Poisson
degree distribution. What this means is that in a random graph, there is a typical or
“average” degree value, and the degree of most nodes will cluster around this value,
while in a real-world network, node degrees vary over a large range of values, with
most nodes having a relatively small degree and a few nodes having a relatively large
degree, and there is no typical degree value. Figure 5.2 compares the cumulative degree
distributions of G(N;p) graphs with Barabási & Albert (1999) scale-free graphs, for
randomly-generated graphs of each type with N = 500 nodes. It can be seen in this plot
that, for random graphs, the probability of ﬁnding a node with a given degree decreases
rapidly with increasing degree, such that it is extremely unlikely to ﬁnd a node having a
degree greater than about 15-20 for the randomly-generated networks shown here. For
scale-free graphs, on the other hand, this probability decreases much more slowly, and
it is possible to ﬁnd nodes in such networks with much higher degrees of 40 or even 50.
These “hub” nodes connecting a signiﬁcant fraction of the total number of nodes in the
network, while common in scale-free graphs, practically never occur in random graphs.
It is debatable, however, to what degree the types of social networks relevant
in spreading loanwords are themselves scale-free (having a power-law distribution).
Whether a particular network is scale-free or not seems to depend on whether there
are constraints on creating and maintaining links in the network (Amaral et al. 2000).
If there is no cost in creating a new link or maintaining an existing link, then the re-
sulting network will be scale-free, as seen in the citation network of scientiﬁc research
(Redner 1998) and the network of human sexual contacts (Liljeros, Edling, Amaral,
Stanley & Åberg 2001). However, if there is a cost involved, then the nodes of the net-
work will have an exponential or Gaussian distribution of connectivities instead, which
201Figure 5.2: Log-linear plot of cumulative degree distributions of random and scale-free
graphs. Five graphs of each type were randomly generated with N = 500. For G(N;p)
graphs, p = 1:5
logN
N .
202is what is seen in friendship and acquaintance networks, where presumably the cost
involved is the amount of time needed to maintain a friendship. The question is to
what degree loanwords spread through low-maintenance contacts (like chance encoun-
ters with strangers, or through mass media) vs. high-maintenance contacts (like work
relationships or friendships), since this will determine whether the scale-free quality of
low-maintenance contact networks is critical to the establishment of adaptation patterns.
5.2 A formal framework for modeling loanword borrowing
In order to look at the effects of loanword transmission, it is necessary to model not only
the adaptation of a new loanword by a single speaker, but also the dynamics of loanword
propagation among a group of such speakers embedded within a social network. Given
the discussion above, such a network can be represented using a graph consisting of a
set of nodes V and a set of edges E between them, where eij denotes an edge between
nodes vi and vj. Each node can be taken to represent a single speaker in the social
network, while each edge represents a social tie (friendship, work relationship, etc.)
through which communication between speakers takes place. To simplify things, I will
assume that the graphs representing social networks are simple, meaning that each edge
always connects two distinct nodes, and for any pair of nodes there is at most one edge
between them;5 and fully connected, meaning that for any pair of nodes in the graph,
there is at least one set of edges forming a path between them.6
5This rules out multiple edges between a given pair of nodes, as well as an edge having the same node
for both endpoints, forming a loop.
6Granovetter (1973) and subsequent work in sociology has explored more complex models where
it is possible for two nodes to have more than one link between them (which can represent multiple
relationships between nodes, such as a friendship and work relationship), as well as models where links
have a numerical weight associated with them representing the strength of the link (so that links with
higher weights are more important to the two participants than links with lower weights). Granovetter
argues that weak ties are more likely to connect members of different social groups, and thus are important
for the diffusion of innovations between these groups.
203Figure 5.3: Loanword transmission in a graph representing a social network. Speakers
A and B introduce a new loanword, which can then spread to other individuals they
are in contact with (as indicated by the arrows). These speakers can then spread the
loanword to their neighbors in the graph, and so on.
The borrowing of a new loanword can be viewed as the introduction of the word
at one or more of the nodes of the graph (representing the adaptation of the word by
those speakers), followed by the gradual spread of the word to the rest of the nodes
along the edges of the graph (representing the transmission of the word from speaker
to speaker), as shown in Figure 5.3. It turns out that the effect of transmission on the
resulting nativization of a loanword can vary greatly, depending on the structure of the
graph.7 In the discussion that follows I will ﬁrst consider the simple case of a line graph,
deriving a prediction for the expected rate of nativization in the entire network given the
probability that an individual speaker nativizes on the perception or production of an
individual loanword token. I will then extend this probabilistic model to random trees,
7Nowak (2006) ﬁnds a similar result in his analyses of evolutionary processes taking place on different
types of graph structures.
204Figure 5.4: A line graph with N speakers. Each speaker vi chooses an F-token target
for production with probability ri, then with probability pf that target is perceived as an
F-token by speaker vi+1. In the process of learning the loanword, vi estimates its value
of ri from the ratio of F-tokens to total tokens produced by vi 1.
and then to more complex random graphs having similar structural properties as the
real-world networks discussed in section 5.1.2.
5.2.1 Transmission in line graphs
I will ﬁrst consider a very simple case of a graph, namely a line graph. This consists
of N speakers arranged in a line, with the initial borrower at one end of the line, and
with each speaker communicating only to the node to the right of them in the line (Fig-
ure 5.4). This graph is very similar to the one from the game of “Telephone” considered
in section 2.2 of Chapter 2, only instead of each speaker always producing either the
nativized (N) or non-nativized (F) form of the loanword, instead each speaker has an
associated probability ri that they will choose the F form as a target for production (so
that an ri of 0 would mean that that speaker would always target the N form, an ri of 0.5
would mean that the speaker would choose both the N and F production targets equally
frequently, and so on). This probability represents each speaker’s knowledge of both
the phonological form of the loanword, and of the level of variation of other speakers’
productions of the loanword. I am using probabilities here as a way of simplifying the
problem of how to model the conﬂuence of all of the different linguistic and cognitive
factors which determine how a particular speaker produces a given loanword at a par-
205ticular time. I am emphatically not suggesting that these factors are inherently random
or unknowable; rather, I am abstracting away from the details of any particular model
of loanword adaptation and lexical representation, in order to focus on the effects of
transmission only.
I will also assume that, for every utterance that is produced, there is another prob-
ability pf that, if the utterance target intended by the speaker was the F form of the
loanword, then it will be successfully perceived as such by the listener.8 This is meant
to represent the effects of phonetic biases and phonological processes taking place dur-
ing the perception and production of non-native segments and phonotactic sequences
that tend to cause nativization of these elements in a loanword. If the target was the N
form of the loanword, then I’m assuming that it will always be perceived as such by
the listener, since the N form by deﬁnition contains only licit segments and phonotactic
sequences, and so presumably would not pose the same kinds of problems for produc-
tion and perception that non-native segments and phonotactic sequences would. (Note
that I’m restricting my attention here to loanword variants which can unambiguously be
classiﬁed as either N or F, like /ti:mW/ (F) and /Ùi:mW/ (N) for team, and for which
there is at most one foreign element in their phonological representations.) A pf of
0 would mean that every utterance is always perceived as the N form by the listener,
even if the speaker intended to produce an F token, while a pf of 1 would mean that
every F token is successfully perceived as such by the listener. We can think of pf as
really being composed of two different probabilities: the probability that the speaker
8It might seem more intuitive at ﬁrst to instead talk in terms of the probability pn = 1  pf that an
F form will be nativized (turned into an N form) during each act of transmission. But it turns out that
expressing equations 5.4 and 5.6 in terms of pn makes the algebra involved rather unwieldy. This is
because there are two ways in this model for a listener to be exposed to an N form: when a speaker
chooses an N target for production, and when a speaker chooses an F target which then gets nativized.
The probability of an N token being produced by a speaker vi is then (1 ri)+ripn. However, there is
only one way for a listener to be exposed to an F form, namely, when a speaker chooses an F target, and
this target is correctly produced and perceived as an F token. The probability that an F token will be
produced by vi is then simply ripf.
206will accidentally nativize during production (pproduc), for example by missing a gestu-
ral target and producing something more like [Ùi] than [ti]; and the probability that a
successfully-produced non-native token will be misperceived as the nativized variant by
a listener (ppercep), for example by misinterpreting the aspiration noise following a [t]
as frication noise and thus interpreting the [t] as a token of /Ù/. Then pf as it is deﬁned
here would be some function of pproduc and ppercep (such as pf = pproduc  ppercep).
However, to simplify the analysis of this model, I will use the single parameter pf only
to cover the cases of both misproduction and misperception.
Notice that when pf = 0, every speaker (excluding the initial borrowers) will be
exposed only to the N form of the loanword. This case would correspond to the implicit
assumption often made in loanword research that nativizations are always made by a
singlespeaker(eithertheinitialborrower, oranL1speakerincontactwithanL2speaker
or L1/L2 bilingual). As I discuss in section 5.3, this would predict—contrary to the
nativization data from Chapter 2—that only the N form of the loanword should ever be
attested, and there should be no variation between the N and F forms.
It is also important to note that while the value of ri for each node vi is speciﬁc to that
node, and is learned based on its interactions with nearby nodes in the network, the pa-
rameter pf is instead a global parameter which is applied to every utterance produced in
the network. This is obviously a gross simpliﬁcation of what happens in real-life speech
communities, in which different speakers will have very different abilities to perceive
and produce non-native segments and segment sequences. For example, a very conser-
vative speaker might prefer to nativize all such foreign phonemic structures, whereas
a more innovating speaker might prefer to produce all of these elements as closely as
possible to their L2 source. In fact, Bloch (1950), in his phonemic analysis of modern
Japanese, states his generalizations in terms of two types of speakers, a “conservative”
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tivizes.9 As well, Akamatsu (1997) notes that different speakers have different strate-
gies for producing the sequences [Fa,Fi,Fe,Fo] (only [FW] occurs in native words, and in
fact [F] is an allophone of /h/ before /W/ in the Yamato, Sino-Japanese, and Mimetic
strata). Some speakers produce these sequences as [Fa,Fi,Fe,Fo], with [F] being fol-
lowed directly by the vowel, whereas other speakers insert an epenthetic [W] instead,
producing [FWa,FWi,FWe,FWo]. In principle, these types of speaker-speciﬁc tendencies
to nativize or not could be represented by having an individual nativization probability
pi associated with each node vi. This would make the model considerably more com-
plex, however, since instead of the single parameter pf, there would be N parameters
p0;p1;:::pN 1. To simplify the analysis of this model, then, I am setting these issues
aside for the time being and simply using the global parameter pf to represent the rate
of nativization at the level of a single individual in the network.
Suppose now that each node, in the process of learning the loanword, estimates its
value of ri from the frequency of F tokens in the total set of tokens of the loanword that it
is exposed to. For example, suppose the initial borrower v0 borrows the word team, and
produces 10 tokens of this word for speaker v1, four of which have the phonetic form
[Ùi:mW] and the other six having [ti:mW]. Then v1 will have a value of 0.6 for r1. Now
suppose that the loanword is allowed to propagate from speaker to speaker until every
speaker has learned the loanword, and we then want to know what is the behavior of this
mini-speech community with respect to the nativization of the loanword: namely, if a
9Bloch (1950) did this because he believed that there was no legitimate basis from the viewpoint of
the speaker for excluding loanwords from the phonemic analysis of the native phonological system of a
language, as some other Structuralists argued for at the time (e.g. Fries & Pike 1949), since the typical
speaker will not necessarily know the etymology of the words in his mental lexicon, and thus cannot be
expected to reliably classify words by stratum. This skepticism is echoed in recent works such as Rice
(1997) and Ota (2004). However, the results of the stratum classiﬁcation network in Chapter 4 show that
the etymological classiﬁcations of Japanese words are still reﬂected to a great degree in the phonological
similarity structure present in the Japanese lexicon. This suggests that the learnability problem is not as
dire as Bloch makes it out to be.
208node is picked at random, how likely is it to produce an F token of the loanword? This
will depend on the expected values of ri at each node. Since the speakers are arranged
in a line, with each speaker only hearing tokens of the loanword from the speaker before
it in line, then it is clear that the value of hrii,10 for i > 0, depends only on the values of
ri 1 and pf. Supposing speaker vi 1 produces n tokens of the loanword (with n being
sufﬁciently large to avoid discretization effects), then approximately nri 1 of these will
be F-token targets, and of these, nri 1pf will be correctly produced by vi 1 and then
perceived as F tokens by vi. Thus vi can be expected to estimate ri as
hrii = ri 1pf: (5.2)
Substituting for i = 1;2;3;:::, we ﬁnd that r1 = ropf, r2 = r1pf = ropf
2, r3 = r2pf =
ropf
3, and so on. More generally,
hrii = ropf
i: (5.3)
If a node vi is picked and made to produce a loanword token, it will produce an F token
with probability ripf. Thus to ﬁnd the expected probability hqfi that a randomly chosen
node (assuming that each node is equally likely to be chosen) will produce an F token,
we need to sum the values of ripf for all nodes vi and divide by the number of nodes in
the network:
hqfi =
1
Nåhriipf =
r0pf
N
N 1
å
k=0
pf
k: (5.4)
Equation 5.4 has two important implications. First, note that hqfi  r0pf for all val-
ues of pf and r0 between 0 and 1. In other words, the expected global rate of nativization
is never less than the rate of nativization at the level of an individual speaker, as repre-
sented by pf, and in fact is in many cases greater than the individual rate of nativization.
In this model, then, the transmission of a loanword through a social network can result
10The notation hxi denotes the expected (or mean) value of x.
209in more nativization taking place than would be expected if only a single speaker were
involved. Second, nativization at the level of the entire network is a nonlinear function
of the individual rate of nativization. This is because equation 5.4 contains a term pf
k,
where k is the distance (in terms of the number of graph edges) for a given node from
the initial borrower vo. This term represents the cumulative effect of misperception and
misproduction during the transmission of a loanword from speaker to speaker, and has
a greater effect as the number of nodes in the network increases, as shown in Figure 5.5,
which is a graph of equation 5.4 for various values of pf and N (and with ro = 1).11
Here we can see that in the case N = 1 (i.e. the only speaker in the network is the initial
borrower), hqfi = pf; but as N increases, the curve for the value of hqfi moves farther
away from the diagonal line representing the N =1 case. For N =10, this curve remains
relatively low for pf < 0:75, then increases sharply, meaning that even if speakers pro-
duce and correctly perceive the F form of the loanword up to three-quarters of the time,
it can still result in a randomly-chosen speaker from the network tending to produce the
N form instead. Transmission in the line network thus can result in a strong ampliﬁca-
tion of the effects of nativization at the level of the individual speaker, and this effect
increases the more speakers there are in the network.
To test the predictions of this model, I performed computer simulations of loanword
transmission in line networks with various values of pf. In all of these simulations, the
nodes are in one of two states, w0 (does not know the loanword) and w1 (knows the
loanword). At the start of each simulation, v0 is the only node in state w1, and r0 = 1.
All of the other nodes v1;v2;:::vN 1 start off in state w0. On each time step of the
simulation, each node vi in state w1 produces a token of the loanword for its neighbor
to the right in the network. vi chooses an F form as a production target with probability
ri (and thus an N form with probability 1 ri). While N forms are always correctly
11With r0 <1, the graph of equation 5.4 looks similar, but with the rightmost endpoint at (1;1) at which
all of the curves converge shifted down to (1;r0).
210Figure 5.5: Predicted values of qf for various values of pf in a line network, with
N = 1;2;:::10 and ro = 1.
211perceived by neighbor nodes, F forms are correctly perceived with probability pf. Then,
for each of these neighbor nodes vj, if they are in state w0, there is a probability plearn
that they will switch to state w1. At this time, they estimate their value of rj based on
the ratio of F tokens to total tokens that they have perceived up to this point, and starting
on the next time step, they will begin producing tokens of the loanword as well. The
simulation ends when all nodes are in state w1 (in other words, when all nodes have
learned the loanword).
Figure 5.6 shows the results of these simulations. Here, for each value of pf =
0;0:05;0:1;:::1, 20 line networks with 10 nodes each were constructed, and then loan-
word transmission was simulated as described above. At the end of each simulation, the
mean value of ri for all nodes was recorded, and then this was multiplied by the value
of pf for that simulation to ﬁnd the probability qf that an F-token will be produced by
a randomly selected node in that network. As the graph shows, the predicted value of
hqfi from equation 5.4 corresponds well with the actual results from simulations when
pf  0:5 (and also for the trivial case of pf = 1, where all nodes learn to produce F-
tokens only). For 0:5 < pf < 1, there is a great deal more variability in the resulting
value of qf. For example, the results from the simulations for pf = 0:9 range from less
than 0:2 to more than 0:8. This variation arises to some extent from the structure of the
line network. Since each node is connected to at most two other nodes (the left neighbor
and the right neighbor), the nodes closer to v0 have a greater effect on the value of qf
than nodes farther away. For example, if the node v1 by chance happens to have heard
only N-tokens of the loanword from v0 when it learns the loanword, then it will estimate
its r-value as r1 =0, and will only produce N-tokens for its neighbor v2 (which will then
only produce N-tokens after it learns the loanword, having never heard any F-tokens
from v1). This will have the effect of making the actual value of qf in this particular
network be qf =
r0
N, which will be much lower than the expected value hqfi for a high
212Figure 5.6: Results of computer simulations of loanword transmission in line graphs.
N = 10, r0 = 1, plearn = 0:05. Each plotted point corresponds to a single randomly-
generatedgraph; 20graphsweresimulatedforeachvalueof pf. Lineindicatespredicted
hqfi values for a line graph with N = 10 and ro = 1.
213value of pf. In the next section, it will be seen that more realistic social network mod-
els, such as random and small-world graphs, do not result in as much variability for the
actual values of qf.
5.2.2 Transmission in random graphs
The line graph discussed in the previous section is of course a poor model for the struc-
ture of a real-world social network, since speakers can generally have more than two
neighbors, multiple paths between a given pair of speakers can occur, and so on. It is
a simple matter to generalize the line model developed in the previous section to trees,
which are graphs in which each pair of nodes is joined by a unique path (Harary 1972).
Figure 5.7 shows an example of a tree, where the node labeled v0 is the initial borrower.
Since, for each node vi in the tree, there is only one path leading back to v0, vi will be
exposed to the loanword only from the immediately preceding node along the unique
path from vi to v0 (that is, the node that is one link closer to v0). Then, just as in the
line network, the expected rate at which vi will produce F tokens will depend only on
the values of pf and the distance (in terms of the number of links) from v0 to vi. By this
reasoning, for all nodes of distance k from the initial borrower v0, the expected rate of
F-token production is
hrki = rk 1pf = ropf
k: (5.5)
To ﬁnd the expected value of qf for a tree, let nk be the number of nodes of distance
k from the initial borrower v0. For example, in the tree depicted in Figure 5.7, n0 = 1,
n1 = 4, and n2 = 8. Then there are n0 nodes with an r-value of r0, n1 nodes with an
r-value of r1, and so on, and thus
hqfi =
1
N
d
å
k=0
nkrkpf =
pfro
N
d
å
k=0
nkpf
k; (5.6)
214Figure 5.7: A tree of N nodes. The value of r for each node depends only on its distance
from the initial borrower v0, so that all nodes that are exactly one link away from v0 have
an r value of r1, nodes that are two links away have r2, and so on. d is the maximum
distance from v0 to any of the nodes in the tree.
215where d is the maximum distance from v0 in the tree. This equation is similar to (5.4), in
that both are polynomials in pf. This means that loanword propagation in trees will re-
sult in a similar nonlinear ampliﬁcation of nativization as seen in line networks. To what
degree nativization is increased will depend on the values of nk and d: the more nodes
there are at a farther distance from any of the initial borrowers, the more nativization
will take place and the more nonlinear the hqfi curve will become.
The tree model can be used to approximate the rate of nativization expected in any
arbitrary graph. This is because, for any graph, there exists a spanning tree, which is
a tree containing all of the nodes, and some subset of the edges, in the original graph
(Gibbons 1985). In other words, it is possible to take a graph with a single initial bor-
rower v0, ﬁnd a spanning tree for this graph rooted at v0, and then count the number of
nodes that are 1;2;:::d links away from v0 to ﬁnd the values for n1;n2;:::nd in equa-
tion 5.6. A graph with multiple initial borrowers can similarly be converted into a set
of trees, with each tree rooted at one of the initial borrowers (Figure 5.8). In fact, using
the breadth-ﬁrst search algorithm from Gibbons (1985: 35), this set of spanning trees
can be constructed so that the minimum distances from each node to the closest initial
borrower in the graph are preserved. In other words, if a node is of distance m from its
closest initial borrower, then it will still be of distance m in the corresponding spanning
tree. Then the values of n1;n2;:::nd can be found by counting the number of nodes in
the original graph that are at least one link away from one of the initial borrowers, then
the number of nodes that are at least two links away, and so on. Table 5.2 and Figure 5.9
shows the results of this process for G(N;p) random graphs with 500 nodes and various
numbers of initial borrowers. It can be seen that, for most networks of this size, the
majority of nodes are either one or two links away from an initial borrower, with the
average distance to an initial borrower decreasing as the number of borrowers increases.
216Figure 5.8: Splitting a graph into a set of trees rooted at the initial borrowers. The nodes
labeled A, B, and C represent initial borrowers, while the arrows represent the links for
one possible set of spanning trees rooted at these borrowers and containing the rest of
the nodes in the network.
Table 5.2: Mean values of n1:::n5 in G(N;p) random graphs for various values of n0
and N = 500. Each entry represents the means from 100 randomly-generated networks.
n0 Mean n1 Mean n2 Mean n3 Mean n4 Mean n5
1 9.22 76.48 300.12 112.32 0.86
6 52.51 274.65 165.82 1.02 0.00
12 100.48 328.64 58.80 0.08 0.00
25 178.71 285.40 10.86 0.03 0.00
50 274.64 174.39 0.96 0.01 0.00
75 321.20 103.61 0.19 0.00 0.00
100 340.15 59.82 0.03 0.00 0.00
125 338.75 36.18 0.04 0.00 0.00
217Figure 5.9: Mean values of n1:::n5 in G(N;p) random graphs, N = 500 (Table 5.2).
Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
218Figure 5.10: Multiple paths between a node and the initial borrower in a graph
Using equation 5.6 with the mean values of n1:::nd from Table 5.2 will tend to
overestimate the true value of hqfi in a graph containing more than one path between a
given pair of nodes. Figure 5.10 gives an example of such a graph. Suppose that nodes
v0:::v3 have already learned the loanword, and node v4 is being exposed to tokens
of the loanword from both v1 and v3. v4 perceives F tokens from v1 with probability
r1pf = r0pf
2, while v4 perceives F tokens from v3 with probability r2pf = r0pf
3. The
value of r will then be some function of these two probabilities, and will depend on the
number of tokens that v1 and v3 produce for v4, whether v1 acquired the loanword before
or after v3, and other such factors. If this graph is converted to a spanning tree which
preserves the distances from v0 for each node (so that v3 and v4 are still two links away
from v0), then the edge between v3 and v4 will be removed. Thus, according to the tree
model, the expected value of r is predicted to be exactly r0pf
2 (since v4 is linked only
to v1 in the spanning tree); yet the actual value of hri in the original graph should be
somewhat lower than this, since pf
3 < pf
2 and thus v4 will tend to be exposed to slightly
more N tokens from v3 than from v1. In other words, the tree model considers only the
shortest path from the initial borrower to each node, and ignores the contributions of
any other paths, which will tend towards more nativization the longer they are than the
shortest path.
219To ﬁnd out the degree to which equation 5.6 overestimates the true value of hqfi
in arbitrary graphs, I performed an additional set of simulations of loanword spreading
in G(N;p) random graphs, with N = 500, p = 1:5
logN
N , and n0 = 50 (Figure 5.11),
as well as in small-world graphs12 with similar parameter settings and with prewire =
0:1 (Figure 5.12). The estimated value of hqfi from the model (as indicated by the
dashed lines in both graphs) turns out to be slightly larger than the actual values from
the simulations, with the greatest difference for intermediate pf values between 0.5 and
0.8. This shows that the existence of multiple paths from the original borrower causes
nativization to be slightly more likely than in a random tree. These multiple paths also
have the effect of reducing the variance of qf, especially for higher values of pf, as
compared to the line model in Figure 5.6. The tree model of transmission thus turns
out to be a fairly good approximation for the effects of transmission in random and
small-world graphs as well.
5.3 Modeling Japanese adaptation patterns
In the previous section, I have shown that under a simple probabilistic model of loan-
word borrowing, the transmission of loanwords between the nodes in a random graph
causes a nonlinear ampliﬁcation of the rate of nativization at the individual speaker
level. The question now is how to relate this model to the historical patterns of na-
tivization from Chapter 2. Recall the graph from Chapter 2 (reproduced here as Fig-
12Small-world graphs were introduced by Watts & Strogatz (1998) as a social network model which
can account for both the low average path length and high clustering coefﬁcient seen in real-world social
networks (Table 5.1). They are generated by ﬁrst connecting all of the nodes in a regular lattice structure,
with each node having exactly k neighbors (in the simulations I performed here, k = 2). Then each node
in the graph is visited in turn; for each edge emanating from a particular node, with probability prewire, it
will be disconnected from its destination node and rewired to a randomly-chosen node in the graph. With
a certain range of values for prewire, the networks generated will have low average path lengths, but high
clustering coefﬁcients (Watts 1999).
220Figure 5.11: Results of simulations of loanword transmission in G(N;p) random graphs,
with N = 500, p = 1:5
logN
N , n0 = 50, and r0 = 1. Twenty networks were generated for
each value of pf tested. Dashed line indicates predicted values of qf from equation 5.6
with N = 500, n0 = 50, and the values of n1:::n5 from Table 5.2, while the solid line
indicates the results of polynomial regression on the simulation results using a ﬁfth-
degree polynomial in pf (r2 = 0:9988).
221Figure 5.12: Results of simulations of loanword transmission in small-world graphs,
with N = 500, n0 = 50, r0 = 1, k = 2, and prewire = 0:1. The dashed line indicates
predicted values of qf from equation 5.6 using the values of n1:::n5 from Table 5.2,
while the solid line indicates the results of polynomial regression (r2 = 0:9981).
222Figure 5.13: Ratios of F tokens to total attested tokens per 20-year period for coronals
before /i/, palatals before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/
ure 5.13) showing the ratio of F tokens to all tokens attested within a twenty-year span
for loanwords ﬁrst attested in various time periods (1850-1869, 1870-1889, and so on
up to 1950-1969). While the four groups of loanwords plotted here (coronals before
/i/, palatals before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/) all show a general trend
towards less nativization for more recently-borrowed words, the data is somewhat noisy,
especially for palatals before /e/. Coronals before /i/ show the greatest increase in ac-
ceptability over time; they are much more likely to be nativized in loans ﬁrst attested
between 1850-1889 than they are in later borrowings, and they are also more likely to be
nativized than loans in the other three categories that are ﬁrst attested in the same time
period. As I discussed in Chapter 2, this suggests that there was some kind of change
in the acceptability of TI that took place between 1870 and 1890, after which Japanese
speakers were less likely to nativize coronal-/i/ sequences in loanwords.
223The Y-axis values in Figure 5.13 can be interpreted as an estimate for the value of
hqfi from equation 5.6 for each of these groups of loanwords in each time period. The
transmission model can then be used to quantify to what degree these attested rates of
nativization in loanwords are due to the action of the initial borrowers, as represented by
the parameter r0 (the probability that the initial borrowers select an F target in producing
the loanword), and to what degree are they due to the cumulative effects of misproduc-
tion and misperception during transmission, as represented by the parameter pf (the
probability that an F token target is produced and perceived as such during a single
act of transmission).13 First consider the implicit assumption made in previous loan-
word studies, that nativization is solely due to the initial borrower, and transmission has
no effect on the overall likelihood of nativization in the speech community. There are
two ways to represent this assumption in the transmission model: either set pf = 0, or
pf =1. Setting pf =0 would mean that no matter what target form (F or N) any speaker
in the network intends to produce, it will always be perceived as the N form by the lis-
tener; that is to say, the listener will always nativize whichever variant of the loanword
she is exposed to. However, with pf = 0, then equation 5.6 reduces to hqfi = 0; in other
words, only the N forms of loanwords should ever be attested, and there should never
be any variation between F and N forms. Clearly this is not the case historically. Setting
pf = 1, on the other hand, would mean that any F targets will always be produced, and
perceived, as F tokens. In this case, equation 5.6 reduces to
hqfi =
r0
N å
k
nk = r0: (5.7)
In other words, the attested ratio of F tokens to total tokens of a loanword should directly
reﬂect the probability that the initial borrowers selected an F target in producing the
13I’m only considering here the effects of the two parameters in the model which describe the linguistic
behavior of the speakers in the network. The parameters N (number of nodes in the network) and nk
(number of nodes of distance k from an initial borrower) instead relate to the structure of the network, and
not directly to the likelihood of nativization on the part of any particular speaker. In the discussion that
follows I will assume that these parameters are ﬁxed with the values used in the simulations in the last
section (N = 500, n0 = 50).
224loanword. This would mean that the changes in qf over time result from corresponding
changes in r0; the Y-axis values in Figure 5.13 would then be an estimate for the value
of r0 for the initial borrowers in each time period. Under this version of the model,
the decrease in attested nativization over time would then be caused by an increase in
the ro values for the initial borrowers, or in other words, an increase over time in the
likelihood that the initial borrowers will choose an F target for a newly-borrowed word.
This increasing tendency to use F tokens as opposed to N tokens among borrowers could
plausiblybeexplainedastheresultofextragrammaticalfactors, suchasgreaterexposure
to English education among Japanese speakers. However, this result would depend on
the unlikely assumption that pf = 1, meaning that historical Japanese speakers were
able to perfectly perceive and produce any non-native patterns in a loanword. But if this
were the case, then it is not clear why the initial borrowers would ever need to nativize
in the ﬁrst place. If anything, these borrowers, who are in contact with L2, should have
more facility with producing and perceiving L2 patterns that don’t exist in L1 than do
other L1 speakers, most of whom would have been monolingual in Japanese given the
historical contact situation.
The transmission model thus shows that with the effect of transmission removed, the
historically attested changes in nativization patterns must correlate directly with changes
in the borrowers’ representations of loanwords, but only if we make the additional,
implausible, assumption that transmitting speakers never nativized F tokens themselves.
Now let us consider the effects that transmission may have had in determining the values
of qf in each time period. Equation 5.6 can be rewritten as
hqfi
r0
=
pf
N å
k
nkpf
k =å
k
nk
N
pf
k+1; (5.8)
which is a polynomial in pf that can then be solved for pf for each attested value of
qf from Figure 5.13 (given appropriate values of r0, N and nk). Alternatively, since we
know that the qf curve is a polynomial in pf, polynomial regression can be performed
225Figure 5.14: Finding pf values using polynomial regression on the results from Fig-
ure 5.12
on the results of the simulations from the previous section to ﬁnd pf for a given value
of qf, as illustrated in Figure 5.14. Here the arrows correspond to various values of
qf (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0); the arrows are extended to the right to where they meet the
regression curve, then down to the x-axis to ﬁnd the corresponding value of pf. The
non-linear nature of the effects of transmission is evident from the resulting values of
pf. An increase in the value of qf from 0 to 0.2 represents a larger change in pf than an
increase in qf from 0.8 to 1.
Figure 5.15 shows the regressed values of pf using the small-world network simula-
226Figure 5.15: Estimated values of pf for the historical nativization data in Figure 5.13
in a small-world graph, based on the polynomial regression from Figure 5.12, and with
r0 = 1.
tions from the previous section, with r0 = 1. Comparing this graph with Figure 5.13, it
can be seen that much of the variation in the attested nativization rates can be attributed
to the effects of transmission, since the values of pf for each time period vary over a
smaller range than the values of hqfi from Figure 5.13. In particular, in Figure 5.15
the curves for palatals before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/ group together,
while the curve for coronals before /i/ is different from these ﬁrst three. This is a typical
result; similarly-shaped graphs result using the regressed values from other simulations
over a wide range of network parameters. It can be seen from the graph that the pre-
dicted pf values for palatals before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/ range
from about 0.7-0.8 in the mid-19th century to about 0.9 in the mid-20th century.14 The
trend for less nativization over time is still evident in this graph; however, the transmis-
14Recall from the end of Chapter 2 that the data point for palatals before /e/ for 1850-1869 is an outlier
caused by an unusually high number of words with /Ùe/ ﬁrst attested during that period.
227sion model shows that the relatively high rates of nativization at the beginning stages
of contact with English do not necessarily reﬂect a corresponding inability of Japanese
speakers from that time to perceive and produce certain types of non-native phonologi-
cal patterns. This is because, even if the speakers in the network model have a pf value
of about 0.75, meaning that they are able to correctly perceive and produce F tokens at
a rate better than chance, given the average path length of the network in the simulation
shown here, the cumulative effects of misperception and misproduction during trans-
mission will still result in the N form of a loanword being attested more frequently than
the F form.15
The pf values for loanwords with coronals before /i/, however, show a larger in-
creaseovertime, evenafterfactoringouttheeffectsoftransmission, fromapproximately
0:5 in 1850-1869 to 0:9 in 1950-1969. This suggests that TI sequences were consider-
ably more difﬁcult for mid-19th century Japanese speakers than the other three non-
native patterns, and was actively avoided in the production of TI loanwords. Or, using
the adaptation model introduced in Chapter 3, TI was nativized by many mid-19th cen-
tury Japanese speakers at both the SP (segmental parse) and CS (constraint satisfaction)
levels, while nativization of the other three patterns was perhaps an SP-level process
only. This is a plausible conclusion, given that coronals before /i/ are more marked in
Japanese phonology than the other three non-native sequences being considered here, as
was discussed in section 3.2 of Chapter 3. The palatalization of /t/ before /i/ is a highly
productive process affecting Japanese verb inﬂection, while the other three patterns only
violate either static generalizations about possible URs, or constraints like *DD which
are not violated very often in the native underlying morphology.
15This suggests a simple way to empirically test the predictions of the transmission model without
having to perform the nearly impossible task of tracking a group of loanwords as they are spread from
speaker to speaker in real time. This would be to perform perception and production experiments to ﬁnd
the average value of pf for various non-native patterns among modern-day Japanese speakers, and then
compare the expected value of qf from equation 5.6 based on the measured value of pf to the actual rate
of nativization among recently attested loanwords.
228Note that the TI pf values begin to rise after about 1890, which correlates with
the establishment of mandatory English-language classes in the Japanese educational
system. As well, beginning in about 1870, a large number of loans containing TI entered
the language, and this would have the effect of decreasing the likelihood of TI being
misperceived or misproduced in later loans, as I argued in Chapter 2. These two factors
may have been what caused the value of pf for TI loans to increase to approximately
the same level as for loans with ˇ CE and voiced geminates. Of course, the same could be
said for the other three groups of loans, that their values of pf should have also increased
after 1870-1890. However, since they were not as marked for mid-19th century Japanese
speakers as TI was, they had a relatively high value of pf to begin with, and thus the
increase over time was not as marked as it was with TI.
Thus, thetransmissionmodelsuggeststhat, eventhoughmid-19th centuryloanwords
in Japanese show a wide range of nativization rates, much of this range can be attributed
to the cumulative effects of misperception and misproduction as these loanwords spread
through a network of speakers, and the nativization of these patterns may have been an
SP-level process only. However, the attested nativization rate of TI sequences was too
low to be solely due to transmission, suggesting that Japanese speakers at this time also
had an active phonological constraint at the CS level against TI sequences, in addition
to any nativization of TI occurring at the SP level. This constraint became inactive in
loanwords after about 1890, due to the increased number of TI words in the Japanese
lexicon and English-language education, causing the nativization of TI to become an
SP-level process only, just as in the other three non-native patterns.
2295.4 Conclusion
In this chapter I have presented a formalized framework for understanding the effects
of both on-line adaptation, and transmission of loanwords through a social network,
on the resulting form of the established loanword. The model of loanword transmis-
sion developed in this chapter predicts that the usual effect of transmission in a social
network is to cause a nonlinear ampliﬁcation of the rate of nativization at the level of
individual speakers. I then applied the predictions of this model in explaining the his-
torical adaptation data from Chapter 2 of loanwords with coronals before /i/, palatals
before /e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/, showing that much of the variation
in the nativization rates of three of these four patterns can be attributed to the effects of
transmission. The inferred values of pf for the four patterns suggest that palatals before
/e/, voiced geminates, and contrastive /F/ were correctly produced and perceived by
Japanese speakers in all time periods at a rate of about 70-90%. However, even when
the effects of transmission are factored out, the data suggest that coronals before /i/ in
loanwords were still more likely to be nativized by individual speakers than the other
three non-native patterns in the early stages of contact with English, between about
1850-1890. This correlates with the relative markedness of TI compared to the other
three patterns in Japanese morphophonology. As well, the increase in pf for TI loans
ﬁrst attested after 1870 corresponds to a large inﬂux of such loans after this date, caused
by the opening of Japan to the Western world. This large number of new loanwords
then had the effect of decreasing the rate of misproductions and misperceptions of TI in
later loans borrowed after about 1890, to the point where such loans were nativized at
approximately the same rate as loans with ˇ CE or voiced geminates.
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CONCLUSION
In the previous four chapters I have presented a theoretical framework for modeling
loanword borrowing which uniﬁes grammatical and social factors inﬂuencing adapta-
tion patterns, as well as providing a coherent account of the sources of variation in these
adaptation patterns and how such adaptations can change over generations. I have ar-
gued that borrowing is best conceived as a process involving the actions of multiple
speakers in a speech community. Borrowing consists of two different subprocesses:
adaptation and transmission. Adaptation is the process by which individual L1 speakers
map from the L2 source representation of the borrowed word to an L1 representation,
while transmission is the cumulative process of L1 speakers learning the adapted loan-
word from other L1 speakers. These two processes make different demands on the
speakers involved, since adaptation involves mapping from a single source form, while
transmission needs to resolve conﬂicts between multiple variants that a speaker may
be exposed to. Nativization can take place during either of these processes, resulting
in complex patterns of variation which cannot easily be explained with a model that
considers the effects of adaptation only.
Adaptation is what much of the previous literature on loanword borrowing has fo-
cused on. An L1 speaker performs an adaptation of a new loanword by mapping an L2
surface representation of the word (either phonetic or orthographic) to an L1 phonemic
representation. In doing this, the speaker tries to represent the L2 source as faithfully
as possible, using the resources made available in the L1 phonology. This tradeoff be-
tween faithfulness to the L2 form, and L1 markedness, can be naturally represented
in constraint-based theories of phonology like Optimality Theory. In my discussion of
three of the adaptation patterns governing Japanese loanwords in Chapter 2, I show that
231the possible adaptations that are attested for each non-native pattern can be obtained
by reranking loanword-speciﬁc SB-Correspondence constraints against a ﬁxed rank-
ing of native markedness constraints. An OT grammar can thus be used to delineate a
language-internaltypologyofpossible loanwordadaptations. However, itisnot possible
to also account for the cognate effect on velar palatalization in KÆ loanwords (in which
KÆ words with transparent cognates in French or German have plain /k/, while KÆ
wordswithnosuchcognateshavepalatalized/kj/)usingOToranyothermodelofasin-
gle speaker’s phonological competence, without making unrealistic assumptions about
each borrowers’ knowledge of other languages besides English. Instead, it is necessary
to also consider the role of speakers who were involved in transmitting the loanword,
speciﬁcally, which variant did they prefer after being exposed to both the palatalized
and unpalatalized variants from different speakers. The cognate effect thus arises in
the competition between the plain and palatalized variants as each spreads through the
speech community.
OT-based models also cannot account for frequency and similarity effects on the
changes in adaptation patterns over time. This is most clearly seen with the TI loans, in
whichthenon-nativesequences/ti/and/di/areﬁrstattestedinhigh-frequencyenviron-
ments, suchasword-ﬁnally, andthengraduallyspreadtolower-frequencyenvironments,
similar to the lexical diffusion of sound change (Wang 1969, Labov 1981). In Chapters 3
and 4 I consider the implications of these borrowing patterns for the structure of the lexi-
con and the interaction between the lexicon and the phonological grammar. I argue that,
in variants of OT like the Core-Periphery model (Ito & Mester 1999) or the Cophonol-
ogy model (Inkelas & Zoll 2007) which have been proposed to account for phonological
exceptions in loanwords, the lexicon does not have enough of a ﬁne-grained structure to
be able to also account for frequency and similarity effects. However, these effects can
be explained in connectionist models, like the Triangle Model of Seidenberg & McClel-
232land (1989), which impose a similarity relation over the lexicon, and in which similarity
and frequency effects come about as a result of the processing and learning mechanisms
of a connectionist network. In Chapter 4 I use an attractor network which is trained
on a subset of the Japanese lexicon to examine the adaptation of voiced geminates in
loanwords, showing that the relative unacceptability of /bb/ in loans (as compared to
/dd/ and /gg/) is due to the unusual status of /p/ in Japanese phonology and the rarity
of geminate /p/ in the native lexicon, while the high acceptability of /dd/ is due to the
high frequency of /tt/ in the lexicon (including the past tense forms of verbs), as well
as the existence of early loans like /beddo/ ‘bed’.
Another novel feature of the framework developed in this dissertation is that it also
considers the process of loanword transmission. This is in contrast to previous models
of borrowing in the generative literature, in which the grammar of a single idealized
speaker stands in for the adaptation conventions established over time by the entire
speech community, making it difﬁcult to account for synchronic variation in attested
loanwords, or diachronic change in adaptation patterns. In Chapter 5 I develop an
agent-based model for characterizing the expected effect of transmission on nativiza-
tion. Assuming a simple probabilistic model of individual speaker adaptation, I ﬁnd that
transmission causes a nonlinear ampliﬁcation of the rate of nativization in adaptations
performed by a single speaker. This nonlinearity increases as the average path length in
the social network increases. This means that, even with a relatively low probability of
nativization by individual speakers, a randomly chosen speaker in the network can still
end up preferring the nativized variant of a loanword over the non-native variant. I then
use this model to infer the individual rates of nativization for the adaptation patterns
from Chapter 2, given the historically attested rates of nativization. I ﬁnd that, even af-
ter factoring out the expected effect of transmission, the palatalization of coronals in TI
loans seems to have taken place at a qualitatively higher rate before 1890 than nativiza-
233tion of other loanword patterns. I suggest that this is evidence that coronal palatalization
was a categorical process for many Japanese speakers before 1890, whereas afterwards,
perhaps due to increased English-language education, palatalization became more of
a low-level phonetic process, being performed by speakers at rates comparable to the
nativization of other loanword patterns.
There are a variety of developments of this basic theoretical framework for loan-
word borrowing which I plan to pursue in future research, as I will now discuss in the
remainder of this chapter.
6.1 Phonological grammars and connectionist models of lexical
processing
I will be extending the connectionist model of loanword adaptation from Chapter 4 to
account for a variety of adaptation patterns seen in loanwords in Japanese and other
languages. The current model uses phonological representations only, so I will work on
adding orthographic representations as well, in a manner similar to Plaut et al. (1996)
and Harm & Seidenberg (1999), so that I can also account for the spelling adaptations
seen in Japanese loanwords, and how these interact with phonetically-based adaptations.
The challenge here is that there are three different writing systems (kanji, hiragana, and
katakana) used in Japanese; as well, Romanization is taught in the context of English
education, and many adaptation patterns (such as the adaptation of English /@/) reﬂect
the spelling of the source word in English. It will be quite difﬁcult to design an ortho-
graphic representation layer for a connectionist network that can efﬁciently represent all
four of these scripts. Given the large number of kanji characters in Japanese, a localist
representation, in which there is one unit for each possible character, would probably
234be too large in terms of the number of units for the resulting network to be trainable
in a reasonable amount of time, and would have poor generalization capabilities from
orthography to phonology, since the radicals present in the kanji characters would not be
directly represented. Thus a distributed representation for Japanese orthography would
be more practical. One possibility would be to use a feature-based representation where
the features represent the presence of a single stroke in a speciﬁc position and orienta-
tion (for example, a vertical stroke on the left of the character). Another would be to use
random vectors for each character, where the vectors are chosen so that their similarity
to the vectors for other characters corresponds to the characters’ visual similarity.
Another possible extension to the connectionist model of loanword adaptation is to
add in the semantic level of representation from the TM framework. This would make
it possible to account for morphological alternations, such as the present and past tense
of verbs. In the current model, the past tense alternation was represented by training the
network on the phonological forms only of both verb forms. Since there were no seman-
tic representations used, the network treated these items as separate lexical entries, and
thus could not represent the fact that the two verb forms are morphologically related. By
training a network on both phonological and semantic representations, with the present
and past tense forms differing in a systematic way (for example, using a [past] feature),
then the network would learn a constraint governing the value of the [past] feature and
the corresponding presence of gemination in the phonological form. In other words, the
network would be able to learn that the gemination that occurs in many past tense forms
is a morphophonological alternation, and not simply a static distribution over phonolog-
ical forms in the lexicon. This would make it possible to examine the effect that these
alternations have on adaptation patterns. I suspect that such a network, like historical
Japanese speakers, would be more likely to nativize phonotactic sequences such as /ti/
which are avoided in morphophonological alternations, as compared to sequences such
235as /Ùe/ which also do not occur in the lexicon but are not generated underlyingly in the
morphology.
I also plan on collecting more historical data, from such sources as newspaper
archives and Meiji-era novels, showing how various adaptation patterns are attested
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. I will focus on the palatalization of coronal
obstruents before /i/, as this adaptation pattern is the most interesting in terms of show-
ing the effects of phonological similarity and frequency, as well as the palatalization of
velars before source /æ/, which shows the effects of competition during transmission.
This data will also allow me to estimate the token frequencies of loanwords in this time
period, making it possible to more accurately model the lexical knowledge of Meiji-era
Japanese speakers.
On a more theoretical level, I wish to explore further the connections between Op-
timality Theory and Harmonic Grammar, and the Triangle Model for lexical processing
proposed in Seidenberg & McClelland (1989). The advantage of TM and other connec-
tionist models is their ability to account for similarity and frequency effects in irregular
or variant forms using the same processing mechanisms as for regular forms. I believe
that it should be possible to analyze the weights in a trained TM network to derive an
HG grammar which would be a higher-level description of the network’s behavior. This
derivation would make explicit some of the constraints which the network is implement-
ing during processing, thus making it easier to understand how the network operates.
Going in the other direction, I also want to explore how the representations and con-
straint interactions proposed in recent phonological theories can be used to constrain
the possible network architectures in the TM framework. This would allow for building
connectionist models that are not only psychologically plausible, but linguistically plau-
sible as well. I believe that such combined models will be able to account for both the
236patterns of regularity and productivity that are seen in phonological systems, as well as
the variation in the use of such systems that is seen at the level of the individual speaker.
6.2 Agent-based simulations of language contact and language
change
I plan on developing further the agent-based model of loanword transmission from
Chapter 5 in several ways. I will test some of the empirical predictions of the current
model by doing perception and production experiments on native Japanese speakers us-
ing nonce words with non-native phonotactic sequences such as [si], and comparing the
rate at which these sequences are nativized during perception and production with the
attested nativization rate of these same sequences in recent loanwords in a text corpus.
The prediction based on the transmission model is that, if speakers nativize with a prob-
ability pn = 1  pf, then the rate of the non-native variant occurring in text should be
a polynomial function of pf, with the terms of the polynomial reﬂecting the expected
distribution of path lengths in the network from initial borrowers to other speakers.
I will also explore the effects of extending the model by allowing for more linguis-
tically realistic behavior at the level of the individual speaker, for example by having
the agents in the network have different tendencies to nativize or not, or by having the
agents evaluate loanword forms they are exposed to using a stochastic grammar like
Harmonic Grammar, or a TM network like the attractor network from Chapter 4, rather
than a simple random choice between forms. This will also make it possible to look
at the interaction between the frequency and similarity effects on adaptations and the
likelihood of non-native variants being transmitted. Yet another possible change that
could be made to the model at the level of the individual speaker is to assign a social
237status value to each agent, and have agents prefer variants that are produced by higher-
status agents in the network, in a manner similar to the simulations performed by Nettle
(1999a,b). This extension to the model would then be compared to a corresponding
neutral model of loanword variation, in which agents simply choose loanword variants
on the basis of which variants are used by their neighbors in the network, without re-
gards to the neighbors’ social status value, to determine the inﬂuence that higher status
agents have on determining adaptation patterns (cf. Shalizi 2007). These extensions will
make deriving an analytical model signiﬁcantly more difﬁcult, and thus much harder to
characterize the behavior of the models for various values of their parameters. Perhaps
techniques from evolutionary game theory (Young 1998, Gintis 2000) will be useful for
this task, as exempliﬁed by Jäger’s (2007) application of game theory to the typology of
word order.
Finally, the most challenging task will be to extend the model to account for changes
in adaptation patterns taking place over several generations. The current transmission
model looks only at the spread of a single loanword, which can occur over a relatively
short period of time. In order to account for changes in adaptation patterns over longer
periods of time, it will be necessary to extend the model of the social network itself by
allowing for new agents to be added to the graph over time and old agents to be removed,
simulating the birth and death of members of the speech community. Perhaps in the
courseoflanguageacquisition, thenewagentsinthenetwork, basedontheirexposure to
loanwords being transmitted in the network, as well as their degree of English-language
education, end up setting the value of pf at a higher value than their predecessors. This
would result in the qualitative pattern discussed at the end of Chapters 2 and 5, where the
likelihood of nativization decreases over time. More generally, to account for the effect
of bilingualism on nativization (Haugen 1950), it will be necessary to model increasing
bilingualism in the social network, for example by gradually increasing the number of
238contacts that agents have with L2 speakers outside the network, or by making it more
likely that newly-added agents will be attached in the network near L2 speakers or L1/
L2 bilinguals.
Using this extended model would allow for the exploration of the interactions be-
tween individual speakers’ phonological competences and their expectations for the
adaptations that other speakers in the network will produce, providing some clues as
to how to relate synchronic variation and social structure to diachronic change, as in the
actuation problem posed by Weinreich et al. (1968). This model would also have clear
connections to Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004) and similar approaches (Ohala
1981, 1993, Lindblom 1986) in which sound changes arise from the cumulative per-
ception and production biases of individual speakers. The difference would be that the
social network model proposed here would be able to account for synchronic variation,
as well as diachronic change, using the same transmission mechanism taking place be-
tween different types of agents over different timescales. Synchronic variation would
result from transmission between neighbors in the network, while diachronic change
would result from transmission between parent and child agents.
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